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To Those Who Haven’t

ALL THE HOME NEWS

Been Told:
Years ago we tried to sell a mail some Accident Insur
ance—BUT DIDN’T.
He said he didn't expect to be hurt and would take a
chance—HE DID.
Aliout a year ago he said he was away ahead of the
game—HE WAS.
That is. he hadn't paid premiums “for nothing" for ten
years or so, and figured lie was quite a little to the good—
BUT WAIT!

Tlie old law of averages got busy.
ice and broke his leg!

I Ie slipped on the

v

T’liey put him in a nice dean hospital room at $50.00
per, ami got a good-looking nurse at $45.00 per, and a highly
trained surgeon—AND EVERYTHING.

After a few days of blissful unconsciousness he began
to wonder where “it” would all come from. We couldn’t
help him—THEN.
,
In about 10 weeks they turned him over, all fixed up,
to his creditors—HE’S STILL WITH THEM.
MORAL—Don't make the same mistake.
forgettable when- it strikes home.

It is too un

And buy your accident

insurance in accordance with the same standards that you
use for other purchases. Policies are designed to meet the
buying standards of different types of people—in the same
manner as merchandise is graded for different classes of

In matters of insurance, however—the best is the

buyers.

only kind to have—to avoid disappointment afterwards.

E. C. MORAN SCO.
Be Thrifty
Did you ever hear of anybody retiring
on the money they had spent?

$744,490.24

in INTEREST has been paid by this
institution to the people of Knox
County during the past nineteen
years.

in a Trust Company, as the State Law
requires us to hold in separate reserve
$1.00 worth of assets as security for
every $1.00 of Savings Deposits.

Security Trust Company
ROCKLAND, ME.

VINALHAVEN,

WARREN

UNION,

SUGAR

BUY IT

WATCH IT

Last year Cuba was nearly bankrupt owing to a large crop which
resulted in low prices. This year with a short crop and prices sky
rocketing, she is reaping back some of her losses. We cannot quote
a firm price as prices change so quickly, but we will book your or
ders for delivery as fast as cars arrive, at prices in effect the day
you place your order. Phone your order immediately and be pro
tected on your summer’s supply. Sugar is not only advancing in
price but is very scarce at the present time. We are always head
quarters for sugar in all size bags and barrels and we believe a few
hundred pounds in the pantry should pay you good dividends.

STOVER’S PRIDE FLOUR
“The Flour the Best Cooks Use”

$1.15 per *4 Bag
SPECIAL—All Next Week we will give away with each bag of flour
ordered your choice of an extra heavy plated Doughnut or Biscuit
Cutter, or both with two bags.
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No tribute is laid on castles in the •••
••• air.—Churchill.
•••
«•»

REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
For Mayor

EDWARD E. RANKIN
Of Ward Two
Ward One
Alderman—Charles L. Chase.
Councilmen—Frank D. Heaiey, Wil
liam A. Holbrook, Wilbur W. Bisbee.
Warden—E. B. Crockett.
Ward Clerk—Frederick J. Hull.
Ward Two
Alderman—Frank M. Ulmer.
Councilmen—Harold C. Simmons,
Putnam P. Bicknell and Floyd L.
Shaw.
Ward Clerk Mrs. Doris C. Jordan,
Ward Three
Alderman—Ralph W. Hanscorn.
Councilmen—Edward O’B. Gonia,
George A. Brewster and Mis, Ethei
A. Payson.
Warden—E. B. Hastings.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Annie F. Simmons.
Ward Four
Alderman—Maynard S. Marston.
Councilmen—Harry H. Hanscorn,
Oliver F. Hills and Carleton E. Morse.
Warden—J. F. Cooper.
Ward Clerk—Stephen H. Cables, Jr.
Ward Five
Alderman—Walter B. Knowlton.
Councilmen—Ralph B. Loring. Bur
leigh C. Nash and Hebert M. Waldron.
Warden—L. A. Wellman.
Ward Clerk—Avaughn M. Ames.
Wad Six
Alderman—Ivan A. Trueworthy.
Councilmen—Samuel B. Aylward,
Ernest A. Gamage and Harold A.
Coombs.
Warden—Daniel McLoud.
Ward Clerk—Edwin H. Maxey.
Ward Seven
Alderman—William N. Benner, Jr.
Councilmen—William E. Brown, Donold H. Farrand and Fred E. Harden.
Warden—Walter S. Benner.
Ward Clerk—Earle C. Bartlett.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
The following is a news item from
Europe: "Lloyd George calls French
occupation of Rhur Valley a blunder,
and likens it to invasion of Belgium
by Germans, and says America must
aid in solution of difficulty.”
The principal cause of the “dif
ficulty” is, Germany’s financial legs are
so weak she cannot stand on her feet.
What Germany needs and must have
to put her on her feet is a set of gold
crutches. Uncle Sam has the gold
crutches, and his financial legs are so
strong he doesn’t need them any more
than a cat needs two tails. I under
stand there is a bill before Congress
asking Uncle Sam to loan Germany
one billion dollars.
With one billion dollars added to the
gold she now holds. Germany could es
tablish a sound financial system and
make a beginning at paying France.
France would probably be willing to
make reasonable concessions in view of
restoring Germany’s credit.
Germany has a large volume of
cheap currency, which she could dis
pose of in tlie same way that- Uncle
Sim got rid of his cheap money nt the
close of the Revolution. The old con
tinental money was purchased at its
market value and destroyed.
If Uncle Sam should do as Lloyd
George suggests and puts Germany on
her feet, he will improve conditions in
America by increasing the price of our
exports. Evidently a great responsi
bility rests upon the shoulders of
Uncle Sam. But I believe he will serve
the cause of humanity in the future as
in the past, and “aid in the solution of
the difficulty” that now confronts
Europe.
C. A. Miller.
Union, March 2.

R. U. Collins is prepared to assist in
making income tax returns. 375 Main
Street.—20-tf

H. H. STOVER & CO.

ST. PETER’S CHURCH

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL GRAIN DEALERS
TELEPHONES—818—819
ROCKLAND
CAMDEN
WALDOBORO

White Street, near Llmerock
wRev. A. 12. Scott., Rector
34 High Street. Telephone 271 4
If thia telephone 1s not answered call 58-M

1855

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.

1923

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Quality is our
Watchword.

w
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LLOYD GEORGE'S SUGGESTION

YOUR SAVINGS ARE
PROTECTED

CAMDEN,

Subscription $3 00 per year payable In ad
vance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
Communications upon topics of general Inter
est are solicited.
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday morr.Vig, from 469 Main Street, Rock
land, Maine.
Entered at the postoffloe in Rockland for cir
culation at second-class postal rates.

WALDOBORO

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE

By saving one dollar, the possibility of acquiring hundreds be
comes real. The best reason for saving now is, the older you grow
the less you can earn, and it’s the dollars saved early in life that tell
when the future days of need shall arrive.

Third Sunday in Lent, .Mar 4th. Morning
Prayer at 10 a m ; Litany at 10 20;
Holy Communion witli music and sermon
at 10 30; Churdi School at 12 13. No
early servke.
At Thomaston Sunday. Holy Communion at
7 43 a. ni.; Church School at 6 p m :
Evening Prayer, Dc Profundis, Litany,
hymns and sermon at 7.
Monday in the parish rooms. Meeting of
Vestry and Dept of Finance at 7 p. ni ;
Parish Council at 8
Wednesday. Evening Prayer and Litany at
4; Evening Prayer and address at 7.30.
Thursday, Holy Communion at the Rectory
at 7 30 a. in.
Dept. of Church Extension at tlie Rectory
Thursday at 7 30 p ni
Friday, Woman’s Auxiliary at the Churdi at
2; Evening Prayer, Litany and hymns at
4 ; Evening Prayer. De Profundis. Litany
and hymns at 7 30; choir rehearsal at 8.

To have your films promptly

SHIPPING BILL DIES

A WELL LIGHTED CITY

Wednesday just a year to the day after
it was horn.
Feb. 28, 1922, President Harding ap
pearing at a Joint session of Congress,
urged enactment of legislation designed
to build up an American merchant ma
rine through government aid and
identical bills embodying the views of
the administration were' introduced in
the Senate and House. Wednesday the
bill then introduced, after having
passed the House in the meantime, met
its death in the Senate through
adoption of a motion to lay it aside.
The end of the legislation, which the
president advocated with all the
powers at his command, leaves the ad
ministration where it was a year ago
in dealing with the three billion dol
lar investments in war built ships. The
task of liquidating this investment al
ready has been made the subject of
study and the plans under consid
eration are to be announced soon after
Congress adjourns Sunday.
The death of the shipping bill came
quietly and without the hitter discus
sion which marked its hectic career.
Senator Ladd. Republican, North Da
kota, moved that it be laid aside in
favor of the ftUed-milk bill, and the
motion was carried, 63 to 7, with the
Republican leaders voting with the ma
jority. The action meant the death
of the shipping measure, inasmuch as
Senator Jones had told the Senate he
would no further efforts to call the bill
up before adjournment.
The action also was taken to mean
the end of such legislation for years
to come, for President Harding has let
it he known that the administration
plans no attempt to obtain consider
ation for the bill at the next regular
session of Congress.

New York Congressman Was One Of
The Best Known American Orators

Representative W. Bourke Cockran,
Democrat, died sudenly in Washington
Thursday. Mr. Cockrftn, who celebrat
ed his 69th birthday Wednesday, be
came ill during the night. He was on
the floor of the House Wednesday
night and made a spirited speech in
opposition to the pending farm credits
bill. A native of Ireland, educated in
France and the United States and ac
tive for many years in the legal pro
fession and in politics, Mr. Cockran
was one of the picturesque forces in
American life. He was an orator of the
old school, endowed with a remarkable
voice and with a delivery and diction
that long ago won him a place among
the most eloquent orators of the eoun
try.
Mr. Cockran spoke in Rockland dur
ing the State campaign last year, and
a number of years ago spoke at a rally
in the Holman field at Ingraham Hill.
A COW IN NEW YORK
The Dairyman's League, believing
that a large percentage of the children
of New York have never seen a cow
have presented Dairylea, a holstcin, to
the Bronx zoo.—News item.
It is also not unlikely that many New
York children have never seen any real
milk.

Ia yours a home for flowers?
—It should be.
—Says the Sunflower.

MAKE your abiding
place a shelter for

the flowers.

Tend to

them like unto little
children and they will

reward you with their
beauty and fragrance.
“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

GLAENTZEL
16 SCHOOL ST. PHONE-120 <
GREENHOUSES-CAMDEN,
PHONEj/135-2

AMERICAN HOUSE
Hanover Street
Boston
Tlie House of Good Cheer
Room Rates $2.00 j»er day and up
Two new fireproof Garages one
Block in the rear of the House
Rathskeller
Business
Men’s Lunch
from
Noon to 2.30 P. M
Pinner from 6 P. M. to 8 P. M.
Supper from 8 P M to 1 A. M.
A la carte all day
Music from 6 P. M. to 1 A. M
by Scotty Holmes Orchestra and
Banquet Rooms tram 4 to 500
people

S Nov-23 23

send or bring them to

Telephone 664-W

l

w. McCartney

SANITARY ENGINEER
Deposits are received from one dollar to five thousand dollars.

BOOK STORE

More than twice the amount of light either city or power company. The
is given the city under the recently progress of street lighting has gone
completed new street lighting system ahead in decades and can be traced
through the 1000 watt circuit, the open
than was available under the old. The arc, the closed arc and the present in
entire system, hook, line and sinker, candescent service.
The city is now in three circuits so
from the fixtures themselves to the
new and modern series transformer if Main street fails the Northend and
Southend may be lighted. In the old
tulis at the Glcncove sub-station, has days if one line broke the whole city
been renewed at a cost to the company was darkened. Rockland ranks as a
in excess of $16,000.
well lighted city and citizens may feel
All the old 60-candle power incan well satisfied with the efforts of the
descent lamps have been taken out and company and the street lighting com
100 c. p. lights substituted.
mittee.
In some cases an arc has been re
A representative of the General Elec
placed by three 100 c. p. lamps when tric Company was in Rockland of an
recommended by the street lighting evening recently and was so we
committee of the City Government. All pleased with the Main street installa
lights have been equipped with the tion that he made arrangements with
General Electric Company’s radial re Supt. H. I’. Blodgett to have a party
flector which is the very latest thing in of photographers here and make pic
street lighting equipment.
tures for demonstration purposes.
The most noticeable change is in the Similar installations are being made
replacing of the big flickering arcs by in many cities and this reel of .movies
the 600 c. p. incandescents. The old will convince doubters besides provid
arcs had a candle power of 350 when ing good advertising for this city.
installed some 15 years ago, but this
The removal of the last lamps of tlie
has so diminished as they grew older are type swings memory back to tlie
that it was little more than half. The late Angus W. C’Mose”) Heaton and
old lamps threw an intense light di his piebald |iinto with which he was
rectly down hut did not distribute, re wont to make his daily patrol of the
sulting In a glare very dangerous to lights, year in and year out. In the
automohilists. This is entirely elimi days of the old open ares new carbons
nated by tlie new radial distributing re had to be set in each lamp each day
flectors. The lamps are now all hung and “Mose’s” life was a strenuous one.
on brackets instead of being suspended With the advent of the closed ares the
mid-street and all are lower, owing to i change only had to be made weekly,
the full distribution secured. Another but a patrolling trip was necessary
feature is that the lamps need little or each night and the lamps were always
no attention and if one fails the whole trimmed and burning. Several months
series is not lost as used to be the before the death of the veteran trim
case.
mer a company official told him that
This system will have a life of ap it was only a matter of months before
proximately ten years at the end of the last are must go and to his sur
which time it will 'be obsolete and not prise Mr. Beaton hurst into tears, for
be efficient to operate from the angle of the lamps were very deal' to him.

B0URKE COCKRAN DEAD

Telephone Haymarket 4740

CARVER’S

TO TRAIN CITIZENS

Western Farmers Kill Measure
Military Camp Will Be Held
Which Meant Much To Rockland’s New System Is Now Completed, and Movies
At Devens In August—McWill Be Made To Show Result—Arcs Abandoned.
Maritime Interests.
Loon Knox County Chair
man.
The administration shipping bill died

The Imperial Marimba Rand

developed and printed

Volume 78................. Number 27.

Plumbing and Heating
ROCKLAND, ME.
i
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HARDING

HAS MADE GOOD

An Unbiased Review of His Administration That Cannot
Fail To Impress Every Unbiased Reader.
Charles D. Ililles, chairman of the
Republican National Committee, has is
sued the following statement:
« « « •
Two years of Republican adminis
tration under President Harding have
been marked l»y high -achievement
The President laid the foundation by
selecting men of exceptional ability
for his cabinet. The cabinet has been
restored to the place it was intended to
occupy a place from which it fell in
a time of recent memory.
Not the least of the benefits con
ferred upon the country by President
Harding is to be found in the char
acter and ability of those he has se
lected as justices of the Supreme Court
of the United States. Not for a long
time, if ever, has the general tone of
the court been higher.
At the end of the fiscal year, June 39,
1921, there were in excess of 156,000
cases pending and undisposed of in the
United States District Courts, with 106
judges on the bench, or an average of
14.779 case per judge. Acting upon the
advice of Attorney-General Daugherty,
Presidnet Harding urged with success
the passage of a bill to increase the
number of United States judges. This
is one of the most important acts in tlie
history of the judiciary.

expenditures, to enforce simplicity of
procedure, and to save money to the
taxpayers.
Economy Has Been Shown
Tlie remarkable retrenchment can
best be understood by a comparison of
the figures for the fiscal years of 1020,
1921 and 1922. Tabulated, the exhibit
Is as follows:
Fiscal year 1920 .......... $6,403,343,841
Fiscal year) 1921 ..........
5,115.927,689
Fiscal year 1922 ..........
3,372,607,899
The year ending June 30, 1922, was
the first complete fiscal year under this
administration. The reductions in the
public debt and the public expenditures
are greater than have been made by
any other nation since the signing of
the armistice.
The tariff law with its provision for
flexibility has operated to the great
business advantage of the United
States. It is exceeding the expec
tations of its framers. The new bill
during its operation has produced an
income greater than for any like period
under any other tariff bill.
Appreciation of Wartime Bonds
The application of business methods
to national finances is reflected in the
enhancement of the market value of
wartime government bonds The vol
ume is $22,731,000,000'. The increase in
their value under the Harding admin
Our Foreign Relations
istration i« 15 per cent. The records of
In its vigorous and thoroughly the Treasury Department show that
American foreign policy the Harding there are 20,000,000 holders, so that the
administration has .achieved mightily. quick restoration in value accomplish
After three years of technical warfare ed largely in two years enriches virtu
continued by I’residennt Wilson, we ally one-fifth of our population.
are at peace with Germany and all
The number of surplus employes on
the world. The President has kept us the payroll of the federal government
out of entanglements in Europe. The has been reduced by 47,730 in the Dis
conference of representatives of the na trict of Columbia, and by 356,897
tions of the world at Washington in throughout the entire country.
1921 was accounted one of the greatest
The administration has had a tre
Xliplomatic achievements in history. mendous task in the enforcement of the
An important concrete result was the Volstead Act. A change in the habits
termination of the agreement between of the people as radical as this could
Great Britain and Japan, effective not but meet great difficulties in the
since 1911. Thereby one of the chief administration of the law, and such dif
existing difficulties in the way of un ficulties could not but rouse blind op
derstandings concerning matters in the position, without any logical ground, to
Pacific and concerning the limitation of an administration charged with its en
armament was removed. It will affect forcement.
a saving to American tax-payers of
A Republican Congress put a stop to
five billion dollars during the next ten a flood of immigration from terroryears.
stricken Europe which would have
The President has earnestly advo inundated us and entered into ruinous
cated active participation by the competition with our already glutted
United States in the permanent tri labor markets.
bunal at The Hague for the trial and
President Harding called a conference
judicial methods. Tills has long been in Washington to consider the problem
an American aspiration, it is in line of unemployment and to make recom
with the declaration of the Republican mendations for stimulating the build
National platform of 1920 which re ing industry, which recommendations
cords a “universal sentiment of Ameri have borne ample fruit. Contrasted
cans for generations past in favor of with five millions of wage earners out
international law and arbitration."
of employment at the close of I’resi
The solution of the problem of the dent’s Wilson's term, prosperity is now
British debt is another prime achieve so general in the United States that
ment.
our industries are calling for more
Credit to the Farmers
skilled and unskilled labor than can he
In 15 months the War Finance cor readily supplied.
Ill January of this year bank clear
poration, created by the Republican
Congress to facilitate the extension of ings for the entire country were three
credit to farmers, gave direct aid billions greater than in the same monlli
which was exceedingly beneficial and of 1921. Customs receipts for the same
stimulating, and the psychology of tin months were $46,346,000, as compared
corporation’s work loosened credits to $25,925,000. Cotton hales marketed
and re-established confidence every Jumped from 366.463 to 610.375. The
where. From August 24, 1921 to Nov. consumption of wool increased in
30, 1922 the Corporation approved loans pounds from 24.049.000 to 58,367.000.
for agricultural and livestock purposes That the building industry is thriving
in the sum of $433,477,000. These were is shown by the fact that structural
made in 37 states. More than $109.- steel sales increased from 42,700 tons In
000,000, or 41 per cent of the amount January, 1921, to 188,000 tons in Janu
ary, 1923. The tonnage of steel ingots
advanced, has already been repaid.
President Harding vetoed the bonus arose from 2.518.000 to 3.717.000, and of
bill. It was a brave act; it was an act pig iron from 2.415.000 to 3,229,000.
unpopular In a sense, but dictated by a Our total imports arc valued at $291,desire to serve the best interests of the 000,000. as compared to $214,000,000, In
country. Another compensation meas January. 1921.
This advance out of the doldrums of
ure, commonly known as the Bursum
bill, was courageously vetoed by the 1920 was not nitre luck but the result
the President. It would have added of far-sighted policy.
President Harding lias made good.
$108,000,000 anu'ally to the pensions of
As a result, at the end of two years we
the Civil War and to widows.
It was on the initiative of President have a long list of solid accomplish
Harding that the Bureau of Budget ments and a growing appreciation of
was established as a means of off-set- and confidence in him ty his country
ting the old decentralized system of men.

4

Official announcement .has been
mode of tlie appointment of Capt.
Sabine W. Wood of Bangor as State
Civilian Aide to Secretary of War
Weeks, an appointment wlflch places
him in direct charge of the recruiting
campaign in Maine for the 1923 Citi
zen's Military Training Camp to ho
held at Camp Devens, Mass., Aug. 1 to
31. As well as aide to the Secretary
of War, Capt. Wood is also State
chairman of the Military Training
Camps association.
With the exception of Androscoggin
the county organization for the cam
paign lias been practically completed.
The active campaign will commence
today, and, while Maine's quota for this
year’s camp has not been anounced, it
is expected to be slightly in excess of
308, the 1922 quota.
For the 1923 campaign the active aid
of all patriotic bodies, fraternal orders,
commercial groups, churches, High
Schools, academies, colleges, etc. is
asked and in addition an appeal is to
be made to every employer in the State
that lie send to the summer training
camp at least one member of his or
ganization.
The regulations regarding the mak
ing of application and other details of
interest to candidates are expected to
lie received within a few days.
A. C. McLoon is county chairman
for Knox. Clarence A. Richards of
Damariscotta is county chairman for
Lincoln and T. J. Abernathy of Ells
worth is county chairman for Hancock.

OUT ER TER BACCY
The Plaintive Plea of Dr. Gage
Who Has Been Fenced In
At Swan s Island.
Atlantic. Feb. 28.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I thank you for the calendars. They
were in the mail landed on the Ice on
tlie Atlantic ocean outside of Hockatr.ock Head and via skating dory and
wagon hauled up the harbor over the
ice, reached the land and eventually
were brought to Minturn whither you
directed them. In course of time they
were transferred to Atlantic and ulti
mately reached my hand on the 24th.
Would like to know when you started
them oil the Journey.
Won’t you ask the authorities in
Rockland to urge that the cutter or the
tug “Mohave" or some other Icebreaker
he sent to open us up [meaning tho
port] so that freight can be landed
here? Don’t you realize that I am all
out of smoking tobacco, and cannot get
any except hard-plug, and that I can
not write for you unless my old corn
cob is drawing well. We are feeding
the hoss on (biscuit and fried potatoes,
is grain is too skurce. The shortage in
sugar is a good thing for the islanders,
as they will lie better off with less
sugar than usual. For the love of Peto
don't let us be compelled to resort to
tallow dips, and blubber lamps: wo
need light in the hours of darkness, and
kerosene to make the light. Help life
the embargo on Height before June If
the Coast Guard knew that I was out
of tobacco I believe they would bring
me some,
(Dr.) Isaac B. Gage.
TO MEET IN AUGUSTA

Maine Democrats Will Meet To Discuss
Plans For Next Year.
A statewide Democrat meeting will
lie held at the Augusta House Thurs
day evening, March 8, invitations hav
ing been sent out by Daniel W. Cony
chairman of the State committee. A
meeting of (lie State committee will lie
hold in Hie afternoon anil the commit
tee will present plans for the 1924 cam
paign at the evening meeting and ban
quet.
Mrs. R. O. Elliot, president of tlie
State Federation of IJemocratic Wo
men's Clubs, has called a meeting of
tlie executive Isiard to meet with her
at her rooms at the Augusta House at
4 o'clock on the same day.
In the evening a banquet will lie
served at 7.311 Speakers will not bo
wanting as all the Democratic mem
bers of the Legislature will be pres
ent.

A DARK LIGHTHOUSE
The temporary extinguishment of
he FI. Point light oil the 17th, by order
of the lighthouse department, recalls
to mind the tradition of 1874, -when
similar ice conditions led the keeper,
the late Iliram Grant, to suggest to
the department that the light be dis
continued until such time as a vessel
could get within 40 miles of the light,
lie received a terse note advising him
that when the department wished to
discontinue any light it would promptly
notify the keeper thereof. And that
was that Hy kept the light burning.
A small amount of open water exists
off the light but tlie ducks have disap
peared, save the dead ones on the ice,
now visited hy eagles and crows.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever your occupation may be aud how
ever crowded your hours with affairs. do not
fall to secure at least a few minutes every day
for refreshment of your Inner life with a bit
of poetry.
—Charles Eilot Norton.

THE WINTER STARS
Across the iron-bound silence of the night
A keen wind fltfuMy creeps, and far -away
The northern ridges glimmer faintly bright.
Like hills on some dead planet hard and gray.
Divinely from the ley sky look down
The deathless stais that spurkle overhead,

The Wain, the Herdsman, and tho Northern
4'rown
Am! yonder, westward, large and hatefully red,
Arcturus, brooding over fierce resolves;
Like mystic dancers In the Arctic air
Tie troopa of the Aurora shift and spin;
The Dragon strews his bale-fires, and within
His trailing and prodigious loop Involves
The lonely Pole Star and the Leaser Bear.
•Archibald Lwnpmaa,

SPECIMEN

The Gourier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland. Maine. March 3, 1923.
Personally appeared Prank S. Lyld.e, wao on
oath declares that he is pressman in the offlee
of the Rockland Publishing Co. and that of
tlie Issue ot The I oiirior-(i.izit|e of Maith I.
1923 there was printed a total of 6.067 copies

Before me.

PRANK B MILLER,
Notary Public.

REFERENDUM

BALLOT

1 o Be Used
MONDAY,

MARCH 5,

1923

Those in favor of the adoption of Daylight Saving will place
a cross (X) in the square marked YES.
YES

NO

BIBLE THOUGHT
—FOR TODAY—
i metrorixed. will prove a
tentage in after years.

SAFE STEPS:—Thc steps of a good
man arc ordered by the Lord: and he
delighleth in his way.—Psalm 37:23.

NEXT

Evcry-Othcr-Uaf
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MONDAY'S ELECTION

One year ago the Democrats car
ried the city election by a majority of
138. The late Mayor Thorndike was
running at the head of their ticket, and
was at the height of his popularity,
but in spite of the inroads which lie
made upon Republican ranks, the
Democrats lost two of t ie wards, and
had only a comparatively small ma
jority in two others. A summary of
the aldermanie vote shows that the
Democrats had a leeway of only 59
votes. This of itself is encouraging to
the Republican parly, but even more so
Is the fact that it was able to carry the
city in the following September elec
tion by 234 votes-. While it is conceded
that the Republicans bad some support
in that election, which is not to be ex
pected to align itself with this party in
a municipal contest, the fact remains
that Rockland is debatable territory,
and the Republicans take their stand
as a united, harmonious party, with a
candidate for mayor whose personal
integrity has never been questioned,
and whose fitness to protect the tax
payers against unwarranted extrava
gances in a guarantee that he is a safe
man to elect to the executive chair.
The campaign thus far has been
quite devoid of personalities. We have
nothing to say against-the character
or ability of Mr. Brown, who heads
the Democratic ticket, and we can con
ceive of no campaign canard that could
influence any fair-minded voteragainst
Mr. Rankin. As In most municipal
campaigns there arc no sharply drawn
issues. The Democrats have beeh in
control of the city eight years, and arc
by no means immune from the danger
which besets any political party long
in possession—that of falling into a
rut and allowing slipshod methods to
take the place of caution and ambition.
How far responsible are such methods
for the fact that taxpayers will have to
pay $40 on a thousand another year,
unless some careful hand applies a
check?
The Republican party appeals to two
classes of voters in this campaign—to
the independents who believe that the
crisis makes a change desirable, and
to its own members to show their
party loyalty, under conditions that
arc favorable, to say thc least. The
traveling may be bad, and it may not
be possible for the committee to send
a conveyance for you. Show your
earnestness by making a little extra ef
fort and self-sacrifice. A vote or two
may decide the result.
There is no partisan politics in the
referendum on daylight saving, which
calls for an expression of opinion in
Monday's balloting, therefor the vole
should be a large one and the question
settled upon its merits, it will be
acknowledged that a universal appli
cation of daylight time would be desir
able, and that the double standard nec
essary In some few instances to be kept
in mind is annoying, but thc benefits
so far outweigh those features that we
believe the overwhelming sentiment
of'Rockland and Its vicinity is favor
able to the changing of the clocks dur
ing the out-door summer season. The
Courier-Gazette hopes that every
reader of this paragraph will put a
cross (X) in the YDS space of Die ref
erendum ballot.

Readers who have followed ill the
columns of The Courier-Gazettte the
story of "A Maine Family of Smiths"
will be further inlcrestd to know that
its author, Benjamin F. Smith, has jttSt
received from the Union Slock Yards
Company of oinalia a beautifully
Ijoutii) brochure, bearing the inscription
"III Memory of George Warren Smith."
and containing these resolutions, in
scribed on parchment in handsomely
executed black letter:
Be it Resolved by thc Stockholders of
the Omaha Stock Yards Company, at
the 1923 annual meeting the first con
vention since the death of our friend
and associate. George Warren Smith,
tlvat we hereby express informally our
appreciation of his friendship and of
ills counsel and assistance in promot
ing the company's success. Wc recall
with pleasure that he was one of the
first stockholders in thc company, that
lie was loyal, capable anti energetic in
helping establish and build the present
plant. Wc sincerely mourn bis death,
lie it further Resolved, that wc
extend to Mr. II. F. Smith, liis brothel
and to till other surviving members of
ills family, our sympathy and con
dolence.
Be it further Resolved, that this
resolution be spread mam the minutes
of this meeting and that the secretary
be instructed to forward a copy thereof
to tlie members of his family.
BY THE NAME OF HILL
The Courier-Gazette bus inquiry re
garding the whereabouts of a family
by thc name of Hill who 30 or tuor
years ago tried In Rockport. Rockland
or perhaps South Thomaston. Th
fames indicated arc H. G.. Walter,
Charles. Elmer, Flora M„ and Delia V.
Hill. A communication in this connec
tion addressed to this office will be
appreciated.

Shall the City of Rockland Adopt Daylight Saving for the
Summer of 1923?
Mark your ballot as above and let uS all enjoy the summer.

DESIGNS ON

OWL’S

HEAD

South Thomaston Wants Whole Or Part of Old Territory
Back—Other Doings At Augusta.
An echo of thc long drawn out,'
turbulent battle which raged from
start to finish of tlie legislature of
1921 winding up with the division ot
thc town of South Thomaston and tho
creation of tin- town of Owl's Head
was heard before the committee on
towns Wednesday afternoon, Feb. 28.
when hearing was given on -two bills,
dealing with these towns.
The first of these provided that those
sections of the town of Owl’s Head
known as Ash Point and Ingraham Hill
be returned to the town of South
Thomaston. The other would aliolish
owl's Head alld reunite the two
towns. It was announced that the first
bill would be heard alone, but as tiltafternoon wore away thc two measures
became intermingled with the result
that Ute committee got the pros and
cons of botli in the one hearing as a.
matter of fact.
It wasn’t much like tlie healing on
the separation bill of two years ago.
Tlie hearing was a sort of machine gun
fire of questions and answers of sharp
queries and pert retorts. It wjas lively,
peppery and sleep was out of thc ques
tion during the hours it lasted. Wed
nesday one required constant pin jabs
to keep slumber away during tlie drag
ging iiours of the presentation of tilecases for the two sides.
It was urged as a reason why thc set
off should be made that the town was
discriminating against those sections,
that it would not give any improve
ments in thc sections and that taxes
were higher under its management :also
that there was discrimination in the
assessment of taxes. It was charged
that some people paid more taxes on
the same property under the new man
agement than when it was all South
Thomaston: while others were requir
ed to pay a smaller amount. It was
further urged that the new town has it
very large debt and that its municipal
officers are not so competent as those
of the old town.
"If this request is not granted it will
mean that these people who are dissat
isfied will come back in two years and
renew it." said ex-Senator Gilford B.
Butler.
“If set-off is made it will result
in a request in two years for return
b.v those residents of the section who
are desirous of remaining in Owl’s
Head," said Ensign Otis of Rockland,
representing the opposition.
Charges of discrimination were de
nied by the remonstrants, who said
they had put in office friends ot the
new towji and not those who desired to
wreck it, and that thc proponents rep
resented but a small portion of the in
habitants of the section which the leg
islature was asked to set-off. Pe
titions against tlie legislation were
signed bj' 110 residents of this section
against 60 who were for it. All tho
debt which the new town had, it was
asserted, was $4,000 Which it inherited

when tlie separation took place two
years ago.
In opposition it was admitted tliut
none of tiie insurrectionists, as tlie
proponents were called, had been given
ollicc in the new town for the reason
that they had openly vowed .their in
tent to get hold of all the offices and
then do all possible to upset the new
town. It was-denied that there was
any discrimination in the way ot taxes
and that there had been no increase in
thc town debt; that it was about $4,000
which was the amount it took over
when it was formed. They further as
serted that the officials of the new
town were competent and that it was
in an excellent financial condition.
• * * *
The committee on Sea and Shore
Fisheries reported legislation inex
pedient on an act to protect further
thc lobster industry in the waters
around Matinicus and Criebaven.
• « • *
An act for the supervision and con
trol of jitneys by the Public Utilities
Commission was introduced in the
Senate by Cram of Cumberland. Thc
bill includes motor buses, automobiles
and auto-stapes. The Commission
may grant or refuse permission to op
erate. according to its judgment as to
the public necessity. Violation of th*
law would be punishable by a fine of
$1,990 or imprisonment in a county jail
for one year or both.
• • * •
Silencer of York desires the Public
Utilities Commission to establish a
standard for anthracite coal for Maine
and on Thursday introduced a bill to
this effect in tlie Senate. Under thc
provisions of the bill the commission
must determine this standard and
promulgate it on or before July 15 in
the current year. To sell or offer ^or
sale coal which is below this standard
is punishable by a tine of not less than
$5 nor more than $59 for each offence.
• • • •
Phillips of Hancock Thursday intro
duced in the Senate an act providing
that there shall be paid on all Agarettes. cigarette tobacco and cvgai^tte
pajiers sold at wholesale in this State
an excise tax of 5 per cent on the
wholesale price. The tax shall be used
for the promotion of health and hy
giene by the State department of
health. After the act becomes ef
fective, no person shall sell any .ciga
rettes, cigarette tobacco and cigarette
papers by wholesaln until he has made
a report to the^Secretary of State and
his name has been entered on a book
kept 'for that purpose. If any person,
firm or corporation engaged In selling
cigarettes, cigarette tobacco and ciga
rette papers at wholesale shall fail to
make such a report to the Secretary of
State, lie or it shall lie subject to a fine
of $50 for cadi offense, and every week
that such report is not made shall con
stitute a. separate offense.
After thc dealer has made a report
to tlie Secretary of State of the amount

word Electragist, meaning "a leader
in thc electrical contractor-dealer business."
is registered as a trademark by our Asso
ciation. and only active members can use it.
Tbc

Safety, Service
and Satisfaction
I hesc arc thc claims of ail Electragist. Anything
electrical—wiring or merchandise—your need mat
ters not. An Electragist s knowledge of every phase
of the electrical contractor-dealer business gives you
complete assurance of safety, service and satisfac
tion in any work he does for you.
Every high standard of practico is maintained by
an Electragist—such principles arc synonymous with
the meaning of thc term. An electrical contractordealer. thus privileged to distinguish himself, knows
thc folly of maintaining any but high practice stand
ards at all times.
Let us prove to you that wc assure you SAFETY, SERVICE, and

SATISFACTION in any electrical service.

A. T. THURSTON
444 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
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of cigarettes, cigarette tobacco and cig
arette papers sold at retail, the secre
tary shall notify the. dealer of the
amount of his tax and within 10 days
tlie dealer must pay the tax. The term
"wliolesale dealer" shall mean and in
clude every pFTSbii. firm or corporation
selling cigarettes, cigarette tobacco or
cigarette papers in this State, other
wise than at retail.
• • • »
The House, Wednesday, follow ag a
lengthy debate, voted 71 to 63 tu ac
cept thc majority report, "ought to
lass." uf the committee on public
health on the net accepting the
provisions of the Shepherd-Towner
Maternity law. Motion was carried 73
to 66 to indefinitely postpone the mi
nority report, ought to pass upon an
alternative measure providing for a
State appropriation of $30,000 for ma
ternity and child welfare. As was an
ticipated. the debate was contested
warmly and proved one of the big feat
ures in the 81st Legislature.
Representative Pickett of Naples
moved the acceptance uf the majority
report. Representative Reed of Har
mony opposed. The forces in favor of
the acceptance of the majority report
i.vre led <by .Mrs. Dura B. Pinkiiaiii.
representative from Kent, and others
peaking in favor of this move were
Representatives Maher of Augusta
Cummings of Portland. McDonald of
East Machias, Granville of ParsonsIk Id. and Barwise of Bangor. Speethc ■
ir favor of the acceptance of thc mi
nority report were made by Represent
atives Reed of Harmony. Weeks of
Fairfield. Holmes of Lewiston, Moody
of York. Gagne,of Lewiston and Stur
gis of Auburu....
Humane methods must lie used in
operations upon horses, oxen, dogs and
cals in Maine under the bill introduced
\\ ednesday by Senator Bemis. The
•hill provides that either a general or
local anaesthetic must be used at sue/,
times. Tlie penalty is a fine of not
lest: than $25 nor more than $100. or
imprisonment of from ten days to a
ear or both fine, and imprisonment.
• . • •
Maine voters-will, undoubtedly have
two measures dealing with the hours
of labor which shall be legal in this
Stat.1 submitted to them by the present
Legislature, as a result of a bill which
was introduced in the House Wednes
day by Leland of Sangervllle. This
till amends in its first section, Mie
present 54-hour law by changing the
word "no" to "any" and "shall to "may"
so that the law will read that any
minor male over 16 years or any female
raay work 54 hours in any one week
and no more.
Thc important feature of tlie bill is
that It sets forth that this law is to be
regarded as a substitute for any bill,
tuching upon the subject of thc hours
of labor, which may come into thc Leg •
islature by initiative or otherwise, and
shali.be substituted to the people of
the State to be passed upon; also it
sets forth that it is the sense of the
present Legislature that the law’ as it
row stands in Maine ought not to be
changed.
The objoct of this measure is to com
ply with the constitutional amendment
which gives Maine the initiative and
referendum. That provides that in thc
(vent uf a bill being initiated and sent
to thc Legislature, the lawmakers may
enact the bill into law. If this be done,
there is no referendum unless some per
son goes andi iecures the necessary
12 Otfii signatures as required by law.
The Legislature may send the bill to
the people, without enacting into law
Instead of either’of these it may amend
the bill or enact a substitute bill. If
either of tlie last named courses be
taken then the bill as submitted by thc
initiative and the amended or substi
tute bill must both be sent to the
voters.
A 48-hour labor biil has been initi
ated and will be presented to the Leg
islature within a few days. Under the
provisions of the Leland bill it will be
necessary, if the Leland bill pass, to
send both of these to the voters withcut circulating petitions, asking the
referendum.

KEPT OPEN HOUSE
Winslow-HolbrookPost Stages
a Lively Basketball Game
and Other Attractions.
What used tu be'the'old Y. M. C. A
gymnasium., and is now part of tlie
American Legion property, was the
scene of a rollicking basketball game
Thursday night, when a team repro
settling (lie Army defeated a team rep
resenting the Navy 14 to 10. Tlie game
was played in six j-minute spasms, and
the only thing that ever exceeded it
for roughness is the road that runs
through Edgccouib.
Bill tho Army and Navy were not
made up of mollycoddles, aud there
was earnestness as well as roughness,
with skill b.v no means lacking. The
Navy did not score until the third
period, but gradually crept up on Ils
opponent, with tiie stentorian voice of
Gcorgu Wood licard to good advantagt
as ebeermaster. Albert Peterson led
the Army cheering section, with Carl
Chaples of Alderbush League fame act
ing as aide de camp. MacAllister and
Frocman shot tlie most bullseyes for
their respective teams, with French
and Oncy not far in arrears. Here is
how tlie teams lined up:
Army—French rb, Phllbrook lb. Mac
Allistcr c, Sullivan rf, Rogers If.
Navy—Oncy rf. Freeman If. I’ettee c
Kelsey c. Kelsey rb. li Chisholm rb
Y'eaton lb. Perry lb.
Albert “Red" Day boldly acted in thc
capacity of referee, while Messrs. Me
Intosh and Stinson held thc watches.
The game was so much of a success
that the cx-servic* men voted with a
whoop to stretcli it into a series.
Buffet lunch, consisting of coffee
doughnuts and cheese was served after
the game, and the winning team was
privileged to partake of one of the
Legion Auxiliary's famous cream cakes
It was an especially busy night for Jim
Sullivan who played in a polo game,
parsed through six periods of basketball
and then qualified as a champion cater.
Til; contents of the loving cup
awarded to Bob Webster in the “hand
somest man contest,’’ were sold at auc
tion by Dr. Frohock, who was a start
ling success in that role.
George Wood and Ted Perry were
the Army mess cooks, while Tom Flem
ing and Eddie Ilaycs proudly wore thc
title of "K. P.”
Thc remainder of the night was de
voted to cards and pool, music being
furnished meantime by thc phonograph
presented by thc Burpee Furniture Co.,
with records contributed by V. F. Studley and tho Maine Music Co.
Yea, bo. 'Twas a glad time.

Sectional
Bookcases
Harmonize in any decorative
scheme. There are designs,
woods and finishes of GlobeWernicke Sectional Bookcases
to fit in anywhere in any plan
of decoration.
They protect from dust and dirt,
give easiest access to books, and
arc most attractive and artistic.
Is there any companionship, not
human, to equal the companion
ship of books? No matter what
vour mood, a book is found to fit
it. Tastes, however varied, arc
satisfied.

1/'

Such worth-while companionship de
serves the best of care and attention.
Globe-Wernickc Sectional Bookcases
arc thc favored homes of such com
panions.
Cali and s<jc them or ask for our beau
tifully illustrated catalog.

Visit Our Display of
Clobe-Wrruicke Sectional Bookcase*

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

"I EiUU'AVtroiclc* 4cmr
PEMAQUID POINT
A delightful birthday party wig en
joyed at the home of Mr. Herbert Rob
inson, keeper of the lighthouse at
Pemaquid Point, Fell. 28. The rooms
were very prettily decorated with
house plants, cut paper and flowers. A
dinner was served late tn the evening.
Catherine Robinson acting as hostess
in the abscence of Mrs. Robinson. Mr.
Robinson, who was 65 years of age has
served 27 years in tho lighthouse serv
ice which has been mostly spent on out
side stations. Mr. Robinson Is well
likeil by all wild meet him, and has the
inccre wishes for many more sueli
lmppy birthdays. Those present were:
.Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Burnside. Mr. and
Mrs. E. It. Osterhoundt, Mr .and VsEd. Brackett, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Brackett. Harold Osgood. Alice Osterhoudt. Freeman Geyer. Evelyn Pore,
Linwood Brackett. Ethel Mae Brackett.
Warren Murray. Catherine Robinson
and Capt. Robinson.

LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
LEGAL AFFAIRS
Tho Committee on I^egaI Affairs will give a
public bearing in its rwws at the State House,
in Augusta, on
TtESDAY, March 6. at 2 I’ M , on the fol
loving:
$•128. An Act t» amend section 1 of cli.ipf'?t’ 96 of :hc Revised Statutes as amended by
chapter 121 of the Laws of 1913 relating to re
cording of chattel mortgages
8-122. An Act reUtiug to children born out
of wedlock and to wake uniform the law reia'Ing thereto
H-12 An Act tu confer additional powers
upon 4tie uottiicipal officers of cities aud towns
$-73. Au Act to amend chapter 84 of the
Private and Special Laws of 1919 as amended
by cha(iter 123 of thc Private and Special Laws
of tho Special Session of 1919 entitled “An Aft
to provide for thc building of public wharves
and for the cstahlistwnent of adequate port
facilities and for the advancement of com
merce.”
8-68 An Ait to amend chapter 8 4 of thc
Private and Special Laws of 1919 entitled “An
Ar’ to provide for building of public wharves
and for the establishment of adequate port fa
cilities and for tlie advancement of commerce”
as amended by chapter 12". of the Private and
Special Laws of the Special Session of 1919 ”
Resolve, authorizing the acceptance of dona
tion to Blaine .Memorial Fund.
Resolve, authorizing tlie Treasurer «»f State »o
accept from the executor «rf the will of John
Prescott two $300 United States Liberty Bonds
i’i lieu of the legacy of S1.00U left by said Pres
cott to the Western Maine Sanatorium at He
bron
K-108 Resolve, amending section, 3 of arti
cle IV, part first of the Constitution as amended
by Resolution adopted by the Legislature Apr i
7, 1017. adopted by the people September 17.
P‘17. and proclaimed by thc Governor Septeiubtr 25, 1917, relating to apportionment. 26-27
WEDNESDAY. March 7. at 2 P. M. on the
following:
11-183 An Ai t to provide for the nomination
of candidates for office 4>y i$oliti<*al parties
H-2 An Act to amend chapter 6 nf the Re
Vlad Statutes of 1916, and amendments thereto,
relating to flic primary and caucus law. 26 28
THURSDAY, Mareh 8. at 2 P. M . on (he fol
lowing:
'8-116. An Act. to amend chapter 211 of th?
Public Laws of 1921. relating to court jurisdic
tion of violations of the motor vehicle law and
t-rausmfonou of fines to thc highway commis
sion.
S-183 An Act to amend chapter 50 of the
Public Laws of 1917, relating to warning signs
a* grade crossings
H 157. An Act to amend section 7 of chapter
110 of thc Revised Statutes relating to accounts
of agents appointed tc receive fugitive.; from
justice.
H-156 An Act to repeal chapter 138 of Hi.
Public Laws of 1885, entitled ‘An Act to mthorizc the appointment nf commissioners for
lh j promotion of uniform?) «»f legislation in tli
I nited States.*
It-191 An Act to amend section 58 of chap
tc? 4 of the Revised Statutes relating to the
purposes for vvIUmIi cities and towns may raise
money.
H-201. An Act to secure prosecution against
bap in criminal cases.
11-295. An Act to amend chanter 126 of tip*
Rut Bed Statutes relative to proof of marriage
in criminal cases.
H 203 An Act ta amend < ha pier 112 of tne
Public Laws of 1919 relative to disorderly
h»’Uses
If-216. An Act witli reference to the iui'isd;etl( n of the courts in certain cases under
cbapHr 120 of tho Revised Statutes relating <n
desertion and aon-sui port of families.
H-127. An Act relative to material witucssp. in bail iu criminal cases
27-28
Bt RLFjGH MARTIN, Sec
JUDICIARY
Tlie Committee on Judiciary wifi give a public
btcring iu its rooms at thc State House, iu Au
gust a on
TULR8DAY, March 8. at 2 I*. M . on the
following:
S-Ia4. An Aci requiring the use of anes
thetics in 1’crtaiu operations upon dumb animals
An Act to amend section 25 of chapter 121 of
tho revised statutes of Maine, relative to penalty
t-?r frlscly assuming to he .m offUm

Ar. Act regarding the license fees of motor
cycles and motorcycle sidecars
An Act to amend section 30. .31, and 32 of
chapter 2 of the revised staMUes. rclaiing to
the organization of the Legislature.
H-196. An Act amending public laws of 1919,
ci aptcr 238 as amended 'by chapter 222 of (he
llihlie laws of 1921. known as fhe Workmen’s
Compensation Act.
H-182 Resolve relating fo thc acquirement
o* certain lands in the Ogunquit Village Corporation in tlie town of Wells, for a Public
Park, and making aut appropriation therefor.
27-28
WKlhSKSDAY, March 7. at 2 P. M. on tlie
following:
H-154. An Act providing for full time serv
ice of State Officials.
H-197.
An Act to amend section 34 of chap
R. U. Collins is prepared to assist in
211 of the Public Laws cf 1921, and to
making income tax returns. 375 Main ter
provide for further exemptions from registration

Street,—20-tf

"T

rof certain non-resident motor vehicles.

11-195, An Act to exempt non-resident vehi
cles from registration and to establish recipro
cal evoruptious with other slates.
H 198 An Act to protect and conserve the
estates of absentees
An Act to amend section 51 of clMp'er 67 c!'
ih" revised statutes reUHug to courts of prolialu
An Act to amend sectiou 51 of chapter 67 of
tin revised statutes relating to granting of ad
ministration on estates of deceased persons.
An Ac: to amend section 5 of chapter 68 of
Hie revised statutes relating to notice of hearing
oi iKtitions for prolate of wills
An Act to amend section 6 of chapter 72 of
lb? revised statutes relating to notice in guard
ianship proceedings.
27-28
WEDNESDAY. March 7. at 2 P M . on the
following:
H-153 An Act ’o amend section 36 of chap
ter 67 of the revised statutes relating to jury
trials in probate appeals.
li-155. An Act to amend sections 92 ami 91
of chanter 82 of thc revised s;a:utcs relal'ivc to
poctdurc in civil cases in superior courts
P-151. An Act to amend section 34 of chap
ter 61 of the revised statutes relating to re.uni
•r

Resolve: To aid the Town of Union in build
ing a bridge
Resolve: In favor of tlie Town of Wurren ’n
repairing a road.
Resolve: In favor of the town of Union iu
repair of a road.
Resolve: In favor of the town of Washington
in repairing a road.
26-28
OW:KN K. STORY, See

CLAIMS
Tlie OuunHtee on Claims will give » public
bearing in its rooms at <tbe State House, in
Augusta, on
WEDNESDAY, March 7. 2 p in
Resolve in favor of appropriating money to
rem.'burse tlie town of^Vioalliaven for rental of
Armory to thc 302»d Company, C. A. C, for
the year nineteen hundred and twenty-tsvo.
26-2.8
C. A. NEWCOMB. See.

CITY OF ROCKLAND
Election Notice

oiccs

$-143. An Act to amend section 15, chapter
133. of the Revised Statutes, relating to com
plaints and indictments
H-152. An Act to amend Section 2 of Chapter
32 o* the Revised Statutes, relating to traveling
circuses
An Act to regulate thc civil jurisdiction of
inferior courts.
27-23
W T. GARDINER. «ec

To tlie Inhabitants of tlie City of Rockland:
You are hereby notified to assemble at the
several ward rooms in tlie City (rf Riockland on
MONDAY. MARCH 5. 1323. to give in your votes
for Mayor. Alderman. Common Councilman,
Warden and Ward Clerk
Also to give in your votes on the following
Ruftrendun. Question : ’‘Shall the City of Rock
land adopt Daylight Saving Time, for the Sum
mer of 1923 7”
Thc polls will lie open at seven o’clock iu
tin torenoon, aud ciose at six o'clock In the
afternoon.
Copie-s of the viMiug list may bo found at
tli? ward rooms in the several wards.
Per order municipal officers.
E. R KEENE. City Clerk
February 23, 1923.
24-27

JUDICIARY AND INTERIOR WATERS
Tlie Committees on Judiciary and Interior
Waters will give a public hearing in its rooms
at the State House, in Augusta, oil
T1 ESPAY, March 6. at 2 P. M . on the fol
k-wing :
S-107. Resolve proposing an Aniendmeu: to
the Constitution of (he State ot Maine author
izing thc conservation, storage and control
wor tlie waters within tlie State
S-117. An Act to continue the Maine Wa ?»•
CITY OF ROCKLAND
I »-wei C< inmission. created by Chapter 132 >f
the Public Laws of 1919 and to imrease its
BOARD OF REGISTRATION
duties and powers and to provide for the crea
Notice is h ruby given that the Board of
tion of corporations which may undertake the
conservation, storage and control of waters Itcgiatration will bo in session at their room
in thc City Building Spring Street, upon the six
within the State
3 (. CHALMERS and W T GARDINER. Set; secular days preceding the fifth day of March.
1923, for tlie purpose of revising and correcting
the voting lists of this city.
Thc board will be in session the first three of
°ENSI0NS
said days from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m., and from
The Conimiuee or Pensions will give a 3 p. m. to 5 p. m. and from 7 p. m. to 9
public hearing in its rooms at tlie State House p in. and on the fourth of said days from 9 ft.
m. to 1 p. in., from 3 to 5 p. m. As the last
iu Augusta, on March 26, 1923, at 1 P. M.
two days of said session arc for the purpose
No 24. Resolve: Providing a State Pension of
verity ing said lists and to complete and
for Frank A. Choate of MontvMIe
close
up the records of the session, no names
No 25
Resolve: Cresting a State P
will
be adiled to or stricken from said list on
For John B W’allacc of Lubec. •
said
days
No 26. Resolve: Providing a State Pension
Bv order of the Board of Registration.
fur Jane Anne Sew.ill of York.
21-27
J. F. CARVER. Chairman.
No 28. Resolve: Providing a State Pension
for Mrs Cora V. Swift of Portland.
No 29 Resolve: In favor of Nancy T. Mor
rill of Madison for State Pension
No
Resolve: In favor of Wilmore Quim
by of HayneswHle for State Pension.
NEW HIGH FOR
No 31. Resolve: For increase of Pension of
Sarah J. Everson of Addison
No 32. Resolve: ITovidlt.g ti State Pens»on
ft r Ada M Cowall of Sidney.
No 33. Resolve: In favor of Blanche .A
Grant of W inn tor State Pension.
No 1
RMOlve: in t.i'DiMi • Alfred Polfc
IS IT ON ITS WAY
of Lewiston for Sta’e Pension.
No 18 Resolve: Providing a State Pension
TO
70,
ITS FORMER HIGH?
for Rudolidi Declare of Ja^ kmou.
27JOHN F. WOOD. See

TEXTS COMPANY STOCK

SEA ANO SHORE FISHERIES
TT ESDAY 'M;u,i |i 6, at 2 p. hi.
Au Act for tlie better protection of Sinei’.s iu
thu Damariscotta River.
SD
Hn». An Act 1o amend section 121 »»f
CJmpter 4. Revised Statutes, as amended l-y
chapter 135 Public Laws of 1921, relating to
Kish Weirs
Ai. Act to amend section 18 of Chapter 45
of the Revised Statutes as .amended by seotiou
2 chapter 98 of thc Public Laws 1921 relating
to tlie issuing of lobster licenses
An Act to amend Section 19 of Chapter 93
Public Laws of 1921. relating to Suspension and
Revocation cf Lobster licenses
25-27
ELLIS F BAKER, See.

SPECIAL REPORT
Mailed on Request

KENNEY & 6REENW00D
Thorndike Hotel Bldg, Rockland

H

Telephone 822
ROCKLAND, ME.

H

21-26

WAYS ANO BRIDGES
Tim Committee on Ways ami Bridges will give
a i.ubli«- hearing iu Its rooms at the t9;ate House,
ill Augusta, on
Wl.DN ESDAY. March 7, at 2 P. M
Resolve: To aid tlie Town of Hope iu the
replacing a wooden bridge, called Prescott
■bridge, with a steel bridge.
Resolve : In favor of the town of Soutli Thoinasiyn iu improving a road.

Know thc tremendous pull

ing power of Courier-Gazette
ads.

tojbe
Qun'dry

Send it
CfiaAXMG.

Before You Wash Those Blankets
and Quilts, Read This
Our new mill process will renew the life of your blankets, restore
their fine soft fleeciness and prepare them for a summer storage.
Whether it is a fine woolen blanket or a lonn staple cotton, or a
mixture of the two, the individual fibres of the thick nap should be
carefully straightened out and fluffed up. This will give them won
derful softness and warmth.
Moths seldom touch Clean, Dry, Woolens. Let us wash a new
year’s life into those beautiful blankets of yours. You’ll be delighted
with their newness.
Wc also make a specialty of Family Washing at very attractive
prices.
JUST PHONE—WE’LL SEND FOR THEM PROMPTLY

PEOPLES LAUNDRY
17 LIMEROCK STREET. TELEPHONE 170

25-30

I

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 3, 1923.

Calk of the C9wn
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
March 4—Observance of State Sttnda.v School

Day.
.March 5—Municipal Election.
March 5—Vlnnlhaven town meeting.
March 5—.Meeting of tody Knox Chapter. I)
A R, at Copper Kettle Porch
Alar 7—Bsketball, Camden High vs. Rockland
High. St,ear hall.
March '-^Country Club, ladles* auction at
12 HO, followed by auction
Mar. 9—.Haskethtill, Rockland High vs Cant
den High. Camden Y. M ('. A
Mar lit--Basketball, Rockland High vs. Port
land High (girls) ii Itprtland.
Mar. 12-—Rhakesittgre Society meets with Mrs.
11 D. Speatg Maple street
March 12-i-Caintlen town meeting
March 124-Town Meeting. North Haven
March I5M Annual 4aocv< of the Telephone
Gigli in Teniple Hall.

March 2t722—-Slate conference, D. A

Waterville

►

March 1I!A-Couniry Cluh, tlauce

—

SMILING THROUGH
t^
Sunday, 7:30

THE

TREASURES OF EGYPT
vs.

THE RICHES OF CHRIST

PICTURES
SUNDAY—7:15 P. M.

Universalist Church
One of the best pf the series

VOTE
“YES”

VOTE
“YES”

FIRST

BAPTIST CHURCH

VOTE MONDAY

%

Sledding is gone as far as Main
It, street is concerned. The back streets
are still navigable for runner vehicles.

Page Three

----------------------------------------------------------- '

FELL UNDER TRAIN

ft

Another Tragedy on Limerock
March 16—Rockland beige of Perfection and
Rockland Cnhncil, Princes of Jertisa lent, meet
Fales Circle hold its regular business
lit Temple hall.
Railroad, With R. Lester
meeting Tuesday at 7.30 p. in. at the
March 17—St Patrick's Day
?.tareh 12— till a. m.t lily Government or- home of the secretary. Harriet R.
Barlow As the Victim.
g.,nites
?
Jones, 59 Crescent street, important
March 19—Rockport town meeting
business.
March 21-i-Spring begins.
Ralph Lester Barlow. 27. of 8 Hill
March 21-22—State Conference. Daughters ol
street.
a brakeman on the Limerock
Amtrlcan Revolution. Waterville.
A new motor delivery car was being

»

FOR

March 25—Palm Sunday.
March 22—Knox .County Librarians* Associa assembled in front of the Thomas fish Railroad, was almost instantly killed
tion meets at Rockland Public Library, 2 III market Thursday. Xo king in a chariot near the Adams quarry at 3.30 yester
p . it,
ever looked prouder than neighbor Phil
day afternoon wiien he slipped and fell
March 26—Thomas, on town meeting.
March 26-30—Farmers’ Week. University of when the task was completed.
beneath a train.
.Maine.
March M-M’ottntry Cluh, ladies' and gentle
Don't forget the minstrel show to lie
The train on which Barlow was em
men's supper a! 6,36 followed by auction.
given Monday and Tuesday at the In ployed was the “quarry shifter.” in I
March
Gooel Friday.
Mar 31—Haskenball, Rockland High vs. Port- graham Hill School. The cast Is com charge of Conductor George Hassan,
tana High Idris) nt Rockland
peting its rehearsals under the leader with James L. Curtis as engineer. A
April 1—Easier Sunday.
»
ship of Mrs. Frank Campbell, who will string of cars was about to be "kicked”
April 13—4’otinfry Cltvb dance
April Ik—Maine Methodist Conference, Ban- also he pianist.
up to the crusher, and Mr. Barlow, in
goi. Bishop Hughes presiding
attempting to board the moving train,
April 19—Patriots’ Day.
Llewellyn (L Barter, who' died in slipped in some way and fell beneath
April 20—Gen. Knox Chapter of Rose Croix
Boston Feb. 24, was a former member the wheels. Life was not extinct when
meets In Temple hall.
April 26—Country Cluh, ladles' luncheon ai of the Rockland police force, and was he was removed by his train-mates,
12 30. followeyl by auction
41 years of age. Thy remains were but when Dr. Foss, the company physi
May 11—Country Club dance
May 25—Country Club, ladies’ and gentle- bit ught to this city, where the funeral cian, arrived, he pronounced him dead.
mett's supper at 6 30, followed by auction.
services were held.
In the absence of Medical Examiner
Crockett, County Attorney Dwinal was
There are at present 12 graduates of
Elden Jones of 12 Stanley Lane re notified and he in turn telephoned City
Flockland High School in training in ceived a telegram Wednesday announc Marshal Gilchrest to take charge of tile
Ihe various Normal Schools of the ing that his son Fred had died the pre situation. Marshal Gilchrest removed
State.
< ,
vious day in a Pasadena.Calif., hospital, tile body to the Burpee Undertaking
where he had been receiving treatment rooms where a superficial examination
Life is short. If you believe in get for two weeks. The deceased was 28 was made.
ting as much enjoyment as possible years of age.
Mr. Barlow had been in the employ
out of it. vote "yes" on the daylight
of the company for several years at in
saving proposition Monday.
It is somewhat surprising to read tervals. his present connection begin
in the Bangor newspapers that ihe ning about six months ago. The past
The regular meeting of Miriam Re heavy snowstorms have cost that city week he had been off duty on account
bekah Lodge will he held Tuesday oniy $11.30(1. This is considerably less of a kink in his hack, and yesterday
evening, with work on two candidates than Rockland spent, although Rock was his first day at work again. He
Supper at 6.15. All those not solicited land is not quite one-third as large as was considered a good trainman ami
are requested to lurnlsh pie nr cake.
tlie up-river city. Probably someone thoroughly conversant with his work.
knows what the answer to this prob He was mtjrried to Alida H.. daughter
Our readers may lje interested to lem is. We don't.
of Lewis H. Gray, and had one child—
know that the unique program pre
a son.
pared by Mrs. Beulah S. Oxton for the
Hiram F. Moody of Warren has been
The funera will take place Tuesday
W. C. T. U. silver test not long ago is appointed a committee of one to select
being printed as a magazine article in the senior canes at Colby College and afternoon at 2 o'clock from the laic
residence. 8 Hill street.
the Lewiston Saturday Journal, begin see that the time honored custom, of
ning February 24.
I
each member of the Senior class wear
ing a cane during the month preceding
DAY
FOR
GOVERNOR
A meeting of the Parent-Teachers' graduation, is observed.
Association, called for the purpose of
drawing up u constitution and appoint
Mrs. Rudolph Gilley sends The Bangor’s Mayor Will Be In the
ing the necessary officers. will be held Courier-Gazette a copy of the Syracuse
Field Next Year,1t Is Said.
in the High School assembly hall. Herald containing an account of the
Thursday. March 8. at 7.30. Grades 1. million dollai-tire which destroyed the
2 and 3, McLain, Will present a short Pastable and Belvedere blocks, and in, While there has been much gossip
program before the business meeting. which several were killed and many In and speculation at Augusta this winter
jured. It Is said to have been the most as to the gubernatorial Recession,
The work, of the Registration Board spectacular conflagration Syracuse has nothing very definite has as yet come
from the capital concernng the situa
this week "was represented by the en witnessed in 30 years.
tion with respect to the Republican
rolling of 177 new names, and striking
oft' about 25 which did not belong there.
Tlx next polo game comes on Tues nomination in 1924. Many are "men
The new registration is divided among day night, when Rockland will tackle a tioned," hut ihe boosters and prophets
the wards thus: Ward One. 26; Ward peppery Portland propdsition. whose stem undecided about tying up to any
Two. 20; Ward Three. 40; Wald Foul'. lineup will include the famous "Bed” ( nc.
Into this atmosphere of uncertainty
27; Wurd'"Pivc, 20; Ward Six. 29; Williams, and goal tend Pence, who
Ward Seven, 15.
have been playing all season on the however, a flash of light was injected
Portland Xational League team. The Monday" by .several influential Repub
Fred M. Blackington has sold to Ben season is drawing to a close with some licans of Bangor and other towns in
ihe eastern section of the State, who,
jamin F. Smith a Cleveland tractor, blue ribbon games and nobody should
in the course of a discussion of the
snow-plow and road machine, to use on miss 'em
sut ject. gave a representative «f the
his estate at■ Warrenton Park. Mr.
Mrs Charles Rich of 95 Rankin street Xews quite positive assurance tMat Hon.
Blackington is agent for the Cleveland
Albert R. Day, n ayor of Bangor, will
outfit, which is being taken on by many has received word from her son, Clarbe a candidate in the primary of 1924
<
nee
Rich,
announcing
the
eife
arrival
of the Maine towns, as well as private
for the Republican nomination as a
in
Xew
York
of
his
ship,
the
Houma,
individuals.
v.hich is running between Xew York representative of the party in eastern
99
Maine. On several occasions in the
Persons who at some time or other and San Pedro. Calif. He reports a
past few months Mayor Day has hpen
hard
trip
up
the
Atlantic
coast.
As
have had claims against railroads or
asked as to the likelihood of his be
express companies, or fear they may sdon as they left the Panama Canal riming a candidate, but always he has
have, will be interested to learn thaat they struck a gale which continued declined to commit himself.
WGY is to broadcast a message on nearly the whole way up.
There is a Very strong feeling that
Claim Prevention at 9.40 p. m. next
King Hiram Council conferred the tl e nomination belongs to the eastern
Monday’. •
Royal. Select Masters and Super-Excel section of the State, as surely now as
MRS. HELEN (DUNBAR) OXTON
in 1920. when Parkhurst’s splendid vicWITH THE CHURCHES
J'rank McHugh, who has been em lent degrees last night upon 12 candi Icry electrified the nation, only to be
ployed at the Western Union telegraph dates—Frank L. Salisbury of Rockport. followed in a few weeks by'his un
Mrs. Helen (Dunbar) Oxton. widow
At the Gospel Mission Sunday ser
office for a number ctf months, lefi yes Henry K. Rollins of X’ewton. Mass.. B timely death and the succession of an of the late Deacon Eben Oxton of
terday (or Portsmouth. X. H. where he B Roberts, IL P. Blodgett, George P>. other to the place that he had -won.— Rockville, who died Feb. 23. in Lewis vices are at 2.3(1 or 7.15 with Rev. Mr.
White in charge of the evening ser
will act’ as bookkeeper and operator Greeley. Walter C. l-add. and John B. Bangor Xews.
ton at the home of her daughter. Mrs. vice.
for Ihe same corporation. In addition Keene of Rockland, C. A Phillips. A.
Ernest Perry, with whom she was
• • « •
to being an especially competent young B. Cotta. C. A. Cleveland, and R. F.
spending the winter, had been in fail
LEGEND OF THE ROBIN
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
man, Mr. McHugh has found time to Ames of Camden, and George H. Bly of
ing health lor some time. Death was
make a large number of friends here. Warren. The rttendance was large Showing How the Bird Came By His hastened by a fall’in her room which Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
and the supper was up to the usual
caused a broken leg. She was 84 years morning service at 11 o’clock. Subject
Beautiful Red Breast
One oT the first things the Rockland standard.
of age. a member of the Baptist church oflesson sermon, "Christ Jesus.” Sunday i
Chamber of.-Commerce did, when Sec
and always lived a faithful, conscien school at 12 o'clock. The reading room j
The current issue of the American Editor of The Courier-Gazette; —
retary MadfJonald look charge, was to
tious. Christian life. Although much is located in the new Bicknell block |
Saturday
evening.
Feb.
17.
I
picked
ask thfc.City Government for new Magazine contains an extended article tip the copy of your paper of that day attached to the little church in Rock and is open every week day from 2.30
George M. Verity, president
to 4.30 p. m.
t tree.t signs on Main street, to take^concerning
1
which had just come in the mail, and ville where she was a faithful attend
tlie place of those which have disap of the American Rolling Mill Co. of almost the first article my eyes rested ant. her chief interest centered in her
peared. or which had become so' badly Middletown, Ohio, and a well known upon was that beautiful little story, in home and family, and of her it could J A1 the Congregational Church tomordiscolored as to be practically useless. guest who comes to the Samoset the editorial column, telling about the he truly said. "She looketh well to the.1'0"' morning Mr. Rounds will preach on
Yesterday the signs were put in place Hotel. It is the story of a man who first robin of the season, seen early ways of her household." About one - Ihe subject. "The Kingdom of Heaven
by Ira Tupper. who is some "human took a small bankrupt tin-rbofing con that morning in your garden—that bit year ago her oldest daughter. Mrs. an(' 'ts Righteousness.’ At the close
fly" himself, wfiefl ft comes to climbing cern 20 years ago. and built it into a ter cold day with "mountainous snow" Addie Fitzgerald, to whom she was
the service the sacrament of the.
ladders and shinning around on Ihe great and powerful business. In the everywhere: and reading it on that greatly devoted, died. Three children Lord's Supper will he administered.
same
issue
is
an
article
on
"The
Ex

tides of buildings. Secretary MacDon
evening of the coldest day of this unu survive: Mrs. Fannie Brewster of San Church school at noon. The Fellow*
ald directed operations from the bot periences of a Deaf Person," written by sually tough winter it was inexpressi Francisco; Mrs. Grace Perry of Lewis ship League will meet in the vestry at
Carolyn Wells, who also comes to the
tom side of the ladder, with a tele
bly cheering. 1 hope Mr. Robin will ton. and Maynard Oxton of Rockland; 5.30. Stereoptican pictures on the life
Samoset Hotel in season.
scope.
find shelter and sustenance for bring and five grandchildren: Mfss Emma of Lincoln will be shown
The annual reunion and banquet of ing us good news of the coming spring Brewster of San Francisco. Mrs. Iona
e e e e
Contract to tear down the Preble
time. Mj-. Whitney, who is spending Babb of Auburn. Mrs. Anna Jacobs of
former Kent's Hill students is to he
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
House, more than 60 years a Portland
the winter in Florida, in his letter re South Paris, Hermon Fitzgerald of
held in Portland at the Congress
the services for the third Sunday in
hotel, has been let by the Preble Com
Square Hotel on the evening of Thurs cently printed in your paper, spoke of Rockland Highlands, and Arthur Fitz Lent will be at 10, 10.20, 10.30, and 12.15.
pany, a eorpofation made up of prom
eeing robins flying north. . Perhaps gerald of Ontario.
Funeral
services
day. March 15. which alumni of Knox
inent local men who control real estate
he one you saw in your garden was were held Monday afternoon in the The early morning service and the
the evening service will toe in Thomas
valued at $1,000,000 Itounded by Con county tind elsewhere are urged to at one of them
Rockville church. Rev. B. P. Browne
gress. Preble. Cumberland avenue and tend. The occasion in particular will
This beautiful little legend has been of the First Baptist Church, Rockland, ton. Special Lent services or appoint
1 own "streets, of which the fine old mark the conclusion of the 25-year told in connection with the roljth. officiating. The (lowers were beautiful. ments every day next week except
hostelry -is a part. Walter S. Tingley, regime of Principal Xewton. who has "When Christ was crucified, there had She was laid at rest in the Rockville Tuesday and Saturday. Particulars
will be found in the usual weekly no
contractor. will undertake the task, and resigned from the faculty at the com been placed on his head a cruel crown cemetery.
pletion of this long and highly success
tices of the parish on the first page of
his agreement calls for a complete deof thorns which pressed into his brow
ful
term
of
service.
Dr.
R.
W.
Bick

this issue.
molishmen.t of the building within a
and the blood flowed freely. A modest
ford
of
this
city
has
been
drafted
as
60-day period, so that work will begin
little bird of gray plumages approached
BORN
toastmaster
of
the
occasion,
which
is
immediately. On the site of the old
the cross timidly uttering cries of grief.
Colby—Rockland. Feb. IS. io Mr. and Mrs
At the Pratt M. E. church Sunday
Preble House, so It Is understood, a expected to be of more than usual in With its beak it tried to plutck away Willi.in, CoLti.v. tnrmcrb of Seguin, a sou
morning the subject of the sermon will
terest.
Chester
William.
one of the thorns. A drop of Christ’s
modern business block will rise. Rep
Allen—Rockland. Feb. 26. to Mr. and Mrs he "Spiritual Astigmatism." In addi
resentatives of the Preble Company are
blood fell on the breast of the pitying Lester E. Allen, a son—Lester E . Jr.
Three thousand persons a month are little gray bird and so gave the world
Auccio—Camden Feb 28, to Mr. and Mrs. tion to the usual musical program Mrs.
reticent regarding their plans, and
Lydia Storer will sing "Open the Gates
would give no information except that moving to Atlanta, Ga., according to a the robin with its beautiful red brea-#. ’'r-unt Xucelo. a daughter -Angeline.
of the Temple. Knatt: and "My Task."
the Preble House Is (o be topi down at copy of the Atlanta Journal, sent to Jesus blessed the bird which shared his
Ashfort. The Sunday School begins at
MARRIED
t nee |o make room for a new building this office by Willis A. Adams, a former sorrows and said. 'May joy accompany
the close of the morning service tint,
Thisdiotel, in which many Knox county Spruce Head man. who is now con thee everywhere. Thine eggs shall be
Lean Cooper—Camden, Feb 22. by Rev T M
scholars who have brought in a new
residents have r4gls$«eed in years gone ducting a poultry farm in the Georgian rs blue as the sky above. Thou shall (ailflilis. Edwin H Ryan ol Liberty and Miss
member during the month will be
v'ertia Cooper ot Camden
by. was for seven years under the man- metropolis. Thirty thousand pleasure he the bearer of good tidings.’ ”
awarded badges for their work. The
I think, Mr Editor, you have seen the
ugement(of the late J. C. White, who cars are owned in Atlanta and 40.000
Epworth League at 6.99 will be led by
DIED
ltad previously been one of the pro telephones are in use there. Seven first one of these little "bearers of gooa
prietors of the Thorndike Hotel (Kal- million dollars a year is spent in car tidings" this season, and the little | Jones—Pasadena, Calif., Feb 27. Fred Jones, Norman AYaldron and the topic for the
evening will he "YVhat Jet us Thought
loch * While). Mr. White’s adminis fares. The estimated population is story in the editorial column of yotjr foruietly of Rockland, aged 28 .'ears.
Ititilod—.Rockland, Mareli 2, Ralph Les er of Folks." Following tile League meet
tration at the Preble House was from 225,000. Real estate values have in paper will carry to many who ’.lave Barlow,
27 years Funeral Tuesday at 2 p. ing will he a praise service conducted
creased 35 per cent since 4918. and At been practically shut in this winter in . homaged
1892 to 1899.
tiis late residence on llltl street.
lanta is leading the South in building. though the extreme cold, many and se
I tie—Rockland. March 2. Nancy A. (Punton). by Otho I,. Hatch, after which the pas
widow of John E. Crie. aged 76 yearn, 4 months. tor will preach on "The Significance of
6380 permits have been issued in 1922.
The Congregational fair committee Atlanta also ranks as the educational vere storms, mountains of snow and 6 days Funeral Stliuiat at 2 p. in Irom home the (Conquest of Canaan." The weekly
-to.tl
roads,
its
message
of
cheer
of
’
o Fred S. Rhodes, Talbot a venae
wjll hold a sale of cooked food at |center of ihe South, having 78 Gram
Ihe coming spring with new life and
Mai tin—Appleton, Feb. 27 Panford 8. Mar prayer meeting will he on Tuesday
Cobh’s Saturday* March 1#.
27-29
lin, aged 79 years, I inuutli, 12 days.
mar and four High Schools, with a beauty.
evennig at 7.30.
Abbie B. Kirkpatrick.
linear- Reckville March 1 Minerva, wife ot
'corps of 1137 teachers. Mr. Adams’
e e e e
Rockville. Feb. 22.
Joe Quear, aged 58 years. 2 months. 6 days.
The Davis Garment Store, corner of Ison Brainerd, is in the paint and var
Funeral Motiuay at 2 p in.
"The Shepherd of Life” will be tjie
Main and Elm streets, lias some special nish business in Atlanta. Spruce
Bagley—Rockpori. Maith 1. Idella M . wife
MRS. BEAN FREED
trades in ladies' new spring dresses, Head cannot compete with the im
of (teorge ltagle'. aged 75 years. 4 mouths, 24 pistol’s subject Sunday at 10.30 at the
First Baptist Chinch. The choir will
days Fhinerat kuuda) at 2 p. in
coats and suits,
27-28
pressive figures above given, hut
Ito! -bins— Bath. Fth 21. Elizabeth May, wile ring "The Lord Is My Strength." Ro
Mrs. Ethel fl. Bean, on trial in
of Etiward .M Robbins, formerly of Rockland, gers. Tlie Lord's Slipper will he ob
belcher it had more snow this winter.
Franklin county for the murder of her aged
49 years. Remains brought to Rockland
husband, a Rangeley Lakes guide, was tor interment.
served at the close of the sermon.
SHOW
Herrev
—Dorchester, Mass, Feb. 21. Mrs WitOpportunity Class of the First Bap set free by the court without hearing Jam Hersey, formertj Lucy Torrey of Deer Isle. Mr. Browne will speak at 7.15 on "The
Treasures of Egypt Versus The Ricltes
MONDAY, MARCH 5
tist church will hold a food sale a' her tlefense yesterday. The prosecu
of Christ." The choir numbers include
Fuller-Cobb-Da vis
store
Saturday, tion closed its ease Thursday.
CARO
OF
THANKS
Immediately after thd Supreme Court
"Supplication” by Scott and "A Day In
TUESDAY, MARCH 6
March 19.—adv.
We
wish
to
thank
our
neighbors
and
friends
opened for the fourth day of the trial.
Thy Courts." Rogers. Piano and vio
who have so Lindly offered ;Itesi services, and
INGRAHAM HILL SCHOOL
Attorney General Shaw addressed the helped us in many ways during our bereave- lin duets will be played by Havener
7:S0 P. M.
Cassens and Paul Jameson.
Other
One week from today the Rockland court. He said he did not think the ie, nt also ihose who have sen; flowers.
Jlrs Sarali F. Liilkin, Frank Lulktii. C. Clif services include Sunday School at 11.45,
Refreshment* sold—Benefit of School High girls have their crucial test in State had sufficient evidence to convict ton Lufkin. Mr. and Mrs W C. Lutkin.
•
J’ortland. Supporters and followers of the young widow and suggested a not
and Christian Endeavor at 6.15, with
Improvement League.
“The Refuge Psalm" as the topic. The
the team are confident of victory. pros, to which Associate Justice Charles
Tim
charge
fur
iiubllening
a
Card
of
Thank*
ADMISSION 10c
26-27 Portland High plays here March 31.
J, Dunn agreed.
church
pruyei meeting convenes on
Is 50 cents, ossh to aeroiupauj tlie order

SAVING

That Extra Hour is Practical—
It affords a chance to work in that

backyard garden, or around the house.

It is a saving on the Gas Bill.

That Extra Hour is Recreational—
.

' -

It affords summer pleasure by day

light after the day’s work is done.

It

gives the poor man a chance to enjoy
himself, as well as the man with the

motor car.

VOTE
“YES

MINSTREL

VOTE
“YES”
POLO WITH PEP
TUESDAY NIGHT, MARCH 6
AT

THE

ROCKLAND

ARCADE

vs.

PORTLAND

fame. Rockland will have "Busy Boy” Bouchard in its lineup.
Portland will bring “Red” Williams and Pence of National League
ORDER NOW—856
*

Tomorrow is Backsliders day at lb"
Tuesday evening at 7.30; the children's
Happy Hour Tuesday afternoon at 4. .Salvation Army. Everybody Is Invited,
especially the backsliders. Compaiv
meeting is held at 2 p. m., Y. L. I',
Rev. O. W, Stuart will use us Ills meeting .at 6 p. m„ Salvation meeting
text "The Ideal Church" at Littlefield at 8 |). m.. topic, "Steps of a Back
Memorial church Sunday morning at slider's Downfall.”
e e e e
10.30.
Bible school meets at noon,
Mr. Ratcliff will begin a series of
Christian Endeavor at 6.15. Evening
service is at 7.15 and the pastor speaks Lenten sermons at the Universalis'
from the subject "Jesus Son of Man." church tomorrow. The sermon for
with a violin solo by Miss Helen Ames. 10.30 a. m. will he on the subject, "The
Cottage prayer metings Friday evening Giver of All Gifts." The other sermons
at the homes of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin H. in the series will lie March 11, "TinRichards, 11 Camden street and Mr. Great Companion." March 18. "Tinand Mrs. Ralph Choate, 30 Spruce Law of Love," March 25, "A Broader
street. Mr. Stuart will speak during Faith." The evening service will bithe month of March on “The Ideal the picture presentation of the play
Church" on Sunday mornings, and "Smiling Through." The Chapin ClasJesus" on Sunday evenings until the have a supper on Monday night, the
18th, when Rev. John T. Holman will Tuesday evening service is at 7.30. anti
he with the church for a series of the regular Circle supper on Wetlnes
day evening at 0.30. The Sunday mus c
meetings closing on Easter Sunday.
is the anthems' "Lord of Light," Gal
e e • e
braith, "Father in Thy -Mysterious
Rev. Arthur S. Phelps, D. D., well Presence," Scott and a tenor solo. "My
known in Rockland, where he fre God anil Father While 1 Stray." Mat -quently spoke during his long and suc ton.
cessful pastorate in Waterville, which
pastorate he, resigned to accept a call
SEGUIN LIGHT
to the Pacific Coast two years ago, has
been elected to tlie chair of public
speaking and tlie English Bible of the
11. W. Sprague anti X. P^ Fickett
Berkeley Divinity School. Dr. Phelps were at Popham Reach Friday.
is a brilliant member of a brilliant
House cleaning is well under way.
family and Is especially gifted for the
Mrs. V. O. Beal and Mrs. H. W.
professional position to which he has Sprague have been ill.
been called. Dr. Phelps holds three
Tlie children are enjoying themselves
degrees from Yale University and is an building snow forts, etc. They have
accomplished stieaker, a versatile -au plenty of material to tarry on their
thor. lecturer and preacher.
His sport.
great circle of friend-s in Maine will
Seguin has been luckier than must
ofler him congratulations upon this in people living on islands. So far the
duction into highly congenial relations. ice lias not bpen any hindrance in get
Word has lately come from Dr. ting mail anti supplies. The strong
Phelps' son. Bet. Dryden L. Phelps, tide of the Kennebec lias kept the ice
who went out a year ago to the mis broken up and on the move.
sionary field of interior China, accom
panied by Iris bride, and where his
The restaurant at the brook now
work has been crowned already with
great success. The young man had known as the "Brookside Lunch.” after
just ai l ived back from an expetlition- being newly painted and new electric
ttry trip into the wilds of Thibet, an lights, is ..ow open for business. Ail
adventure fraught with great danger, home conking. All cordially Invited
but successful beyond anything yet Prices reasonable. Chase & Tarr, man
undertaken, inasmuch as the expe agers. 470 Main St.. Rockland. Me.
23-tf
dition was will received by the Thi
betans and given opportunity to tneThe street department is preparing
sent the work that is being carried on
liy the Baptists in Ihe far eastern for soft weather by diggiqg drains and
charing catch basins,
fields.

t
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Page Fosr
dear.

Aren't yon grateful to me

NO OPERATION
FOR HER

STRAND THEATRE

THE ICE CONDITIONS

►

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD \
«»

Easter* StanJ.au Tin.e
Trains Lemve Rockland foi

4
i

Corinne Griffith appears at her best | Notecj Granite Contractor Re
Augusta. A{7.00 a. m. 17.30 a.m.. il.lOp. m.
H mgor. A {7 .OJ a. iii. 17.30 a. in., 11.10 p.m.
today in "What’s Your Reputation
Hath A {7.00 a.m., |7.30 a. ra.f „ 11.10 p inviews the Desperate Situa
\Cc rth?” The .production requires hun- I
t5
p. m.
Bo<iou. A 17.00 a.m., 17.30 a.m., II . 10 p. in.
tion Prevailing In Penobscot
dreds of extra players and many spe
Brunswick A {7.00 a. m., 17.30 a- ».».. 11.10
p. in . i5 30 p. in .
cially constructed sets.
One scene |
Bay.
Lewtetou. A {7.00 a.m., 17.30a.m., tl JO p m.
She Took Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege which is shown hut a few seconds rep
New York 11.10 p. 1.1.
resents a dream palace. Another mass
Portland. A$ 7.00 a .Jit , t7.3Ua.rn., fJ .lOp. in.,
table Compound and Escaped the ive set represents a restaurant with Editor The Courier-Gazette: —
15 :U) p ir..
Waterville A|7.00a m.. *7.30a.in. il.10p.m.
■abaret in full swing. In this set over
Water shipments of coal to Penob
Operation Doctor Advised
Woolwich. {7.00 j. m., 17.30 a. in., tl.10p.in.,
150 extras are used and two danseuses scot River and Bay points as far east 15.30 p. in.
of the Metropolitan Opera ballet are
1 Daily, except Sunday
{ bunday only.
Louisville, Ky. — “ I wish to thank you seen in solo dances. The action is as Bar Harbor are made In barges. P A l‘assengers provide own ferriage lietween Wool
wich
and
Bath.
is
the
custom
of
Bee
Line
and
for what your medicine has done for shifted from New York to the country
D. C. DOIJGMSS,
M. I . HARRIS.
<
me. 1 was in bed for in winter time. The company went into Reading Transportation Company to 0-24-22
V. P. it Geut Mgr. Gen’l Passenger Agt.
eight or nine days the Adirondac'ts and near a popular deliver their barges to the Rockland
every month and had winter resort took scenes in this most
SkRVIC.F TEMPORARILY' SUSPENDED
a great deal of pain. I-duresque of io.ations. Here Corinne anchorage. They are |then picked up
The doctor said my i< shown skiing, sleighing and partici .bv the local tugb >ats, wnich distribul*
OWING TO ICE CONDITIONS
only relief was an pating in ntativ winter sports. The them to the dift'ererit dis barging
operation. 1 read of action is intensely melodramatic, and points. After cargoes have been taken
Lydia E. Pinkham’s the production is one of contrasts. It out, the barges arc towed Iback to the Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
medicines and tried is a story of a girl who is willing to Rockland anchorage and picked, up by
the Vegetable Com nake great sacrifice in order to bring the ocean tugs and towed hack to the
BANGOR LINE—WINTER 8CHE0ULE
pound and the Sana happiness into the life of the man she dfferent coal ports. By this meth al.
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
coal is being kept in transit.
tive Wash, and they loves.
Leave Korkin nt! Mondays,and Thursdays at
judge of character you have taught me
The
local
tugs
arc
small
and
only
tit
6»«
I*
M
for Boston.
surely
did
wonders
SYNOPSIS
Th< re will lie an eager demand for
Leave Boston Tuesdays and Fridays
to regard you as infallible. Certainly
_________________ for me. I feel fine seats next Monday and Tuesday when fi r harbor towage. The ice embargo of at Return
5.00 l» M Lean- Rockbnd Wednesdays and
from the rather brief Interview I hml
all the time now, also am picking up in Rotlolpli Valentino nnd Earle Williams the present winter has caused no smali Saturdays at 5 00 A M ; Camden 5 45 A. M.J
CHAPTER I.—Disliking the prospect ot
with Mr. Spencer I formed a similai
weight. I will tell any one that your appear in “A Rogue's Romance." Tht amount of inconvenience to the inhab Belfast 7 15 A M.: Bneksport 9 00 A M.J
a month's visit to her austere aunt, l-ad>
Wlnteriiort 9 30 A M
Erythea lattinbe, at Jervaulx abbey, ano
medicines are wonderful, and you may seta were constructed after famous re- itants of Penobsyot Bay and its islands, <lneReturn
opinion. But do I understand that you
Leave Wlnteriiort Mondays and
her vous.n. Alexander I^anibe, Ainiee, vi
to say nothing of damage. Captain Thursdays at JO 00 A M Tor Jhm’or and way
publish my letter if you wish.’’—Mrs.
rts in Paris nnd even the strec
have—?”
vacious daughter of the Very Reverend
David
R.
Chase,
general
manager
of
laiulint!s.
due the following morning about
Ed. Boehnlein, 1130 Ash St., LouisViscount Scroops, is in a rebellious mood
cues were duplicates of those in the Bee Line Transportation Co., sent 7.00 A. M
“Hem,” said Lord Scroope, with
j ville, Ky.
Prance.
Toucher
of
the
Parisian
night
CHAPTER II.—She wanders into the some slight confusion, “we appear to be
Backache,nervousness, painful times, life are revealed in the sequences and twO'Of its ocean tugs to Stonington to
‘Isn’t Billy Lucky?”
tark, there encountering a strange youtl
MT. DESERT & BLUEHILL LINE8
moving rather—ah—rapidly. 1 feel—”
irregularity, tired and run-down feel- a famous cafe in the Latin Quarter was relieve the situation. On one occasion
n trouble with a motorcycle. He laugh
BAR HARBOR LINE
He broke ofT, apparently at a loss, as It hadn't been for my stunt, you might ings, are symptoms of female troubles,
their largest tug broke a •channel
tngly introduces himself as 'Billy.’’ Amer
Ollied
for
the
Cafe
d
’
Or
in
which
RoLeare Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A. M for
lean. The two cement the acquaintance
through and left for Rockland at a late
Billy ami Aimee came towards them have missed a whole life's happiness Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com- dolph Valentino does his famous Ap:
North
Haven
Stonington, Southwest Hjrltor,
by a ride on the motorcycle, the, "Flying
! pound should be taken whenever there he dance. All the lure and glamour of hour—too late in the day for the local Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
across the lawn, side by side. There «nt Riiiv nnd I—”
fephinx,” and part. With Georgina Her
tig
to
take
advantage
of
the
good
bor
11
A.
M.
ners, her cousin, Almee sets out for Jer was something Olympian in Billy's as
gay Paris with its social events its
Re 1 urn-— Leave Bit Ilarbor Thursdays a*. 8 00
vaulx. On the way she decides that Geor
work that had been done. 1 he next
pect anil the splendor of his smile on the car, aren't you, dear? Alex
cabarets, its Bohemian life and its fa
A M for Kockland and way landings
gina shall impersonate her at Jervaulx
morning the channel was frozen as
to
tone
up
and
strengthen
the
organs
while she goes on a holiday. Georgina'*
BLUE HILL LINE
mous
police
system
are
revealed
in
Aimee was radiant and glowing. Lord ander told me—"
____
___ they may work in a
concerned,
so that
horrified protest is unavailing.
Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A M for
stirring and dramatic scenes. It is a tight as ever.
Scroope scarcely recognized in her the
There's Aunt Erythea!” said Ai- healthy, normal manner.
r. Let
Let it help
'
The Reading barge, ‘"Tohicon,” with Dark Harbor. Kggwnotrgin, South Br<x>ksvllle
CHAPTER III.-Happy in her new free
pallid and distressed young woman mee. “I'm glad inuminie induced the you as it has thousands of others. Lydia picture of Paris, a story patterned af coal for Stonington, reported at th? Surgentvllle, Deer Isle, Brookltn, South Blue
the famous works of Balzac, De
dom, Almee again meets "Billy.” He tell* wlm had returned from Jervaulx. It
due Bluehill 11.45 A M
Rockland anchorage on Feb. 16 and hill,
old terror to come”
E- Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is ter
her his name is Spencer, and she gives
Return- Leave Bluehill Mondays at 8 00 A.
Maupassant. Dumas and Hugo. Full
Who is that with her?"
now selling almost all over the world.
was finally docked at Stonington on M for Rockland and way tendings
hers as Amy Snooks, at pre9cst "out of a • was as though an errant descendant of
of life, romance, adventure and mys
job.” Billy offers to take her into part the gods had restored his daughter to
At Boston connection is made via the Met
Feb. 28. During this time the town
“My new uncle-ln-law. Mr. Rlvingnership «n selling the Sphinx. In a spirit
tery.
Line express freight steamers for
was Without coal, schools and churches ropolitan
of madcap adventure, she accepts. The him.
New York and points South and West.
Such good progress is being made in
ton. He's a peach! Aunt scents to lie
STONINGTON
were closed. In order to dock this
two prereed to the town of Stanhoe, tak
“Dad !” said Aimee. “You've been getting on with him splendidly. Look
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
the installation of the new ten-thou
ing separate lodgings In Ivy cottage.
barge all the dynamite that
stoi cd
Portland-New York Freight Servloe
splendid, dear. And I want to say all at Iter hack! Who’s the funny little
Barge To'ioCmo landed today at ihe sand dollar organ that it will probably at the quarries was used in bit • ’nr u
Dlr.-ct
Freight
Service between Portland and
CHAPTER IV.—That night Almee visits the nice tilings to Billy's uncle, that I
man that seems half asleep, over by Weed Co. coal dock after a battle of be heard early the coming week.
the channel, 'besides other vabt.« >.«» -- New York Is resumed from the New State
Ge&rgir.a and learns that the deception
Commencing
next
Munday,
or
as
ier.
Portland,
Me.
haven't
had
a
chance
to,
yet.
”
has not been discovered. By her dominant
sistan.e being rendered.
the cedar?”
several days with Ice in the harbor.
Through rates and direct track connection!
sum as the new organ is in opeatlun.r
personality she compels Georgina to con
Governor Baxter has done everything with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Rail
"My Uncle Joseph," murmured
The steam barge Ajax with coal for the evening admission for adults will
tinue the subterfuge.
"I hope.” said Lord Scroope, wrin Georgina. "He didn't realize till after the Fuller Granite Co is bucking three lie 25 cents instead of 22. with no P' ssi'ble to render assistance and de roads
F S 8HKTIMAN. Kupt , Rockland, Maine.
CHAPTER V.—On a tr'al spin next day
serves considerable credit; and I am
R K SULEMAN. A^ent. Uocklaud. Maine.
change in children’s prices, or in the
on the Sphinx, with Billy, Aimee almost kling his brow in perplexity as he nnd we left Jervaulx. that I ought to have miles of ice to keep tihe Job going.
roud
to
know
that
the
State
of
Maine
Barge 707 is loaded at the Fuller afternoon prices.
collides with a carriage In which are her his wife stood in the library some been at home with him all tlie time.
Manager Donelis has so able an executive. Mr. Lane,
aunt, Georgina and Alexander. The pair hours later, after the departure of the
Vinalhaven & Rockland
I don't think he really grasps the po dock with stone for the New York feels obliged to make this very slight the Fuel Administrator, has also be -n
escape unrecognized.
court house job and she will tow out increase be1 cause of the heavy expense
visitors, “that I have not been too sition. even now.”
untiring
in
his
efforts
to
relieve
the
Steamboat Co.
CHAPTER VI.—Georgina learns that
to which the new organ has subjected •situation. The writer knows personally
Have I committed my
"I don't wonder. These professors this week.
Lord Scroope is coming to visit Lady Ery precipitate.
The steamer Gov. Bodwell was in him, and the further expense which
thea and. realizing what will happen on self too far, Dellcia?”
never do grasp anything,” chuckled.
,
,,
,
,
,
ot the strain that Mr. Lane has been
The direct route between
his arrival. Is in hopeless bewilderment.
will be entailed by the employment of I un<jer an(j what he has done and tried ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN*
Lady Scroope pushed her husbaml Aimee.
We ve beaten Diana and I about two or three trips a week now.
an expert organist. 'The public will t • do. as 1 have been in communication
STONINGTON ANO SWAN’S ISLAND
CHAPTER VII.—While Aimee is secretly gently into an armchair and perched Bertrand. They’re to be married in j The Campfire Girls have announced
not begrudge the three extra coppers
visiting Georgina at Jervaulx, the place is herself on the arm of it.
London next week.”
Ia comedy play at an early date with in view of the concerts which will be with him several times each day for
burglarized. Aimee escapes.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
several
weeks.
I
do
not
believe
tbit
“If you mean, dear,” she said,
“Isn’t all this delightful to think i a |,,cal cast,
given at 6.45 and 8.35 each evening, as ' here are many in his position that
(Subject to change without notice)
CHAPTER VIII.—Georgina learns, with stroking his hair, “did you definitely of,” sighed Georgina, “after the horThe
cutters
at
the
Fuller
job
voted
well as during the pieti.veprograms.—ad. could do as well. He has sent thr?e IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. MONDAY. JAN. 8. 1923
much relief, that Alinee has got away
accept Billy Spencer as a prospective rors we went through! Did you ever;Tuesday to continue night work up to
Leaves Swan’s Island dally except Sunday!
Government boats to Stonington apd
CHAPTER IX.—Police Inspector Panke son-in-law—you certainly did. And a hear what became of that woman you April 1.
5 30 A M for Stonington, North Haven,
ether harbors in Penobsiot Bay, which at
decides that the robbery is the work of
Vinalhaven
and Rockland
EMPIRE THEATRE
told me about—the wife of the bur-| The \ il’age Improvement Society met
•'Jack the Climber'' and "Calamity Kate.*
very good tiling, too.”
have done valiant work and has cost
Returning
leaves Rt»ekland at 1.30 I* M., for
[nr
,.,
Wednesday
afternoon
at
the
home
of
the
noted thieves, who travel on a motoicy
the
Government
a
great
deal
of
money
“Did I really?” murmured her hus
Vinalhaven. North Haveu, Stonington, and
tie.
'
,
,
,
. ,
i president, Mrs. Celeste Coombs. Mem
Advocates
of
the
clean
screen
will
Swan
’
s
Island.
or.
account
of
damages
to
its
cutters
and
hand. "I hardly recognize myself to
Never heard a word
. , ,to pay their dues to
i„
W. 8 WHITE.
„ more of tier;: Jhers are requested
CHAPTER X.—Billy, aware of his day. Dellcia. It seems very precipi
General Manager.
I think she got away.
x.,,Cretary. Mrs. A W. Webster, aud find the year’s best example of a spark tugs, as these vessels are unfit for such
" ►artner’s” nocturnal jaunts, is troubled
work.
Rockland.
Maine.
Jan
’y 6. 1923.
ling
story
without
one
objectionable
tate.
There
are
so
many
things
to
e follows her. on the Sphinx; to Jer
“It all seems like some fearful nightwho ar<; interested in this society
Senator Hale and General Lord, Di
vaulx. He hears the commotion, at once consider—to verify—”
mare now,” shuddered her cousin.
ale |nvjted to join.
feature in, "The Flirt," which is to he rector of the Budget, are better ac
suspects burglary, and follows two dgures
“As the wife of a future bishop.
Kockbound Rebekah Lodge held its seen at tile Empire today.
”1 haven't the slightest doubt that
on a motorcycle who are apparently in a
quainted with the jpe conditions in
desperate hurry. Cornering the pair, Billy will he all right. Two of the sound you’ll wipe It off your memory. Gent- annul installation ol' officers Tuesday
"The Flirt” is Booth Tarklngton’s Maine and the needs to overcome and
knocks out a man who attempts to shoot
vivid
cross-section
of
American
life
gie.
dear.
But
I
never
shall!
The
[evening.
Feb.
27.
in
the
presence
of
guard against such conditions in the
him, picking up a package the fellow had est people I ever came across.”
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
dropped. He discovers the other fugitive
greatest time I ever liad in mv life, members only. Owing to the uncer filmed as a Universal-Jewel produc future, than anv others that are con
"But what—”
to be a woman. Stopping to aid her, she
tion
with
the
thought
to
"attain
and
tainty
of
travel
I).
I).
Addie
G.
Bucklin
nected with the Government in Wash C. M. WHEELER, D.C. Ph. C.
“What I like about Americans.” said The joy of lhing. Georgie!" Lady
■trikes him with a stone, rendering him
of Vinalhaven was unable to he present maintain the highest moral and artis ington.
unconscious, and the pair escape.
Lady Scroope, “when a proposition— Scroope suddenly entered the room.
Chiropractor
hut P. N. G. Eva Gray proved a very tic standard of motion picture produc
Senator Hale's plan for a bill to be
"Children," she said gravely, "in five
that’s what they call it. I think—when
CHAPTER XI.—Recovering, Billy dis
capable installing officer, being assisted tion." as expressed by Will H. Hayes. presented to the next Congress for an 4C0 MAIN STREET - - ROCKLAND
rovers the package he r.ad picked up is a a proposition is clear, they don't waste minutes we start for the chapel."
Graduate Palmer School of Chiropractic
by Florence Wallace as grand marshal. —adv.
appropriation to build a proper ice
Jewel case, containing emeralds. Realiz
Office Hours:
Ainiee bolted into her room, fol These officers were Installed: Josephine
ing they must be part of the loot from time. I like people who don't waste
bleaker that will relieve the situation Mondays. Wednesdays, Fridays. 10-12, 2-5. 7-8
Jervaulx, he starts lor the abbey. On the time—it makes life so much less com lowed by her mother.
Tuesdays. Thursdays, 10-12, 2-5
Sellers. N. G.; Hester Warren. V. G.;
that
has
blocked
business
and
caused
way he meets Aimee. with the police in
PARK THEATRE
Saturdays 10-12
Tel. 886
•»•••••
I Bessie Judkins, secretary; Celia Parsuffering to the inhabitants of that par:
pursuit. In a secure hiding place, a cave plicated.”
among the crag pits. Aimee tells him the
“Do you see ’em yet?" whispered sons, treasurer:
Florence. Wallace
of the district, would be a fine thing.
“I am certainly’ conscious of a great
John Gilbert, the William Fox Ftar The George A. Fuller Co. of Xew York, Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
whole story. He urges that she make a
an apple-cheeked woman eagerly. Thp| chaplain; Annie floss, ward.-n; Lena
frank confession to her father, but on re access of happiness.”
who
is being widely heralded by the who are getting out the granite for the
red
popples
in
her
bonnet
quivered
as!
Morey,
conductor;
Celeste
C
lombs.
It.
flection both realize Almee’s good name
Osteopathic Physicians
“Yes. Because Aimee is so happy.
N. C
motion picture magazines as the screen | New York County Cour'house, have
has been compromised by her two nights’
she raised herself on tiptoe. The staff js- N. G.; Myrtle Morey. I
And
Aimee
’
s
happiness
is
a
very
infec

38 UNION STREET. ROCKLAND, MAINE
stay at Ivy cottage.
N
’
.
Q.;
Lettie
Canbeen
operating
at
Stonington
day
and
luminary of the year, has no middle
HOURS: S.OO A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
tious quality. Still, at the moment, of the Scroope Towers household was | Clara Silver,
Eva
Gray.
CHAPTER XII.—Assuring Almee he
grouped on either side of the great-diise'
s v;
E,va V'
45 I. G.; Ed. name, according to his birth certificate. night with 300 men. and have not been EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMTNT
of the cere His latest picture, "The Love Gamb able to ship a pound of their granite
has a plan to save her, Billy leaves her in j Tony dear, you are looking a little
Telephone 13b
porch, behind the assembled guests. I
the cave and, proceeding to Jervaulx, re worried and anxious. Why?”
ince the ice embargo came on. Nei
N. G. Alice E. Merrill was
stores the emeralds to the astounded
The apple-cheeked woman was Mrs | presented with a beautiful jewel, tlie ler.” which is showing at the Park to ther could they get coal to their dock
H.
V.
TWEED1E,
M. D?"
“
The
one
rift
in
the
lute,
”
said
Lord
Lady Erythea.
day, however, would lead one tn
Scroope regretfully, "is this break Sunning of Ivy cottage, Stanhoe; tlie presentation speech being made by tlie suspect that, his middle name is “Ver to keep their plant going 100%, which
CHAPTER XIII.—Rejecting any re
Diseases of the Eye;
only envoy from the Jervaulx district. newly installed noble grand, Josephine
they are obliged to do in order to finish
satility.—adv.
ward. after explaining how the emeralds with the Jervaulx household. Family
the work on time or forfeit their bond
Refreshments of jelly with
came into his possession, Billy accepts the quarrels are always petty and undig Her eyes sparkled, she clutched grim Sellers.
Refractions, Etc.
This contract amounts to about $1,500,position of chauffeur to Lady Erythea,
ly to her breast a large bag of rice, whipped cream, cake and coffee were
407 MAIN STREET
seeing In the situation a promise of a way nified. I fear the affair has alienated
000,
with
a
payroll
of
between
$40
000
EAST WASHINGTON
served and a social hour enjoyed. It is
Hours. 9 to 12 A. M.; I to 5 P. M.
out of the embroglio.
Erythea. I hope I did not convey the a barbarous custom still permitted at
.•■lid
$50,000
per
month,
which
means
a
Residence.
21 Fulton Street. Tei. 391-J
a matter of regret that the installation,
Office Telephone 4<T3-W
CHAPTER XIV.—Realizing 'hat her Impression that I disapproved of Alex Scroope.
•t to a town as small as Stonington.
the
first
to
take
pldce
in
the
new
home.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
I,.
Morton
were
call

father’s visit to Jervaulx world me in, ander's marriage. Really It is an ex
Aimee and Billy suddenly etnprged
If it had not been for the little
' might not have been public so that ers Wednesday at the home of Mr. and
Aimee goes se< retly to her home, disables
steamer Governor Bodwell, operating E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
the family auto, thus preventing his jour- ; cellent thing for Georgina, and he will from the porch at speed, followed i friends of tile lodge might inspect the Mrs. W. W. Light.
closely by Alexander and Georginn,
ney, and Induces a parlormaid to let her have a most worthy wife.”
E. Burnell Overlook, M. C. I. ’24, betv een Rockland and Swan’s Island
.
,
,
beautiful and commodious quarters,
Office: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
take her place at Jervaulx.
“I,” said Lady Scroope, kissing the amid cheers, flower-petals ami eon- but ,h(? prevaiIing illnPSS an(1 difficult was home for the weekend, returning y the Vinalhaven Steamboat Co. an 1
Office Hours: I to 3 and 7 to 9 R. M
its gallant commander, Captain Gray,
CHAPTER XV.—Alexander recognizes top of Ids head, “will make the peace fettl. Mrs. Sunning, tilth a shrill cry, traveling have curtailed social activities to Pittsfield Sunday.
Ainiee as the woman on the motorcycle |
yhich has struggled through ice and Residence until 9 A. M. and by Appointmeat
j and most of the -installations have been
Eugene Cunningham of South Jeffer
Although she disap opened her batteries.
which ran Into the Lambe carriage, de- | with Erythea.
no little amount of danger in taking
Telephones: Residence. 41-4: Office 149
Alexander
and
Georgina,
swerving
!
private.
son
was
a
visitor
at
the
home
of
W.
M.
pouncing her as "Calamity Kate.” Geor- proves of my moral character, I am
food and supplies to the islands, there
gina divulges Aimee’s identity. Hearing
to the right, climbed into the waiting
A minstrel show will be held in the Prescott last week.
the
only
person
she
really
listens
to.
her story, Alexander consents to keep the ’
no knowing what the outcome would
Charles Overlook was a business
carriage. Billy, escaping through the ! Opera House Monday evening, March 5.
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
secret.
I will go over tomorrow and pave
have been.
John L. Goss.
shower of rice, shot past to the car.' under the auspices of the Stonington visitor in Waldoboro Tuesday.
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
Boston, March 1.
CHAPTER XVI.—Alexander finds him the way. I've already talked that over
Public
Library
Association,
for
the]
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Leigher
of
“Beat it!” he cried to the chauffeur,
—end——
self very much in love with Georgina.
with Mr. William Spencer,” she added,
and caught Aimee by the hand. To- i benefit of the library. The association j Liberty called on Mrs. Leigher’s parX-RAY OPERATOR
CHAPTER XVII —The approaching vis twinkling, “and he will accompany ma.
has recently purchased a lot and hopes cuts, Mr. and Mrs. John Sukeforth
VINALHAVEN
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
it of Alexander’s sister, Lady Diana (who, I am persuaded he has great influence getlier they scudded on foot down the to build a new building as a memorial Wednesday.
of course, knows Aimee) brings conster
drive.
Telephone 123
Mrs. Josephine Finley, who is spend
to our World War veterans. It is de
there. I suggest a double wedding'
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Leadbetler of
nation to the two girls.
The guests paused in astonishment. sirable that work should begin im ing the winter months in Togus. was North Haven wer^ in town the past
here at Scroope. It will suit Erythea
CHAPTER XVJII.—Another visitor to
W.
A.
JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
Lady Scroope, her eyelashes sparkling, mediately on the building, as the li tlie weekend guest of her parents, Mr week to attend the funeral services of
Jervaulx Is the Vlcomte de Jussac, Di much better than at Jervaulx—as
laughed gently. Aunt Erythea jutted brary, which had its humble beginning and Mrs. C. E. Overlook.
ana’s suitor. Diana recognizes Almee and things are! Have no fear, Tony. It
Mr. Leadbetter’s, brother-in-law, Lu JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
threatens to denounce her.
tan inquiring nose round the pillars.
in a box of books from the State library
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Prescott visited ther Paige.
COMPLEE DRUG ANO
SUNDRY
shall be arranged.”
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
Mrs. F. NI. Wnite entertained the Si
The bride and bridegroom, having three years ago, has outgrown its pres Mrs. Prescott’s mother, Mrs, Lizzie
CHAPTER XIX. — Interested In the
KODAKS.
DE
PRESCRIPTIONS.
Lam be collection of armor, De Jussac, .
made good speed for two hundred ent quarters in the vestry or the Meth Cargill, at South Washington, last lent Sisters Thursday. A beefsteak
VELOPING, PRINTING ANO EN
CHAPTER XXVIII
during the night, tries on a suit. Diana. I
Thursday,
Nlrs.
Cargill
is
in
very
poor]
dinner
was
served.
LARGING.
yards, turned into a clump of laurels i odist church and must soon be transinvestigating an alleged ghostly appari
health.
Mrs. Arthur Francis of Portland ?
that efficiently bid the Flying Sphinx.! fe’’ied elsewhere.
370 Main St., Rockland, Me.
tion, meets him. He declares his love,
“
All
’
g
Well
—
”
Dr. S. C. Pierpont was a caller pro rived Wednesday* called by illness of
and Is accepted. Aimee finds them to
wn„ snatched
rm.^i up „a i.i..„
For several days a large crew of men
.Billy
blue cloak ......
that
gether and binds Diana to secrecy con
were btu y dynamiting a track from fesslonally last Wednesday.
her mother, Mrs. Marne Wentworth.
"What,” said Aimee, with a little
cerning her affairs.
lay fitltwiirt the saddle.
GEORGE W. FOSTER
Marcia Hatch returned home from
The Silent Sisters will hold a "500”
Sand Island to the Eben W. Eaton coal
touch of scorn, “are you looking so
"Gn with it!” cried Billv
CHAPTER XX.—Alexander and Geordock and to the Settlement quarries so Bebago Saturday where she has been parly and dance at the G. A. IL rooms
frightened
about,
Georgie
dear?"
gina become engaged. Lady Erythea, beDealer in Pianos
III ft twinkling Aimee donned the ag to dock the two coal barges. The teaching during the fall and winter.
Saturday evening. Refreshments will
l ev ing Georgina to be Lord Scroope's
“I’m n-not frightened," said Geor
be served at intermission.
daughter, is delighted.
wrap;
as
Billy
bestrode
the
saddle
she
barges
are
wefcome
visitors
tor
withMr.
and
Mrs.
C.
E.
Overlock
visited
Fine Tuning
gina faintly, smoothing her white silk
William Keating arrived from Port
threw herself upon the pillion and her! out coal the Fuller Co. would have been relatives in Liberty last Sunday after
CHAPTER XX!.—Billy and Almee reach sleeve with a tremulous hand and
land Wednesday.
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M.
obliged to close its plant, throwing 400 noon.
an understanding as to their mutual love. glancing at the spray of orange-blos arms about-bis waist.
Miss Arlena Kossuth entertained Sir
"Readv—partner!” Billv said
1 rr'en *’ut of employment, and in some
CHAPTER XXII.-A Scotland Yard of- soms on the boudoir table. “I’m su
Galahad Corps of Girl Reserves at her
“Let her rip!” panted' Aimee Jov-i^ there was actual suffering from
fi« ia! arrives and demands to see Blliv
CLARRY
HILL
Hut—one ought to
(■•me on Tuesday evening. Refresh
lack of fuel. Wood is very high and
ARTHUR L. ORNE
Almee overhears him. Learning Billy's premely happy.
ments were served.
feel a little frightened, surely? Are
,
...
.
-almost impossible to obtain, because
whereabouts, the officer goes after him.
The . plunx" hummed swiftly along (Of tj,e depth of snow in the woods,
Robert Payson of Union was a busi
Robert Arey left Wednesday fo1
not you?”
Insurance
CHAPTER XXIIl.-BIlly finds -Jake
the park road fWd swung left onto the! Mails are infrequent and supplies have ness caller hero Thursday.
treatment at Knox hospital, Rockland
"Not a bit.”
the Climber,” his leg broken, in the crag
Successor
to A. J. Erskine & Co.
W. J. Smith and daughter, Mrs. Eva
Mrs. Llewellyn Vinal is teaching at
been a bit scarce at times but the little
pits. He hears the thief's story and has
Georgina regarded her cousin with highway.
Robbins, were in Rockland Tuesday.
the Lincoln School, as substitute for 417 MAIN ST. - • ROCKLAND. ME.
a feeling of something like sympathy
“
Hold
tight!
”
steamer
Gov.
Bodwell
has
fought
her
“Jake” is arrested and the police search a faintly shocked expression, that
Henry Cunningham of Jefferson Miss Vera Wentworth, whose mother,
The Sphinx breasted the long rise-way from Rockland to Vinalhaven.
for -Calamity Kate.”
changed slowly into a gnze of admi
Mr.. Wentworth is quite ill.
nt sixty miles an bout. The wind' Htonin8ton and Swan’s Island under called on friends here recently.
ration.
L. R. CAMPBELL
Mrs. Josephine Creamer returned to
CHAPTER XXIV.—Almee, hastening to
screamed past them
j conditions that would have appalled
the dag pits to aarn Billy of ids danger,
Herman F. York
"How perfectly lovely you look
. i„
, j .
.
.
a less courageous man than ('apt. Gray her home in Washington Thursday af
meets "Kate” and. touched by the girl's Ainiee!”
Aimee laughed aloud. Leaning for-'
w BM.ve us wi|| not soon ter spending the pa~st few months at
Attorney at Law
Herman F. York died Sunday, Feb.
devotion to her husband, allows the wom
ward from the pillion s^e pressed the ])C
f.„
schools opined again the home of her brother, E. H. Clarry. 25 at his home. Mr. York was born in Special Attention to Probate Matter*
an to escape on the Sphinx.
“Yes, don't I,” returned Aimee sim
smallest, soft round kiss on the back today after being dosed for two days
Sadie Kelley visited Nlrs. Mary Smith Vinalhaven, the son of Samuel and
375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
CHAPTER XXV.-The capture of ply, inspecting herself in the long
Monday.
Jennie NI. (Arey) York, 44 years ago.
-Jake” of course clears Billy of connec mirror.
"Isn't Billy lucky!”
She of Billy’s neck, as they disappeared In for lad: of coal.
W. .1. Smith and Walter Feyler were Nlr. York was a most esteemed citizen
tion with the Jervaulx robbery. But they
Master
Dnogias
Webster
who
was
io
a
cloud
of
sunlit
dust.
suddenly encirded Georgina's waist
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
are not yet -out of the woods.”
have celebrated his 12th birthday with in Waldoboro Wednesday. Everett l.a-l.i member of Star of Hope Lodge, I. O.
[THE END]
witli her arm. "I'm so glad you’re
a pally Feb. 28, is ill with the grippe, mont returned home with them for a (>. I ., and by trade a quarryma, being
CHAPTER XXVI.-Lord Scroope. at
Attorney at Lav
Jervaulx, is astounded at tlie bewilder happy, Georgie dear. Everybody's got
employed by Leopold & Company. Deso the party was postponed to some few days.
ing mixup resulting from Aimee’s esca to lie happy today; even Aunt Eirythea.
Dwight Cummings of North Warren cea ed in survived by his wife, Winriii SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
later
date.
pade. Her confession clears up the situ
was in this place Wednesday.
Smith, and t‘wo children, Charlotte and
ation. I^ady Erythea’s wrath at the de In half an hour you and Alaxander
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
ception Is cyclonic.
Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Jackson and Eva Kenneth, to whom sympathy is extendwill stand at the altar. Don’t tremble
telephones
—Office 4B8.
House 603-W
Robbins
called
on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Page,
cd.
Funeral
services
were
held
at
the
________
_____
_ _andu Lady
; like that. 1 and Billy will be dose to
Ruddy Cheeks—Sparkling Eyes
CHAPTER
XXVII.-Lord
Sunday.
[home Wednesday, Rev. Charles II. B
Scroope
scroope are convinced of
ot the eligibility of j •vou- k)ad will marry all four of us
—Most Women Can Have
Mr. ami Mrs. Foster Mank of North Feiiger ofli dating. Members of Star
-Billy” Spencer as a husband for their
EDWARD K. GOULD
daughter. Alexander and Georgina are with splendid composure and dignity.
Waldoboro visited relatives here last cf Hope Lodge attended the services
Says Dr. Edwards, a Well-Known
supremely happy, and the clouds roll There’s nothing to be afraid of. Dad
There were beautiful floral tributes
away. A double wedding is arranged.
Ohio Physician
Cod-livet oi>. is different g Sunday.
Attorney at Law
Is at his best In emergencies like that.”
Raymond Levensaler of Washington | Interment was made at Carver’s ceme
Begun in January 23th issue. Back
from
other
fats
because
of
its
S
“I do love dignity,” said Georgina
tery, the bearers being brother Odd
was
the
guest
of
G.
G.
Miller
and
Dr.
F.
M.
Edwards
for
17
years
treated
numbers can be supplied.
COR. TILLAON AVE. and MAIN ST.
gratefully.
Fellow
family Sunday.
scores of women for liver and bowel ail
great richness of vitamincs ”
CHAPTER XXVII—Continued
“Don’t say nasty things to me on
Waller Feyler caught a baby rabbit
ments. During these years he gave to
“ and ir so readily absorbed by ™
last summer while mowing in the or
his patients a prescription made of a
°My dear Delicla!” he exclaimed. “I my wedding day. You'll get all the
few
well-known
vegetable
ingredients
chard near the woods. lie has been
th weakened system.
|
have no objection to saying, even be dignity you want. When you emertre
mixed with olive oil, naming them
tenderly cared for by the whole family
fore Mr. ltivington, that William Spen after the wedding breakfast, the car
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets. You will
aud proved a very amusing pet. Last
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
cer is a most remarkable young man. riage with the two fat horses will be
know them by their olive color.
Tuesday the outside door was left open
of nose or throat is al
The Famout Sheet Mjsle you i.t silver,
Not only has his copduet all through waiting for you; It will convey you to
These tablets are wonder-workers on
a few minutes, Bunny saw it and'
ti&ed in all the leading magsrinei. Over
ways made more endur
the affair been admirable, but his char Ihe train, and then away for—where
421)0 telections—tend tor catalogue.
the liver and bowels, which cause a nor
«|iii<*kiy made his escape. He was gone I
a
i
effective
agent
in
inQ
able, sometimes greatly
acter appeals to me very greatly. There did you say you were going?”
mal action, carrying off the waste and
all day and at night he returned to the J
MAINE MUSIC CO, Rockland, Me.
proving nutrition and fl
“Closeminster,” said Georgina rap
poisonous matter in one’s system.
benefited, by Vicks vapors.
is more innate honesty, more of the
house, but refused to come in. Clover j
If you have a pale face, sallow look,
Apply up the nostrils-tnelt
liny, carrots and apples failed to tempt
very essence of religion, in that young turously. "Alexander is to be induct
building tip the re- g
dull eyes, pimples, coated tongue, head
in a spoon and inhale vapors.
him in.
fellow, than I have yet encountered in ed as assistant to the prebendary tn
1
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>
‘
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;
’
‘
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*P°
wcr
"
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aches, a listless, no-good feeling, all out
six weeks time. I was so glad when
John Miiler of North W’aldoboro
THE OlAMUNft BRAND.
X
anyone of his age.”
111 A
Ixxfy. .Scoff’s Emu.’- Q
of sorts, inactive bowels, you take one
spent last Sunday with his parents.
he
suggested
we
should
go
nt
once
Mr. Rivlngton, coloring still more
of Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets nightly
cie.'i
f-4
Ncrtfrg.'a.':
fi
Mr. ami Mrs. G. (J. Miller
deeply, looked at his lordship with ap to the place where later his duties will
for a time and note the pleasing results.
co«-l-u’i)rr c'l of Us best.
n
preciative eyes. Lady Scroope smiled. lie. There, under the shadow of that
Thousands of women and men take
Drnfffhrt, Ask
DIAMOND ||]
B. U. C Jlins is prepared to assist in
Scour- llm- fie. it
1 I N J. 22 -’6 U
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets—the suc
"Tony, dear, I have seldom heard you glorious old cathedral—”
years known at Best,
making
im-omv
tax
returns.
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for
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spend
an
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GERMANY WILL PAY
Prisoner Bar the Bar, She Must
Accept Her Full Responsi
bility.
[Springfield Union]
Without doing violence to the truth,
it is safe to say that "The World
War," "The League of Nations,” “The
War afiter ithe War,” "Reparations,”
"Cancellation of War Debts,” nnd num
berless other subjects intimately con
nected with the German invasion of
the world, are propositions that have
l.een written about and spoken about
soyften and in so many different ways
that it does not seem possible that
anything more can be learned about
them.
The cause, the effect, the remedy
are familiar to any one who reads
either the daily papers, or the current
literature on these subjects.
The International Brotherhood of
Man has been demonstrated as a fact
beyond the peradventure ot a doubt.
The Interdependence of National
Trade has been proved to the satis
faction of every thinking person.
The Utter FclllbiHty of National Is
olation is conceded by all men.
And It is a notable fact that all
these conclusions are not, by any
means, new or novel.
As long ago as the Queen of Sheba vis
ited at ihe Court of King Solomon they
were acknowledged truths.
The only difference between then and
now is that life was simpler then than
now. There was just as' much life, but
knowledge was less.
Science, theology and law have very
much broadened .the activities of man
kind. There is more to be learned, and,
in Ihe fixing of this expert knowledge
on the mind's photographic film, the
fundamentals of life and living are apt
to be lost sight of.
Things that are inherently true, and
which exist as truths in our subcon
scious minds, do not develop into ac
tive thought until we are startled by
something that disturbs the even tenor
of our way.
. . . •
What little we know of the actual
conditions in Europe of that day In
August, 1914, when Germany let loose
the dogs of way, may never be aug
mented. If all Europe was at that
time In reality an armed camp, wait
ing for the word or act that should
send any one of its national units
into the fray first, is something we
shall never be able to declare posi
tively. What we do know is that Ger
many violated Belgium, In consequence
of which violation the Allies of the two
principal contestants took up arms in
behalf of their respective friends
And we know that for four years
this holocaust of war continued until
the larger part of the civilized world
became enmeshed in its web.
The Jealousies and rivalries of Eu
rope resulted in national debauch.
The wealth, the power, the progressive
force of European peoples were dissi
pated, the same as Is the money of a
man who goes out on a drunken spree.
And Just as the man who goes on a
drunken spree must have a period of
recuperation, so these European na
tions were under the necessity of
building up what they tore down, of
replucfng what they destroyed, whether
in money value or in physical property,
or in man-iiower.
Our drunken spendthrift may have
behaved himself in such a manner as
to bring himself before the court. In
which case sentence is either imposed
on him or his release is conditioned on
the observance of certain restraints
Now this is Just what happened in Butope.
Germany, who to all intents began
the war, after being defeated at arms,
was brought before the court, and the
l>enalty for her conduct was stipulates!
hy the treaty of Versailles.
From her proud position as one of
the wealthiest, most scientific, most
inventive and most powerful and cul
tured nations of the world she had
fallen to the role of suppliant at the
bar of Justice. The avowed purpose of
her leaders throughout the war had
been to smash utterly her opponents,
even if It took the last ounce of man
power and the last penny they could
command on the battlefield.
• • . .
She had her spree. The Kaiser’s
war chest was empty; the willing war
strength of her manpower had given
out; the end had come.
The terms of peace under which she
could remain a national unit were
handed to her. She was to start over
again, to remake her place among the
nations of the world, only she started
with the mark of Cain on her brow.
That she had already impoverished
herself was not the business of her op
ponents. It was none of their business
that she would have to work with
herculean strength to recover. She still
had her national entity, although she
had spent her patrimony and wasted
her resources. With what she had left
she hoped and promised to observe the
obligations placed upon her.
From then until now she has spent
much of her time in putting forth
propaganda to ehow that it would be
utterly impossible for her to fulfil tlie
treaty terms, and she has not fulfilled
those terms. Whereupon the nation
most interested in the payment of her
treaty obligations has seen fit to oc
cup.v German territory, In order to en
force the payment of the reparations.
And Germany must pay. That state
ment is true hs that those who dance
must pay -the fiddler.
Did Napoleon pay? He did.
Has the Kaiser paid? He has.
Will the animus of German nationnlitj-, "Dents bland ov*r all. ’ pay? It
w;il. It is inevitable. It cannot be
helped.
Even though the monej’ could be
forthcoming to loan to Germany with
which to pay her financial debt, still

.COLDS.
. INFLUENZA
result from a system clogged with
poisonous wastes. If neglected se
rious illness often follows. To pre
vent colds and influenza, keep the
body internally clean-digestion vig
orous, liver motive, bowels function
ing properly. At the first sign of a
cold, take“L.F.’’Atwood’s Medicine
—lurceuful remedy for nearly 70 years.
Large bottle, 50 cent, — 1 cent a dose.
All dealers.
•L. P." MEDICINB CO., Portland. Maine
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MISS KELLIE WOODSFORD
SPEtKSJO MOTHERS

AMONG THE SCHOOLS

Dr. True’s Elixir the True Family

EMORIALS being erected in all parts of
the country today in honor of the heroes
of the great war, are modern expressions of the
world old custom of honoring and perpetuat
ing the memory of the conspicuously worthy
life.

Laxative and Worm Expelier has done
wonders for children and grown-ups
for over 70 years.
Internationally
known.
Pleasant to take, mild In
action. No harmful drugs. 40c—60c—
$1.20.

What the community feels and does for its
heroes, the family that has been bereaved feels
and strives to do for that member whose
worthiness they see so clearly and whose life
they wish to honor.

M

The conscientious funeral director recognizes
the fundamental human instincts which seek
expression at such a time, and strives to give
to those in all stations of life facilities that will
meet every demand and, being perfect
in every other way, will be
perfectly consistent.

she would pay to the last farthing.
Even though the financial debt
should be wholly remitted, still she
would pay. Justice is just as sure as
the coming of the morning. It is not
a question of “to the victor belongs
the spoils." There are no spoils in this
case. It is simply a matter of violated
obligations to mankind in general.
Germany violated every principle of
Right and Justice and the penalty may
be either the payment of the treaty ob
ligations, or the obliteration of the
German nationality.
The whole world is affected, to be
sure, but the prisoner at the bar, which
is Germany is, and will be, the principal
sufferer, until she has paid the price of
her crime, beside which the most
atrocious activities of barbarous or
half civilized men pale into insignifi
cance.
Plead no excuses for Germany,
bloodthirsty, she went out to conquer
the world. She uprooted and flung
aside the growth of centuries ot civil
ization. She debased the sensibilities
of her own people and debauched the
finer feelings of the rest of mankind.
Sentimentality is out of the question
Charity tn this case is outside the
pale, simply because the natural law
of Justice must follow.
In other words, she. must and will
pay

Keproduied by ferinisiivn of TheCincir.nati CofinComPanyfrom a copyrighted i/msuge which appeared in 'ihe
Saturday Evening Poitof A:tg. 26, 1922,

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
Undertakers Since 1849
Ni|h1 Trleehone 78I-W ROCKLAND. Day Telephone 450.
Modern Border. Symbol from Tennyson's “Crossing the Bar9
Message number thirteen. Copyrighted ton C.C.Co.

DON’T FORGET
SECOND ANNUAL SALE
COMMENCING MARCH FIRST
FOR TEN DAYS

GEORGE R. DEERING CO.
ROCKPORT, MAINE

WALDOBORO

Miss Sarah Storer is recovering
rapidly from her recent Illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Morse were in
ROCKPORT
Rockland Saturday.
Mrs. Emma Welt of Rockland has
Rev. J. F. Thurston who was called
been a guest of her daughter, Mrs. C.
here hy the illness and death of Mrs. ]
B. Stahl.
Mrs. I. G. Reed and Mrs. E. R. Hun Thurston's sister, Mrs. Marion Grey. |
newell were in Rockland Wednesday.
returned Thursday to New York.
Miss Helen Jones was in Damari
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Cole and
scotta Wednesday.
daughter Julia, left this morning to
Mrs. V. B. Hagerman was in Port
spend a few weeks with relatives in
land last week.
Martin Dodge, who has been living Montello. Mass.
Mrs. Ardelle Bagley, wife of George
at Crosby Wellman’s for the past year,
Bagley, died Thursday, March 1, at
has returned to Damariscotta.
Rev. and Mrs. R. L. Sheaff have ta her home on Church street, after a
ken up their residence in town. Mr. long illness. She was 75 years of ago
schools for the classified towns of and leaves besides her husband an
school?! for the classified towns of adopted daughter, Mrs. Oliver Cope
Nobleboro, Jefferson, Bremen and land of Whitinsville, Mass. Funeral
Waldoboro aud will make his headquar services will be held Sunday afternoon
at 2 o'clock at her late residence. In
ters here.
Mrs. Edward K. Chapman Is serious terment will be in Amsbury Hill ceme
ly ill In Middlehoro. Mass., where she tery.
The Baptist circle was very pleas
is the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
antly entertained Thursday at the
Georgia LeBaron.
The High School closes Friday fori home of Mrs. C. W. Steward. A de
licious picnic dinner was served.
a vacation of three weeks.
G. J. Kuhn, Maynard II. Kuhn and j The Ladles’ Aiil of the M. E. church
very
pleasantly
entertained
Earle Benner were in Portland Thurs-I were
Thursday afternoon at the home of
day.
Mrs. Charles Stanley., A picnic supper
Mrs. Herman Castner is visiting was served, 27 being present. There
fr the guest of her parents, Mr. and will he an all day session at the vestry
Mrs. A. I. Moody.
next Thursday. Picnic dinner will he
S. E. Winchenbach was in Portland served.
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Grey and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. H. K. Palmer have re and Mrs. Wilbert Grey who were called
turned to Nobleboro.
here hy the death of their mother, Mrs.
Rehearsals are on for "Bar Haven,” Marion Grey, returned Thursday to
the three-act comedy drama to be pre their homes in Auburn and Lewiston.
sented for the benefit of Good Luck Re
Orlando Richards returned Friday
bekah Lodge. The cast includes By morning to Ashland. N. H., accom
ron Witham. Stanley Bailey. Thomas panied by Clarence Richards who will
L. Richards, Harold F. Gonzales, Ever be his guest for a few weeks.
ett Waltz, Percy Moody, Mrs. A. F.
Bond,
Martha
Hagerman, Lucille
JEFFERSON
Bond, Edith Benner and Anne Gay. No
date has yet been set for the per
Mrs. Erwin Spear, who has been
formance.
One of the most spectacular dramas visiting her old home at Rockland, re
ever shown In the Star Theatre was turned here Monday.
Francis Watts, who has hcen quite
seen in “The Loves of Pharaoh” Satur
day night. It was a wonderful produc sick, is much better.
Mr. Ramsdell of Lubec is visiting his
tion with a splendid cast. The picture
for this week Is "The Bonded Woman” son, Percy Ramsdell.
Fred Peaslee is very sick,
with Betty Compson as the star. This
llarlotve Bigelow, who has been at
little favorite is supported by Jehn
Bowers and Richard Dix. The play is | work in Augusta, has returned home.
Mrs. Mamie Ramsdell is at the Au
a tale of the South Sea Isles and holds
a tender romance with many a thrill gusta hospital where she went for an
operation.
of dash and danger.
Mr. and Mrs. Nash spent Sunday with
Mrs. Nash’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Dennis Hallowell.
TENANT’S HARBOR

12. At the first symptoms of a
cough or cold, breathe Hyomei. The
best people always have it in the
house and end a cold before It gets
deep seated. Sold by all druggists.
—a d v.

A. J. Rawley will probably again be
a candidate for road commissioner at
town meeting. Monday. Mr. Rawlejhas received front the ^ttate for the
town almost three times the usual
amount of road money and has had
many compliments on the excellent
condition of the town roads.
While in Augusta last week, Mr.
Wiggin of the State Highway Depart
ment remarked of the excellent reports
he had received from automohilists on
the State highway from Port Clyde to
Thomaston, although weather condi
tions were the worst that had been
encountered in years.
Fred Smalley will run for first select
man, James Wheeler for second, and
Frank 11. Piersons for third. Joseph
Simmons plans to run for tax collector.

ZEBULON LUFKIN

®ln the death of Zebulon Lufkin,
which took place at his home in Glencove last Monday that community lost
a beloved member, and the town of
Rockport lost one of its best known
citizens. The deceased was born in
Pigeon Cove, Mass., June 14, 1841, the
oldest son of Zebulon and Mary (Nor
wood) Lufkin.
In early life he sailed from Cape Ann
in the mackerel fishing industry. Nov.
25, 1873. he married Sarah Frances,
daughter of William and Mercy Crie (>.'
Matinicus. widow of the late Judsi
Harradon of Pigeon Cove, Mass. After
his marriage Mr. l.ufkin resided in
Pigeon Cove for four years, then moved
to Matinicus. when he fished for lob
sters. and was associated with William
Crie in trade, having a general store.
Forty-three years ago he moved to
Glencove on th; William Ross place,
since known as Pleasant View Farm,
nnd resided there until the time of bis
death, having carried on market gar
dening and general farming, and fish
ing during his spare time.
Mr. Lufkin had three brothers. War
ren, who died many years ago, Allen of
Pigeon Cove who died in February last
year, and Frank who came to Glencove
24 years ago and is still a member of
the household. Two sisters died in in
fancy. He is survived by his wife and
tv.o sons. William C. superintendent of
•‘Roxmont,’ and C. Clifton who rt sides
on the farm.
•
Deceased had been a great sufferer
in the past two years. He was in a
hospital three times with the malady
which caused his death. He was a
Christian gentleman and has borne his
goffering with wonderful patience and
t heerfulness. He possessed a quiet
heme-loving disposition, was devoted
to his family, and received their tender
rare during his illness. Being of a con
genial nature, he will be missed by
many.
. The funeral was held at the late res
idence Thursday afternoon, llev. B. P.
Browne of Rockland officiating. Mrs.
Browne sang two selections. There
was an abundance of beautiful flowers.
The pall hearers were B. Stanley Gregty. Tyleston B. Noyes, Karl E. Packard
»i:d George K. Jameson. The remains
■■ere placed in the receiving tomb at
Sea View cemetery.

Mr. Merchant==Make Your Product a Standard
In This Community. We
Will Carry Your Message
Into Every Home

WANTED
to exchange new furniture for your old. We mutt keep our second
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; alto ranges and musical instruments.

V. F. STUDLEY
279-285 MAIN STREET
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The success of this Bank, and the growth
of its customers’ accounts, we believe to be
largely based upon the care and attention
we have given to small accounts started here.

j
I
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We invite you to open a Checking Account
at this Bank.
LIMITED U. 8. DEPOSITORY

Tu-S

MAiN STREET, FOOT OF LIMEROCK

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

Declares Tanlae ■ Ended

Rheumatism

And Indigestion And She

Gained 10 Pounds.

Here is another case where gratitude

finds natural expression In words of
praise.

Mrs.

McAuly,

Margaret

17

aund nine hundred and twenty-three

A Certain Instrument, purporting to be the
las: Will and Testament of J T Hall. lute of
Mntlnicus, in said County, having iieen pr?
Rented for prokite.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, by causing a copy of this
Order 10 he published three weeks successively
in Tht* Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
at Kockland. in said Gouiuy, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to he held at Rock
land, in and for said County, on ihe twentie li
il.i\ of March. A 1) 1923, at nine o’clock in
ihe forenoon, and show cause, if any they hate,
why ihe prayer of Ihe petitioner should not tie
granted
ADELBERT L MILES,
Judge of Prolate
A true copy,—Attest:
27 S-33
HENRY II PAYSON, Register.

Henry St., Portland, Me., said recently:

years

ago

Estate ot Mary J. Studley
STATE GF MAINE

my

Indigestion, KXOX. 88.
A: a Probate Cour» held at Rockland, in and
rheumatism and run-down condition for said County of Knox, on the 27th rtav of
February, in the year ot our Lord one thou
were overcome by Tanlae and I have sand nine hundred and twenty-three.
Three

A petition asking for Ihe appointment of Ed

enjoyed splendid health ever since.

I ward O’B Studley as administrator on the es
ttte of Mary .1 Studley, tate of St George, in
take a little Tanlae every year and said County, having been presented and npplica*

never intend to be without it.
"Before I took Tanlae my stomach
was so upset tny food soured and
caused gas which gave me distressing

Rheumatism

palpitation of the heart.

ail through my hack and arms caused
me hours of misery.

I could not get

a good night’s sleep and morning found

me still all tired out.

Nervousness,

tlon having been made that no bond be re
quired of said administrator.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, by causing a copy of th:a
Order to be published three weeks successively
in The Courier-Gazette, a newsjxiper published
a* Rockland, in said County, that they mav
appear at a Probate Court to be held at RockInna, in and for eaid County, on the twentie h
day of March. A D 1923, at nine o’clock in
tilt forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of the petitioner should not be
granted
ADELBERT L MILES.
Judge of Probate.
A true copy,—Attest :
27 S 33
HENRY H PAYSON, Register.

Estate of Etta G. Southard

dizzy spells and headaches bothered

STATE OF MAINE
KNOX. 88.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, in and
for s.iid County of Knox, on the 27,h day »f
February, in the year of our Lord one thou
sand nine hundred and twenty-three.
A petition asking tor the appoin;ment of Os
car E Stanton as Ancillary Administrator on
the estate of Ella G. Southard, late of Everett
M«ss, having heen presented and application
having been mode that no bond be required of
Bald adaninistrutor,
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to nil
persons Interested, by causing a copy of this
Order to he published three weeks successively
in The Coui ier-Gaze it e, a newspaper published
ar Rockland, in said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held a, Rock
land, in and for said County, on the twentie h
day of Man’ll, A I) 1923, at nine o’clock in
th? forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
Why the prayer of the p’titionei should not be

me ail the time, and I was so run-down

my housework was a drudgery.
"My very first bottle of Tanlae made

me

feel like a

different

person.

I

quickly gained ten pounds and today 1
haven't a single aliment.

My grati

tude to Tanlae is unbounded."
Tanlae is for sale hy all good drug
gists. Over 35-milllon bottles sold.

grtntod

f
ADELBERT L MILES.
Judge of Probate.
A Til.’ ri.py, -Att« si :
27 S-33
HENRY H PAYSON, Register

Estate of Charles J. Gresory

KNOX COUNTY -In Court of Probate held at
Rockland on the 27th day of February, A D.

IMS

Gladys M Gregory, Executrix, on the estaie
ot Charles J. Gregory, late of Rockport, in said
County deceased, having presented her firs*
and final account of administration of said es
tate for allowance:
Ordered. That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Courier-Uazet.e.
published in Rockland, in said County, that all
persons interested may attend at a Probate
Ccur, to be held a, Rockland, on the twentieth
day of March next, and show cause. If any
they have, why the said account should not ha
allowed.
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge
A true copy,—Attest:
27 S-33
HENRY II. PAYSON, Register

Estate of Lucy M. Cutler
KNOX COUNTY —In Court of Probate held at

Rockland on the 27th day of February, A D.
It 23
Ci ra A Mc.Dona.ld, Administratrix on the es
tate of Lucy M Cu.Ier, late of Warren, in said
County deceased, having pnsented her first, ami
final iiccounl of a drill nisi ration of said estate
for allowance:
Ordered, Thai notice (hereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Courier-Gaz&he,
published in Rockland, in said County, that all
persom interested may attend at a Probate
Court to he held at Kockland, on the twemie*li
day ot March next, and show cause, if any
they have, why ihe said account should not he
;t ilow. tl.
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge
A tine copy,—Attest :
27 S-33
HENRY II PAYSON. Regis’er

Estate of Harriet A. Hall
KNOX COUNTY In Court of Probate held .it
Rockland on the 27th day of February, A D.
1923.
Frank B Miller, Administrator, d b. n c.
t a on the estate of Harriet A Hall, late of
Thomaston, in said County deceased, having
presented his first and final account of admin
Istrat’on of said es'aie for allowance:
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette, a
newspaper published in Rockland, in said
C(i«nty, that all persons interested may attend
ai a Prolate Court to be held at Rockland, on
th > twentieth day of Marc h next, and show
cnise. if any they have, why the said account
sin ulo not Ihe allowed
ADELBERT L \HLES, Judge
A true copy,—Attest:
2.-S 33
HENRY H. PAYSON, Reg’ster

KNOX, SS

■Respectfully represents Rilc.v Bradford, of
Friendship, Administrator of the Estate of ElChoir vii
Bradford, late of Union, in said County,
deceased, intestate, that said Elvin Bradford,
llespcnsive Reading
Anthem, with baritone solo
Choir at the time of his decease was the owner of
certain Real Estate situated in Union, hounded
Prajer
Tenor solo
Mr Souc.y and described as follows, viz.: Being the homoDvet
Mrs Bin Ier and Mrs. Steward stead farm of the late Ade Ebert Bartlett boue’it
hy the said Elvin Bradford of Janies L Griffin
Address
is more particularly described as follows
Selection
Male Quartette and
Beginning at the northwest corner of land of
Ktsiwnsive Reading
late It B Robbins, formerly Lewis Rolihins, on
Tei.or solo
Mr WylUe St
Georges River, near the foot of Sennebee
”Sci«c of the Sea”
Choir
Baritone solo
Mr. Wilson Pond,
Tnence
easterly by said Robbins land to
Selection
Mixed Quartel.e
Sepm no solo
Mrs Short alike and stones: thence northerly by laud of
said
Robbins
to land foimerly of Silas Hawes,
Benediction
and later by Wm ILiwes; thence west by said
• * * •
Hawes land to said Sennebee. Pond; thence
Warren Grange will have as speaker southerly by said Pond and River to place or
containing sixty acres, more or less;
on Tuesday evening, Dr. Ora Skinner -beginning,
said (Iced of Griffin io said Bradford beln"
of Washington, D. C., subject “Cart dated May 16, 1910, and recorded in Knox Reg
islry ol Deeds, Book 150, page 289.
and Management of Your Husband.”
That the debts of the deceased as
t.early ns can be ascertained, amount
to ..........................................................
$2.7(B
And the expenses of sale and admiuistra'flon to ....................................
$ 300
Amounting in all to ........................
$3,000
«
____
Tln'it the value of the Personal Es
tate is ...............................................
$1,300
That the Personal Estate is there
for- insufficient to pay the debts of
;l.e (Yceased, and exptDSM "t sale
nnd administration, and it is necess; ry for that purpose to sell some
part of the Reni Estate to ra^se the
sii'i! ol .................................................
$l,70t»
That the residue would he greatly depreciated
b? a sale of any portion thereof;
Wherefore your petitioner prays that he may
be licensed to sell and convey the whole of said
Real Estate at private or public sale for the
payment of said debts, and expenses of sale and
administration
Dated at Friendship, 17 day of February, A
I) 1
RILEY BRADFORD
Invocation
“The Day That Fixed My Choice”
s. prano solo

Mrs Btodr

•

27-8-33

Medicine
For COUGHS, COLDS aid
GENERAL DISABILITY
Cod Liver Oil, Rum
and Honey
Build up a reserve power (o
withstand cold and exposure.

Those in a run down condition
are most susceptible to colds and
sickness.
Pleasant to take and harmless.
*

FOR SALE BY

SHELDON,
Rockland
WHITNEY & BRACKETT, Thom’tn
BOYNTON’S PHARMACY Camden
And at all other Good Drug Stores
C. W.

lS-t-May S

11*23

Frank B Miller, Trustee under the last will
and testament of Charles R. Watts. late of
W.iiicii, in said County, deceased, having pre
scnied Ills third and final account qf odminist rat ion of the estate of said deceased for al
lowance :
Crdered, That notice thereof be given once a
wed- three weeks successively, in The Courier
ed zette, printed in Rockland, in said County,
that nil persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court to be held at Rockland, on the twen
tieth day of March nexi, and show cause, if
any they have, why the said account should not
be allowed.
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge
A true copy,—Attest:
HKMIY H PAYSON,
27-8-33
Register of Probate.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE

KNOX COUNTY—In Probate Court, held .»»
Kockland, in vacation, on the 3rd day of
March
on the pet?ion aforesaid, Ordered, That no
tice be given, by publishing a copy of said
jniinon, wiib this order itii’ieiiii. once a week
for three* weeks successively, prior to the th’rd
Tuesday of March ntrr, in The Courier-Gazette,
a newspaper published in Kockland, that all
jxrsoiis interes'ed may attend at a Court if
Probate then to be held in Kockland, nnd show
eau .c if any, why ihe prayer ot said petition
should not he granted
ADELIIERT L MILES, Judge
A true copy,-—Attest:
27 S 33
HENID II PAYSON Register

Estate of David Thompson
KNOX COUNTY—In Court of Proba’e held .it
Rockland on the 27th day of February, A D
1«» 23
Will? ni A Bradford, Executor on the estate
of David Thompson, late of Friendship, in said
Ccunty deceased, having presented lrs first and
final account of adminlsiration <d' said esatu
for allowance:
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette,
puld'slicd in Rockland, in said County, that all
p ir« ici interested nmy attend at a Probate
Court io be h°ld at Rockland, on the twentie li
day of March next, and show cause if any
they have, why the said account should not he
allowed, v
‘ ADALBERT L MILES. Judge
A true copy.—Attest:
27 S 33
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register

A. C. MOORE

Piano Tuner
With the Maine Music Company

HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.
Estate of Charles B. Watts

KNOX COUNTY. - In Court of Probate held at
Rockland on the 27th day of February, A I>.

Pierre Cartier's

-jf/S

Estate of Lucy M. Cutler
STATE OF MAINE

At a Probate Court held at Rockland, in and
for said County of Knox, on the 27th day of
February, in the year of our Lord one thou
sand nine hundred and twenty-three.
(ora A McDonald, Administratrix, having
presented her peiition that the actual market
value of so much of the estate of Lucy M.
Cutler, late of Warren, in said County of Knox,
as is subject to the payment of the S;ute In
heritance Tax, the persons interested in ibe suc
cession thereto, and the amount of the tax
thereon may be determined by ihe Judge of
Probate;
Oidered; that notice thereof be given to tht
State Assessors and al'l persons interested in the
succession thereto to said property, by causing
a copy of this Order o be published once a
veek, three weeks successively in The Courler(h.zette, a newspaper published at Rockland, ia
said County, that they may appear at a Probate
Court to be held at Rockland, in and for sa’d
County, on the i went let li day of March, A D
11-23, at nine o’clock in the forenoon and be
beard In reference to the determination of said
’ax or any question that miay arise in reference
thc-n to.
ADELBERT L MILEK.
Judge of Probate.
A true copy,—Attest:

There will be a musical evening held
Estate of Elvin Bradford
at the Warren Baptist church Sunday
STATE OF MAINE
Match 4. The program follows:
To the Honorable, the .bulge of the Probate
Court,
'in
and
for the County of Knox :
Doxology

SMALL ACCOUNTS
Frequently prospective customers hesitate
to open commercial accounts, because they
deem a small account may not be acceptable
to the Bank.

BY MRS. McAULEY

STATE OF MAINE
KNOX. SS.
A: <i Probate four: held at Rockland, In and
for said (oum.v of Knox, on Ihe 27ih day of
Ffb’u«ary. in the year <>f our Lord one thou-

Mrs. Louis O. Montgomery, accom
panied by her son, F. L. Montgomery,
left Wednesday morning for Portland.
C. A. G. Simmons received news of
the death of his sister, Mrs. Rena Millay of Liberty, Thursday, March 1.
Miss Jennie C. Brown was a guest
Thursday of her sister, Mrs. Helen B.
Overlook.
WARREN
Mrs. Fannie Wyllle is confined to
Rev. Mary L. Hadley of Hallowell her home by illness.
will supply tho Congregational pulpit
The Davis Garment Store, comer of
next Sunday, both morning and even
ing. Mrs. Hadley is a popular speaker Main and Elm streets, Rockland, has
and it is hoped there will be the usual some special trades in ladies new
good congregations. Services will he spring dresses, coats nnd suits. 27-28
held, in ihe church auditorium, instead
of the church parlor, as for ihe past
UNION
few weeks.
Mrs. Hazel Pease has employment
J. C. Creighton and son Philip arc
at the shoe factory.
Three Warren young men, Arthur attending the automobile show in
Starrett, Ernest Achorn and Leland Portland.
The American Legion and Indies’
Chapman walked up over the ice for
mation in the center of tlie mill dam Auxiliary will hold a special meeting
Sunday, a feat not to be duplicated on Monday evening and it is earnestly
requested that each member be pres
every winter.
The clerks and carriers of Warren ent as there is business of Importance
postoffice presented the retiring post to be transacted.
Mrs. Marion Alden and Mrs. Doris
master, F. E. Mathews, with a very at
tractive Masonic button in evidence of Payson visited Mrs. Margaret Gleason
their esteem and well wishes toward Tuesday.
A steam pipe burst at the quarry
one who has occupied the position of
postmaster for nine consecutive years Tuesday and Leroy Carey was quite
Mr. Mathews has also the gratitude of badly burned on bis leg. The wound
his fellow townsmen for the faithful was dressed by Dr. Plumer and Leroy
services and individual kindness that is doing as well as could be expected.
Mrs. Henry Pierce, who has been
he has rendered to one and all.
Warren Grange entertained as its Rick, is able to go to work again at
guest W,hite Oak Grange of North the sanitarium.
Mrs. Raymond Pinkbam spent the
Warren at its Tuesday meeting. A tine
program was rendered in which the weekend with her husbaud in Rock
question, “What would I do if I had land.
Carl Heath spent Sunday with his
a million dollars.” as discussed and
answered by the Grangers called forth sister, Mrs. Ilarry Pierce.
Mrs. Ladd of Appleton is at work at
many witty savings and much merri
ment. Occasion was also taken to pre the sanitarium.
Miss Helen Perry spent Thursday
sent a sum of money to the Master,
Percy Moore, and his bride, the com with her parents at Warren.
Miss Mabel Ayer is quite ill.
bined gift of both Granges. Lunch was
Rev. Bessie Crowell gave a very in
served at the close of the meeting.
teresting talk on India Bunday evening.
• » • •

,
-At the Sign ■of^
iNorth National Bank'

REACH—DEER ISLE

ENGRAVED CARDS—Till at this ufflee sue
examine styles If vou already bare s piste
, bring It In end let us print you ctrds tu laie*i
SlM THE COURIER OAZETTB.

23-27

Rockland High
Frtd Kenniston of the faculty of
Cony High School, Augusta, visited
us Thursday.
Miss Leah Freeman '23 is the proud
possessor of a gold pencil, awarded for
writing 74 words a minute by the L. C.
Smith Co.
Hugh Little '26 is back again after a
week Indoors caused by a bad cold.
The platform in the assembly hall
has been lowered by the boys in the
Manual training department.
Mr.
Sterling’s Art Club took the matter in
hand drew up working plans for a
stage and hope to make a great im
provement.
Because of loss of time during the
stormy weather, the regular assembly
has been combined with the music on
Wednesday morning.
Ranks are hack from the students
who entered college In September on
the certificate from R. II. S. The
principal is happy to. announce that
there were no failures.
Miss Madeline Ames ’22, has entered
Farmington
Normal
School. This
makes 12 graduates of R. H. S. in
training in the Normal Schools in the
State.
Lewis Toothaker '20 who spent his
freshman year at Brown University
plans to enter M. 1. T. next fall.
Friends of Miss Malvina Wentworth,
graduate of the school and of Mt.
Holyoke, will be glad to learn that she
is East studying for a doctor’s degree.
Temperance Day was celebrated in
the following manner: The ordinary
opening exercises; reading of the law
on the statutes calling for the cele
bration, Ellis Mills; reading hy John
Hagar of the letter. “To the School
Children of the State of Maine” from'
Gov. Baxter; reading of the letter from
Dr. Augustus O. Thomas, Russeil
Stewart; reading of comunieation on
Celebration of Temperance from Supt
H. C. Hull, Lawrence Miller. After
this came an earnest and stirring mes
sage from Rev. John M. Ratcliff. Miss
Mary Wasgatt played a piano solo in
a very pleasing manner, and the or
chestra gave several selections. The
school sang patriotic songs and gave
their yell. A delegation of ladies from
fie W. C. T. U. w.as present.

Estate of J. T. Hall

FACTS GIVEN OUT

News of the Busy Educational
World In and Outside of
Knox County.

Bast Boston.—At 23 Lamson St., Mrs.
Nellie Woodsford and her children
now "live happy and grateful” to the
kind neighbor who recommended Dr.
True's Elixir to them. Mrs. Woods
ford. says: “My bowels were out of
order and my breath was bad. I was
shaky all over. I had terrible head
aches and it seemed I had suffered
years before your Dr. Trus’s Elixir was
brought to me. After a short time 1
was myself again, my boweLs were all
right and I'm full of gratitude."

Winfield Greenlaw went Io Rockland
on business Friday, returning Satur
day.
Mr. and Mrs. John Adams are eleanirz up the Island Home Cottage and
expect to move In a little later.
Samuel Lowe is hauling wood for
Fteelan Robbins.
King Annis has a new horse he
bought of B. T. Cole.
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Greenlaw have
a new Vlctrola.
After much work Bertie Morej’ and
C edl Carter got a rack of clams. The
ice Is so thick it is hard to get them,
It is very seldom that the squirrels
get tame hut Mr. and Mrs. Levi Knight
•have two that came there in the rough
| weather and continue still, citing .from
their hands.
• Mrs. Wiliam Hersey of Dorchester,
Mass., died at her home of pneumonia
Fth 21, Mrs. Hersey, before her mar
riage, was Lucy Torrey of this place,
who lived at the To.-rej- homestad.
Besides her husband, she leaves a son,
grandson, two sisters, and a host of
iriends.

Paste Five

'

,
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Whereas, ihe Majestic Canning Co., a corpor
ation by law duly established, and having its
principal place of business at Portland, in the
county of Cumberland, and 8tate of Maine, bv
Its mortgage deed dated November X, 1916. and
recorded in Knox County Registry <ef Deeds.
Book 165, Page 224, conveyed to William Bren
nan, of St. George, in said County of Knox, a
certain lot or parcel of lar^d with buildings
thereon, situated in said St. George, and de
scribed as follows:
Beginning at the shore in Port Clyde Harbor
a-t the land now or formerly of John Alexander;
thence running east southeast hy land of said
Alexander to the land of Edwin Meloney; thence
by said Meloney’s land southwesterly to the
se;.shore; thence by the shore to the first bound,
containing aliout one nnd one-hair acres, and
being the same premises conveyed fo the s.iid
William Brennan by Burnham & Morrill Co.,
by its deed dated August 16. 1898, and recorded
In Knox Registry oi Deed#, Book 98, Page 518;
together witli all the stock on hand, fixtures,
machinery, privileges and appurtenances there
unto belonging, including ibe wharf aud wlurf
privilege
And whereas, Said mortgage was assigned on
the teuih day of May, 1920, by the said William
Brennan <o Ada C Brenu tn. which assignment
is recorded in Knox Registry, Book !82. Page
511, and further asslgucd by the said Ada C.
Brennan to rue, the undersigned, by assignmen; dated July 5, 1921, and recorded in Knox
Registry of Deeds, Book 1X7, Page 467; and
whereas the coiid'iion of said mortgage has been
I roken. now, therefore, by reason of the hree< h
of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage
Doted tliis sixteenth dav of February, 1923.
24 S-3«
FRXNKIJN TRU88F.LL

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette
ads.

Are You PROGRESSIVE or SENTIMENTAL?
Former, Come and Show Your Colors.

mportant Work Planned For
If the
Knox and Lincoln Counties
This Spring.

A special town meeting lias been called to convene in W atts Hall,
Thomaston, TUESDAY, MARCH 6, at 7:30 P. M. to see if the town
will vote to adopt the Australian bailor system.

What is the PROCESS of this system as applied to towns?
THE MEETING is called to order at the time appointed, and a
MODERATOR is elected in the old way. This Moderator is pres
ent at the entire session, oversees the voting, and fills any vacancies
left hv the Selectmen, who have previously appointed the ballot
clerks.
TIIE POLLS are open at least four hours.
CANDIDATES are nominated either at party caucuses or bv hav
ing obtained signers <to their petition in the proportion of one to

2.

3

every fifty voters.
T he names of the candidates are placed on the BALLO'I alpha
betically, under the name of the office, with no designation as to
party, and spaces are left for the insertion of any name not printed
thereon. The voter merely makes the cross-mark (X) beside the
name of his choice. These names include all officers formerly
elected by ballot, but not the Road Commissioner or Tax Collector.
The TOWN CLERK prepares the twltot and POSTS IT conspicu
ously in a puldic place at least four days before the election.

4.

5

ALL PRECEDI RE at the polls is the same as at Gubernatorial
elections, and is therefore familiar to every voter.
ELECTION OE OFFICERS is by a plurality vote.

6.

-

What are the ADVANTAGES of the Australian Ballot?
The SECRECY of the system assures to the voter absolute inde
pendence of action. No one can oversee or influence him and he
stands in no fear of possible consequences from exercising his
voting privilege according to his will and conscience.
EVERYBODY CAN VOTE. A man or woman can afford time
out of their busy day to cast one ballot, when it would be absolutely
impossible for them to sacrifice either the time or the expense of a
full half-day. The old system practically disfranchises many inter

1.

2.

3.

ested and intelligent would-be voters.
The weariness and confusion of the old system is entirely eliminated,
and the elderly and infirm are given an'equal opportunity with the

4.

young and vigorous.
With the election of officers thus easily disposed of. a great number
can be present at the afternoon session to discuss the articles of the

Warrant.

What is the probable EXPENSE?

Poultry .and orcharding are two very
important ^ranches of farming in Knox
nd Lincoln counties. Poultry raising
has increased rapidly in the past few
years. Large open-front houses are
‘being used. The flocks are also being
improved by culling, selection of breed
ers trap nesting and testing for white
diarrhoea. In the culling campaign,
which was conducted by the Exten
sion Service and the Farm Bureau co
operating. 22,039 hens were examined
nd 766s were sold as unprofitable.
The orchard work is also rapidly
oniing to the front. Many orchards
are being improved by pruning, fertllzing and spraying. In 1922 the Extenion Set vice, represented 'by tlie County j
Agent, and the Farm Bureau co-operat
ing. conducted 24 pruning demonstra
tions in the county, and records shov.
that 6350 trees were pruned, although
no campaign was conducted. Fifteen
fertilization demonstrations were con
ducted and over 7.000 pounds of sodium
nitrate were used by these men. Not
nl.v were the old orchards improved,
but many new orchards were started.
Under the orchard planting plan of the
Extension Service 1358 apple trees
were procured.
For 1923 further steps are -being tak
en by the Extension Service and the
arm Bureau for the improvement of
he orchards and the fruit in the county
Under the orchard planting plan 3392
pple trees have been ordered for
spring delivery; 26 pruning demonstra
tions have been planned; 9 fertiliza
tion demonstrations have been ar
ranged and .many orchardists are going
to use nitrate on their trees this com
ing year.
Through the demonstrations in 1922
it was found that the cost of fertilizing
nd spraying four times was about 25
cents per tree, this included the cost of
materiai anl labor for doing the work.
During March and April a pruning
campaign is to be conducted in the
< unty. Information on pruning will
be given at the pruning demonstra
tions. A bulletin on pruning will also
be sent to all men who enroll in the
ampaign. The lollowing schedule has
been arranged by the County Agent
for holding the pruning demonstrations
in t,he various communities, and any
one desiring further information on
pruning, spraying.
or
fertilization
should write to him at Warren.

It has been carefully estimated that $50.00 will cover all expense, which
includes onlv printing, setting up the booths, and the salary of elec
March 22
tion clerks. ’ This is only about $25.00 more than the cost of the
23
23
old system.
?4
24
FINALLY
26
26
Isn't it worth it to get a more representative vote on the policy of the
27
town for the year, with convenience and privacy for the voter?
27
28
And isn’t it worth it to lift the selection of competent men and
29
29
women for public office out of the realm of petty party warfare?
If you think so, come to the meeting next Tuesday night and \ O 1 E

Fates Circle holds its regular husiess meeting at 59 Crescent street.;
ockland, Tuesday evening at 7.30. Imortant business.
Miss Mabelle Freeman of Phllaelphta is visiting her aunt. Mrs. Aaron
I'inehenbach, Wadsworth street.
Capt. Amos Dow who has been
pending a week in Searsport is ex
erted home today.
The Baptist church notices for the
reek are as follows: Sunday services
t 10.30 a. m. and 7 p. m. The morning
ermon subject is, "The Things We
'annot Bear" and the children's serton, “The Golden Bowl.” At the close
f this service Ute ordinance of the
.ord's. supper will he administered,
‘ho Church School assembles at 11.30
. m. At the evening service Evanelifit B. W. Stebbins will preach and
ing. Mr. Stebbins is a very pleasing
inger and is equally strong as a
peaker. Tuesday evening there will
e u pottage prayer meeting with deaon Henry Shaw as leader. The reguir service of prayer and praise will he
ield Thursday evening at 7 o’clock,
'bis church will hold special meetings,
eginning March *18, with Rev. Benjrain Beatty as leader.
At the. Methodist Episcopal Church
aorning worship is at 10.30. witli seraon by the pastor, subject. "The Sin of
Lbsentation." Sunday school at 12
'clock, evening service at 7 o'clock,
ollowcd by an official board meeting,
'be music will be: Response. ‘ Saviour,
llessed Saviour.'' Harold Pelley, Ed
vard Pelley, Lincoln Pelley and Wil
iam Gilchrest; anthem. "Come Ye Dis•nnsolate,’’ choir.
In accordance with Temperance Day
he pupils of the Seventh and Eighth
trades of the Thomaston Grammar
chool tmited for the following protram: Song. America; Essay, Why
,Ve Observe Temperance Day. Mary
barter; An account of the Woman's
rempcrance Union, Frances Butler;
ong Onward Christian Soldiers; brief
>iography of Frances Willard Burnley
/Inal; recitation, Clyde Butler: song,
Rate of Maine, My State of Maine;
ii-ief biography of Neal Dow, Stephen
.avender; brief sketch of Mrs. 1.. M.
sj. Stevens' Life, Harriet Wilson: song.
Abide With Me; Temperance Story,
Vera Morse; reading, Gov. Baxter's
Letter to ihe School Children of the
■Rate of Maine, John Creighton; rcciation, Joel Miller; Pledge and Salute
o the Flag; song, Star Spangled Bun-

The Davis Oarntent Store, comer of
Main and Elm streets. Rockland, lias
some ispitcial'-trades in ladies new
spring dresses, coats and suits. 27-28

CAMDEN
ic Legion minstrels have become
lccompllshel fact and will present
i shoW in April- The event will he
th attending.
rs. 11. W. Keller represented Meticook grange at the Maine State
nga in Bangor.
r, and Mrs. J. T. Smythe attended

the New England Hardware Conven
tion in Boston.
The Friends in Council meet with
Mrs. Parsons Tuesday afternoon.
Tnere was a Pythian dance at K. P.
I all last night with Dean’s music.
Megunticook Encampment confers
the Patriarchal Degree on three candi
dates Thursday night, March 8.
Everett Duffy has bought the wooden
building adjoining the Garage block on
Bay View street from R. W. Jameson.
S. B. Haskell now owns the Woster
building on Mechanic street.
The Band Boys Benefit Ball is sched
uled for March 9 at the Opera House.
The Democratic citizens caucus will
be held tonight in the Engine hall.
Considerable athletic ability is being
shown by Miss Elizabeth Harkness at
U. of M. She graduated from Camden
High School in 1919 and her athletic
vork here Is favorably recalled. She
easily won the snowshoe races at Orr,o
and was a very close second in the big
Cangor
Winter
Carnival
73-yard
dashes.

* * * ♦

Seaside Chapter, O. E. 8., observed
its twenty-third birthday by past ma
trons’ and patrons’ night. A full at
tendance of members and guests filled
the hall and sat down to a deliciou
supper.
The Republicans held their Caucus
Thursday night and chose their candi, tries for town office.
Town meeting March 12.
There is much interest in the Cam
Gen-Rorkland High School basketball
games of March 7 and 9. Tite Friday
game is in the Y. M. C. A. If there is
a tie the third game will be.played ir
the Arcade, Rockland.'
Winfield Knight of Camden has been
the guest the past week of Wilbur O.
Colby, and has been giving several fine
demonstrations of what the Caliot re
ceiving radio set will do. lie gave a
concert at the Hazeltioe Post cabaret
and dance and Friday evening gave one
at the Masonic Club under most favor
able conditions. Selections were re
ceived from Los Angeles, Calif., and
other distant broadcasting stations.—
Belfast Journal..
The Davis Garment Store, comer of
Main and Elm streets, Rockland, has
some special trades in ladies new
spring dresses, coats and suits. 27-28

R. U. Collins is prepared to assist in
making income tax returns. 375 Main
Street.—20-If

This is tiie
WORLD’S
GREATEST COUPON
CLIP AND MAIL TODAY
EstlaUt. without obligating mo,j, hew I eaa auaMfy for
which I mark X.
the position, or In the subject, bt/ort
t><
1 SALESMANSHIP
I LLCCTRIOAL BMUEKB
ADVERTISING
ElatUle Ufkiiag h$ Ry«.
j Window Trimmer
Electric WlrtBM
J Show C«rd Writer
Telegraph Engineer
‘Telephone Work
MFCHiMiiL EVeiSBEB
UtabaalMl BrefUasa
■aabtna tthap Practlra
(uolinaker
Gil Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
'-’Sarrayleg •■<> Mapplar
ll.tfc rOREHih t»r fr.NO'R
B.\ttl.VCB*
u Marina Engineer
_ Ship Draftsman

BITiTIOUIl
GILCHREST
MONUMENTAL
WORKS
8ucc«*«or to A. F. Burton

GRANITE AND MARBLE
.

Noh'.eboro
10.Ml .1 A. Perkins
No.Edgecomb 10 00 W. W. Cochran
“
1 30 To be arranged
Union
10.00 J. Calderwood
••
130 To be arranged
West Ainu
1» 00 Wylie Munsey
“
1 36 Otto Miete
Pre;den
lOi.o Herbert Bilan
••
I ‘in Frank Call
Ainu
io oo To be arranged
W. Rockport 10 00 Ben Keller
“
1 30 To be arranged
30 Camden
10 oo W p. Young
50 ‘
I 30 J H Gould
April 3 Warren
10.(Hl Clarence Sneir

•

FOR IT.

THOMASTON

CEMETERY WORK

3Caatraatar
a»CHITF.CI
aud Balliar

Arcbltsatural Braftwaa
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
l NAHIIM) lXl» HHIIU1
j Sheet Metal Worker
faitlla Ov«rta«r er Beet.
CHBMISl
Navigation

.

JSIgnPeloter
1 Railroad Trainman
| ILLUSTRATING
l Cartooning
JBISI.UH* ■A'UeBM't
j P rIrata Secretary
] BOOKKEEPER
ISUaearaahar h IreUl
ICerl Pahlle ieceeataat

l iBerric m.nttfcB

J Rail way Accowaunt
j Commercial Law
.GOOD ENGLISH
j l eecher
vaaoa Sehewl febhtte
I Metheinatice
]CIVIL SERVICE
3 Railway Mail Clerk
lAUTO OPERATING
j AeieR«patr*e|QHpaa'h
‘etiftHTL'Mt IL t r«a»h
. Peefj RaU'rl^ Itellaa

Present

Occupation..
eet
4 No

Main StrMt

THOMASTON, MAINE

l.l-tf

/ K. L. PERCIVAL
BOX 42..

Io Everybody s Column

A PRUNING CAMPAIGN

VOTERS OF THOMASTON

1.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 3, 1923.

Page Six

BATH, MAINE
24-S-27

3

5
6
fi
7
10
10

11

Waldoboro
Washington
"
Rockland
Jefferson
Bunker Hill

Baby Carriages
We are now showing the largest line ever shown in this city.
We have the 1 leywood, Wakefield and F. A. Whitney lines. 1 he two oldest and

(

best lines of baby carriages in the country.

SULKIES

STROLLERS

SLEEPERS

'f

LOST—Female hound, black and brawn spots;
coll:.i- marked W H. C, Please notify HEPs
HKKT CIAH’GH. Kyfottrt. Me.
27*2R
LOST—laett in waiting room cor Park
I’nion Sts Tuesday morning, hook on designing
inc lor boats Reward. Reiuru to A. .1. I*OST.
13 State Hl.
2G«2H

FOUND--Hsmie caller has left :a cane at
Till COURIER GAZETTE OFFICE which he ,
an have on appllratIon.
23 27

Wanted
• WANTED—A table girl. Inquire at th.
THORNDIKE HOTIX._________ '______ 27 if
WANTED—Firemen and Brakemen, beginners

55

*l'm-$2"<n monthly, no strike (which posit»op>)
\Vti;e RAILWAY, care (’ourier-Gazette 27*32
WANTED—Chef.
Good opportunity with
growing organization for high class man with
T’ore and chicken dinner experience. Box L
CAPE COTTAGE, Maine______________ 26*28
WANTED—Competent woman for genet.> I
i-onsuwork. Tel 170-3 WAKRKX.
26-28
WANTED—One more man at once to demon
strata specialty line Big seller Mtricd $40 to
$73 weekly. Address BOX 304. Stockland
25*27
WANTED—.Position as bookkeeper or" sten
ographer. by young woman. Address “X,” care
<’<,ur 1 er Gazette.
______
2~»*27
WAMTED—RKI-RkSEXTATlVE \n .hl, vidtiity to sell our high^grad^ line of sKrtnen’g com
for’ and children's shoes direct from our fac
lory to the wearer A reliable man. willing to
work can bare a substantial income 'Apply »o
MI.LVIN SHOE CO . 564 Atlantic Ave. Bosion.
Mass.
26*58
WANTED Woman with child aefen years old
would like position as hQUsekeeper. .4 BUN
KER STR-EET, CHy
25-tf
WANTED—Small farm; describe buHdio«s.
locution and price RALPH MILLER. 80 School
Sneei. Gardner. Mass
25*30

TO CHOOSE
FROM
In the following colors—

BROWN
CAFE AU LAIT
SILVER BLUE
PARCHMENT
FROSTED CAFE

OLD IVORY
CREAM
FRENCH GRAY
CAFE
OAK

238 Main Street

V. F. STUDLEV

WANTED t-RIX HETERS. FSl’ERlFXt’EP nn

infants* saoquee. steady homework, «oo<l pay.
We pav parcel post charge* Uidi ways. Send
small pieces showing stitches S'lMOX ASCHER
A Co.. IiXC . 134th Street and 3rd Ave . Xew
v.ii. i.iv
wy:

Rockland, Me.

WANTED—35 shaggy cats and klltena, male
and female Highest prices uald JOHN 8.
RANLETT. Rockville, Mg. Tel. 352-14. 15tf

Summer Cottages and Board

HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS

Everybody Goes To the Park—Be Among the “Everybodies”

NOW Is the time when people are laying
summer vacation plans The Courier-Gazette
suggests that owner* of cottage property, to
let or for sale, or accommodations for boarders,
a mi ounce the fa-l under thia heading, where it
wilt ne read all over New England.

MISS LUCY SAY T)EY HAS

QUARTERLY

THREE
CHU'CH

For Sale

MEETIN* EVY

IN

MONTS

BUT

US

PHONE 409

DEY

Evening, 6.45. 8.30,
Matinee 2 P. M. daily,
Thursday & Friday Special Pictures and Prices

HAS

IT EVY SECON'SUNDAY-

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

UE AS'WAYS, PATS DE PAY
EVY-BOPY GITS '5ES5EP*

First Time At Less Than $1.00 and $1.50 Prices

D. W. GRIFFITH’S

two bits!
L

Classic cf the Screen

ORPHANS ,he STORM

Philip Lee

Geo. Danforth

Chas. Grinneli
To be arranged

with DOROTHY and LILLIAN GISH

10 w0 L W. Castle

1 30 To be arranged
10 00 Marshall Moody
I 30 W K. Nash

11
14 Hope
looo
14
1 30
IT Bremen
10 00
17
-*
1 30
lb
EastWarren io 00
lft
“
1.30

Lost and Found

« SPECIAL LOW PRICES FOR NEXT WEEK

I 30 WilHs Moody

10 00
10 00
1 30
10.00

Advertisements In llile coliHrti c»t itu ‘egceed
hree tine., inserted ouce Mt 21 (eon,' 9 times
for all teals Additional lines 3 cen.s eaalt
tor c"e time. 10 cents 1 times. Six words tasks
a line

NEW LOVE!
NEW CONQUESTS!
NEW THRILLS!
NEW EMOTIONS!
By Special Arrangement
BALCONY, 28c. FLOOR, 35c—MATINEE AND NIGHT

L H. Weaver
To be arranged
W. P. Iflll
W. 0. Clark
A E. Crockett

Philip Seekins

Ft

MAKE

A

PARTY !

FOR SALE—Pair of good all-round horses
weighin'; 2800. Will sell separate. HAjROLD
F BUTLER. Thomaston Street, City.
27*20
FOR SALE—Bchr Brits Piano, used two years,
as good as new EDITH WIMMER. 01 So Main
St-reet. City._________________ ’_______ 27*29
FOR SALE—Kineo kitchen range in good
condition. Price $20 Cali at MBS. WALTER
11 SPEAR. 74 Beech St.
27-tf
FOR SALE—Ford delivery with panel body;
good tunning condition. .1. A.JAMESON CO.
Ruckl. nd. Tel. 17.
27.11
FOR SALE—Four extra flpe collie pups, males
ihd females; best of stock, beauties; color,
sable, white markings DR SHERMAN, Rockland Telephone 5!«8 W.
26*28
FOR SALE—New and second safes; ill
Sizes. 25 White Iron
wi,h Springs. $(> 98
each while they last. Bargains. All kinds of
House Furnishings Small House Safes a spe
cialty
II F HICKS, 65 Limerock Bt
Tei
5U4-M
26*31
FOR SALE Square piano in gnod cotiditiou;
also tv$i stores. WOMAN'S BELIEF (WPS.
1 tn.iuasuui.
26-28
FOR SALE—Xew anti spoond-hand, marine
OW CO .
nnd stationary gas engines I.' 1.
21-37
Machine Shop Ilept
FOR SALE—House and lot at 45 G^ove St.,
formerly occupied by I). L. McCarthy. Inquire
of (' M HAKHINGTOX.
l"»-tf
FOR SALE—4 upright second hand planus

AIR MAIL SERVICE

STUDLEY’S FURNITURE STORE, 283 Main
Streat, Rockland.
10-tf

One of the Many Activities of
the Postoffice Department
fn Transportation Line.

To Let

EAcSTRANDTheatre
PICK OF THE PICTURES

The transportation activities of the
Post Office Department are varied and
1 l emendoirs ir,agnilude. They may
be classified as railway transportation,
marine transportation and aerial trans
portation. All told, they cost the govrnment $500,000 every business day of
the year. In character they vary from
the slow dog team on the Alaskan mail
.outeg to the airplane on the trans
continental mail route.
The railway mail service is the larg
est of the mail transportation units. It
osts the government $94,000,000 a year.
It requires 20,000 clerks, .who are paid
over half that sum in salaries. It is
onstantly on the job, and upon its
ontinuous and efficient service depends
the delivery of the government mails
with such regularity and prompeness
as to serve the best interests of the
United States.
Next in magnitude is the marine
transportation service. In 1922 citi
zens of the United States sent 214,484,R21 letters abroad. The incoming mails
rom foreign countries are of even
peater quantity
On one single day
last week the incoming foreign mail retuired ninety-eight 3-ton trucks to
move it from the docks to the Xew
York Post Office. In addition to this
.here were seven railway ears loaded
directly at the piers from ihe rrtei
boats for Pacific Coast points. The
United Stales pays to steamship com
panies over $7,900,000 a year to carry
nited States mails.
Every effort is being made to speed
up the handling of foreign mail. A
pecial U. S. Mail Boat Service meets
the incoming liners at Quarantine in
lower New York Bay, takes mail for
.ntefior points from them, loads it on
railway mail cars and has it on its
way before the steamer actually reach
es the dock. In this way an entire day
saved in delivery of mail at interior
points. Pacific liner mail destined for
Seattle is taken oft at Victoria, 90 miles
away, and dispatched by train, saving
five hours in time to Seattle itself, and
very frequently an entire day for mail
to interior points. The government has
just rompleted similar service for New
Orleans. Mail steamers destined for
that |>oint will be met at the mouth of
the Mississippi River. 100 milPs south
of New Orleans, by a hydroplane which
will take all interior mail and save from
12 to 24 hours in reaching its ultimate
destination.
The newest transportation unit of the
Post Office Department is the air mai!
service. The route is now 2,680 miles
in length. A round trip on this route is
covertd every day except Sundays and
holidays.
As a result, over 12,000
pounds of first-class letter mail is ad
vanced from four hours to twelve
hours in its delivery. The Department
is now experimenting will, niglil flying.
If successful, an.1 it is believed it will
prove so, it will mean cutting it. half
the time now required for aerial mail
strvlee from X> w York to Ban Fran
cisco In other words, if night service
proves success: .1, there will be a mail
service between Xew York,and San
Francisco of 30 hours. The efficiency
of this branch of the government is
nearly perfect. From July 16, 1921 to
September 7. 1922, it covered 2,000,000
miles without a fatal accident. For the
last fiscal year out of 100 trips sched
uled. 94.39 per cent, were finished upon
schedule time.

JOSEPH DOINDIS, Manager

TO LET—Furnished tenement, all modern;
electrk- Lglits, gas and bath; hot and cold wa
ter
Runt reasonable
Coll or ,tele|dione to
I’LtlYD L. SHAW. 47 North MaTn St . City.
Tel 422.12__________________________ 27-tf

TO LET—Two i.inlsbcd rooms anil kitchen

PA R K

Corinne Griffith is called the best dressed actress in the movies.

Telephone 409
Matinee 2 P. M. Bal. 10c. Floor 17c
Evening 6.45, 8.30. Bbl. 17c. Floor 22c
Special Features and Prices
Thursday and priday

“WHAT’S YOUR REPUTATION WORTH?”

She wears a score of stunning gowns today, in

The action is intensely melodramatic

TODAY
JOHN GILBERT and
CARMEL MYERS in

TO LET- Large sunny, well-heated front
room.
Couple preferred.
Absolutely dean
Good service Other rooms 25 PARK STREET

TUESDAY

“A ROGUE’S ROMANCE”

“THE LOVE GAMBLER”
JAUNTS 4
JOURNEYS

FOX
COMEDY

AND

MONDAY

Featuring

EARLE WILLIAMS and RODOLPH VALENTINO
Dealing with a crook type not common in fiction.

2 BIG SHOWS—1 SMALL PRICE!

EMPIRE Theatre
Telephone 60

LLOYD HAMILTON in
“THE SPEEDER”

NEWS REEL

NOTE—Experts are installing the new organ. You will hear it soon.

Matinee 2 P. M. Evening 6:15, 8:30

TODAY

Booth Tarkington’s

“THE FLIRT”

IN PREPARING

Companion Feature

YOUR INCOME TAX RETURNS

‘‘ME AND MY GAL”

You may find some question you wish to ask.

TARZAN

COMEDY

Bring it to us.

We shall be pleased to have you consult us

CO.MIXG THURSDAY;

freely.

"WHAT WOMEN LOVE"
Estate of Emily R. Richardson
KNOX COUXTV—In Court of Probate held at
Rockland in v.icition on the second dav of
March. A D. 1923.
Raymond E Eaton, executor of the will of
M. ty Richardson Eaton, kite Trustee under th’
I ts: will and its ament of Emily I; R cbardsnu.
1 ite of Rockland, in iid Countv. deceased, hat
ing presented the second and final account of
administration of the trust esrate by said tnts(•'>■. loi the benefit ot Erank G Richardson, o’
Brockton, MassaohuseJs :
Ordered, That notice thereof be given once a
week tor three weeks successively, in The Cour
ier Gazette. pubLsbed in Kockfanu. in said
County, that all j»ei jin interested may aiten I
at a Probate Pouit to be held at Rockland, oo
Ihu twentieth <la\ of M.iucb. next, and show
c..use, if an\ they have, why the said account
should not be a Ik wed
AI1ELBF.RT L MILES. Judge.
A title copy. At les; :
HENRY II PAYSON.
27 B-33
Regis.er of Prolate
Estate of Adelia L. Smith
KNOX f’OUNTY. in Court of Probate held at
Rockland in vauaiiuii on the second day of
March. A )> 1923
Rose E. Barrows, toccutiix on-the estate of
Adelia L Smith, late i.' Rockport, in said Coun
ty deeeastd. havii,,. presented her tits: anil
final account cf administration <. said es.ate
lor ttl Iowa nee;
Ordered, That nc.iu.e thereof be given, tint •
weeks suuessively, in The Courier-Gazette pub '
lolied in Kmkland, >< said (’oiiin\. that ali pe:
soup interested in,.\ attend at a Probate Court !
to In hehl at Rozkland, on the tweii.ieiii day of
March, next, and show cause', it any they nave,
why the &i:d account should not be allowed.
AhEytERT L MIL1>- Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
27.>33
lll-.Nip-Jl. PAYSON. Register

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
T-S

24-39

The Rockland National Bank
r

-

Rockland, Maine____________

Mlllll!'i|; 1 Mf MBER

FEDERAL -FFSERVE SYSTEM ijljj!

Mailing Packages.
When sending parrels a distance
through tlie mail, It is wise to wrap
them in several papers, each one ad
dressed and tied, so If the outer wrap«...
,
...
... i
plugs come off the destination Will
Still be known.
'
I

25*2T
TO LET—Upstairs tenement a< 684 Main
stun Will he vacant March 1. J H aOKLVlN,
2» Gay S’treet, Rockland
25-tf
TO LET—Store on Limerock street formerly
oentpied bv Postal Telegraph Inquire of H. K
MULLEN or BASIL STINSON.
22-tf
TO LET—Four furnished rooms, convenient
kitcheu. at 27 Pacific St
Inquire of L
BRI AYER. 39 Park Street
17-tf
TO LET—A little gein of a flv£ room fur

uish.'d apartment. Must be seen to be ap
preciated Apply io K U. COLLFNS, 375 Main
Street. Rockland, Maine.
lq-if

TO LET—Furnished room at 16 PLEASANT
I55*tf
TO LET—Furnished house ou Mechanic
street—ou car 1 ne. R. K. SNOW, Tel 490 or
79 R______ _____________
Ht-lf
TO LET—5-room tenement; good locAllon.
L P. CHASE, 45 Middle Bt. Tel. 665-2:
_________________________ _______ tlfrtf
TO LET—Nine-roan • tenement; good loca
tion L. P. CHASE,
Middle Street. Tel
865-2.
128-tf
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, atovea,
and musical instruments or anything that re
quires a dry, dean room Terms reasonable.
I K. Five 221 Main St.. Rockland
45K
STREET

Miscellaneous
PAPER

HANGER—When

joii want
paper
hanging, good work at right price, phone 349-fi
o. Wild card lo C c. .IOHVNTOX. 16 Pleasant
Sr . Rockland
27*39
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC -C I’ Mum. maun
faduter ot the famous Universal Brand Food
I loducts. s moving from the quarters he U..«
bum occupying at 662 Main St., to 18 and 2«
State St., City, and wiil continue to manufact
ure these products on a much larger scale, an:!
will be pleased to meet all old aud new custom,
RUSS. Rockland. Me.
27-lt
DRY MOUNTAIN WOOD—Fifty oord dry hard
fitted wood 82.2i ft : also large one arid two
n lengths Forty cord fall cut portly dry sot:
fitted slabs $1.75 ft., and plenty of dry hunt
and soft wood edgings
Free delivery. Cali,
drop card or ring 135—Patterson's up-to-date
grocery
F <; CLEVELAND. 33 Pacific St.

25-*2t.
$1000 SECURES 255-ACRE FARM—:• cor;,

horses, oa-ts, buckwheat, iro.atoes, bbls apples,
vegetables, bay, full implements, vehicles'In
For Sale
cluded : income from sun ; on -improved road
good markets; 100 acres fields,-20-cow p&aiure,
FOR SALE—New and second hand boilers, about 500 cords wood, l50J,00^feej UnjtfMU ; com
’0 to 66 b p. Horizontal and uptight. Suit tottablo 8-room house, 80-tk Qgrn, etf. Ta
able tor portable mills, factories, boat shops settle affairs. 83706 gets a>i. only ,$1000 Reeded
boitters. etc. L L SNOW CO , City.
3-tf
Plant the rjght fatm tU^ wrinif. /ice details
1-ige 44 Ulus Catalog Farm Bnptfhlns
p.rges
SALE—1916 Appetsou Touring; excel STRGUT
FARM AGPNUT. 284D(; Water Mt.,
le’f tondition throughout. Price |350. A. C
27-lt
’^NES. 5 Talbot Avenue, Rockland. '1‘houe Augusto, Me
576-R.
PORTLAND PEOPLE ran
rieli L,iue of
The ( uurier-fiaieile un tale at file < FNTRAh

Eggs and Chicks

W7

MIWS tf) , C64 CoMreea ML

Thia will cqu

venlrnre m.iuy who aaut lo get Ihe paper teg.
ulurly.
m-rt

.

..

t

in J5 II. I- One to srt oylhijt-ri' HeJtVuntv,

Meiliiun iliuy amt Ingh speed types Aiea ao'•es4prle« and parts.
Send fur L'atalogue
1-AkMEIt BROS , 39 I'orilautl Pier. Pot^ji.l.

ORDERS TAKEN FOR DAY-OLD CHICKS—

Read Our Advertisements
And Profit by Them

Lglit housekeeping; electric lighjs and hathrootv 27 PARK STREET Tel 45-13. 27*29
TO LET Furnished Rooms, electric ligh a.
bo: water heat, and htuh. 5 Union St., opp
<.»pnt ANNIE THORNDIKE
27 29
TO LET—Furnished rooms for H^ht house
keeping; also healed rooms by day or week:
electric lights and hath. MAIN STREET, yornei Willow. No. 2.
26*‘2S

Tinnpkins' strain. From vigorous, high prodttrIng stork. E It SEEKIXS, Btltleimilk bane,
linekland Tel. 311 12.
23*34
FOR SALE—Orders taken fur Day-old ehieks
Pure bred X. (• R. I Reds; 3d In Slate egg
laying ..... lest 1929 Eggs tor hatehing W A
RIPLEY, RarUland. Tel. 594 W.
Stt

LADIES—Reliabl, stock ot hair goal* At
Ihe Rockland Ualr Store, 336 Maia Ktslall
orders solicited. RKLEN C. RUUDKH Ittf
•VhRONIC'.ES OF KNOX COUHTV,*UNTY,- aa very
rndy 106 page book cowpllwl Me
by R. ”
B.. Fill
more, gives the otHrtal hioeory
the county
aud a page or so is devoted te-.
te each
esa'h of the
towns and tw« plantations Seat to mall to
auv address un ntceltit of 50c. Address K B.
FILLMORE. 80 Maia Street Thomaston
142-tf
■a
................gt u
____
THE INDEPENDENT ISiumaaRsN) Beporlet
la ot. tale tt J.
CABVRR'B, ltoAiuir

t.

Every-Other-Day

- Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday,- March 3, 1923.

Page Seven

IN THE MUSICAL WORLD

bsisiin ■

THE DIARIST
Gossip of Singers and Players Well Known To Music
Lovers In These Corners of Maine.

la additlm to peresssl notes recording d»parturee nnd arrivals, the department especially
MlrtS information of social happenings, partlss. musicals, ele. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will bo fledty received.

SHOWING OF SPRING HATS

Friday, Feb. 23.
At 7 in the morning the thermometer
stood at 9 above, the wind came light
ly from the north and the sky was
clear. At noontime the mercury was up
to 23: at 6 .it had dropped three degreen and at 10 in the evening it was
back to the morning reading of 9. The
sky was clear all day. From about
noon there was a fresh breeze from
the northwest. A year ago it was 24
above in the morning and snowing, but
later in the day it was misty with an
easterly wind.
• - * *
School Street Fire
Tlie Thorndike & Hix block fire
started at about 11.15 p. m.. Monday.
Feb. 22. 1915, and the "all out” bell w as
rung In about 6 a. ni., the 23d.
• • • •
1 ltavc a feeling that this column will
be a short one. and rather punk, this
time, not for lack of material, but
solely because of lack of time to get
the stuff together.

beautiful baritone voice, each lias a
Kreisler's Portland Concert
Those Rockland people who had the subtle, elegant, finished and richly col
The next Country Club party will be
ored delivery, each has imagination,
good fortune to "hear Fritz Kreisler's
a ladies’ auction and tea, on Wednes
tach lias communicative power, each
violin recital in Portland Tuesday. Feb. has command of the pronunciation of
line of
hats
such well known houses Gage,
day, March 7, at 2.30 p. m. Members
and friends should take the 2 o'clock
27. were surely among the favored, for the text.”
ckr. The committee, in . charge .com
Mr. Warrenrath's program embraced
it was without question one of the rar
Harrison,
prises Mrs. Florence Lamb, Mrs. Helen
est musical treats Maine has been af a group of German lieder. Irish and
Lamb and Miss Charlotte Buffum.
Scotch lyrics, and three numbers by
forded for many a day. As Mr. Krels- Deems Taylor, and of course there had
Members please make reservations by
ler comes out on the stage, it impresses tu be "Rolling Down to Rio” and “On
inspection is
telephoning early to Mrs. Leach.
one immediately how very much better the Road to Mandalay," as well as
lcoking he is than his pictures. In fact, "Fuzzy Wuzzy" and “Dunny Deever."
The ladies of the Congregational
Lis pictures, or all -that the public is Mr. Graveure's program wits differently
Johnson,
parish, who arc working for the fair,
familiar with, do not look like him—it planned, embracing modern lieder by
arc .requested to be present at the
seems almost like another nuui to look Schoenberg. Strauss, Creole and Ne
cHurcli Tuesday, for an all-day session.
Halter
at the real Fritz Krcisler. lie is a gro). then some French songs and oom Those not otherwise solicited arc asked
fairly tall man, five feet ten or eleven miscellaneous songs. Mr. Henderson
to take sandwiches. The Easier sale
inches, finely shaped and graceful. His Ixinarks that "as a program maker Mr.
373 Main Street
will be discussed.
hair, which is black with iron gray at Graveure has earned real distinction."
the temples, is cut rather snug in the
Mrs. Howard B. Waltz of 165 Broad
hack and combed back from his fore
Mrs. J. It. Flye. 50 Crescent street,
way. entertained guests at dinner Tues
head as most of our own men comb has been notified that her nephew.
day. A very pleasant afternoon was}
tin ir hair nowadays.
Leon A. Carson, tenor of New York
enjoyed.
s • e •
His brow is wide aud open, his eyes City, is lo sing iu joint radio recital
Saturday. Feb. 24
are black and tralghtforward, his nose with Inez Church, soprano, broadcasted
Capt. L. E. Foss is a skillful navi
It was just zero this morning, and I
very patrician and he wears a small fr.om the Waldorf-Astoria studios of
gator, but recently went ashore on
black moustache. He is an unusually tho W.IK station. Sunday evening. March didn't see anything higher titan 11
Orippe Rocks, and was obliged to go
fine looking man. indeed, but the tiling 4, from 8 to 8.45. Mr. Carson w ill be re above—the reading nt noon and at
Into drydock. lie expects to he In j Tuesday evening. Those present were
that Impresses one the must after all membered by former members of suiqier-tlme. The wind was northwest
,
CLEAN
UP
commission again in a few days.
Mr. Robinson. Mr. aud Mrs. Arthur li.
(before lie plays) is his polislied man Wight Philharmonic Society, hayln nil day: fresh in the morning, but light
Robinson, Mi- and Mrs. John Robinson,
ner—he seems every inch the aristocrat favored it with several selections one by noontime and from then on. The
Monday evening the Shakespeare So Mr. and Mrs, Waller Robinson. Arthur
—a graceful beating, small hands, his
sky wits clear most of tlie day. A year
ciety held ils regular meeting with Mrs. L. Robinson and Helen M. York, a rela Rhode Island Bunch Speedy, But St. Aubin and Company quiet yet gracious dignity, and the sim evening a few years ago. while on a ago It was 20 above in the morning
visit
with
his
bride.
George W. Smith, and under the lead tive of the family. A large birthday
plicity that we associate with the real
and the weather must have been good,
Refused To Be “Skeered”—Portland Next.
ership of Mrs. George W. Roberts, read cake bearing 85 tiny caudles, was a
ly big people. He is absolutely free
for u few of us. huddled ill some straw
Mephisto
in
his
"Musings"
in
Musical
the first and second acts of J. M. Bar feature, of the affair."
Irom mannerisms—his hows of ac .tineriua tells us that "Isadora Duncan on a wooil-sled, rode to the onee-upourie’s play, “What Every Woman
knowledgment are without exaggera who recently departed with her Rus a-tinie southwnsteru terminus of the R.,
Knows." A lively aud interesting dis
Donald II. Fuller, salesman with tlie
After tlie effect of tlr Lowell emetic
Third Period
tion, just a graceful bow from the sian husband leaving us. as a valedic So. T. & St. G. Street Railway.
cussion of the play followed. The next llood Rubber Co. Is at his Rockland had worked off the po o situation in 11 Kovldund—St. Aubin.
* 4 #
1.34 shoulders accompanied by a rather tory. her conviction that we know noth
meeting will be witli Mrs..E. D. Spear. home over the weekend and incidentally
2*9 slow smile. His playing is done in a
15 Westerly—Tin bit 1.
Ever Bothered This Wey?
ing
about
art.
music,
the
drama,
and
this
City
improved
wonderfully,
and
th"
will bo aide to take part in an election
Ma-ple street, March 12.
y
1G Uockland—St, Aubin.
3.30 quiet manner, no violent head tossings are, indeed, a pretty God-forsaken lot
''Well. Teddy, Itow do you like your
funs felt more than repaid by the two 17 J tot• k Lind—Acciden ta 1.
for the first time in seven years.
1.19 or distortion of tiie, body. Sometimes anyway, has evidently reached Paris, new coat ?"
Word has been received from the
18
splendid exhibitions with the crack
Rockland—Bouchard,
2.4$ when playing a sprightly tune, his body to judge from the reports In the press
“Don't like it. Mummer. The sleeve
Sailors' Snug Harbor of tbc serious ill
The Suns of Veterans Auxiliary held Westerly team Thursday and Friday 19 Rockland—Bouchard,
2.51 sways with the rhythm, or when play iqgarding the row she and her husband lull tons hurt iny nose.”—Union Pacific
ness ot Capt. Samuel Rogers.
an auction party in the Edward O'lt.
Score—Itockland 10.
Westerly 9. ing passages energetic or difficult there bad at the Hotel Crillon. The result of Bulletin.
nights. It did not seem possible thwt
Gouia store Thursday evening, with 1C
Rushes, St. Aubin 12. Turbitt 10. Stops, is some necessary movement of tlie the row- was, after considerable furni
• » « •
Miss Flora Nichols is spending sev tables under tlie efficient management the locals could beat that aggregation, Purcell 53, Blount 56. Referee. Wins body, but that is all.
Sunday, Feb. 25.
lure bad been broken, that Isadora sent
eral weeks in Boston. •
of Mrs. Mabel Beaton and Mrs. Grace but win they did, and there is none to low. Timer, Davies. Scorer, White.
It is so much easier to find words to the young man home to sec tlie chil
It was 12 above at 7 o'clock tills
•
•
e
•
Keller. A tasty lunch Was served. The say that it was not done on the merits
i xpress his personality anil appeuraiu <• dren he had by another wife. To mak ■ morning sky cloudy, wind light, but
Mrs. Celeste B. Wood of 58 North big feature of the evening was the of tho game. Witli Bouchard in the
than it is to describe his.playing, which quite sure that he would go to Moscow, didn't tee wealhei vane, so don't know*
Last Night's Game
Main street Is making an extended visit genial Ed's debut into auction. Prizes lineup Rockland lias a team that will
'file climax w.is not quite ,so thrilling seems the height of perfection. The she sent two of her dancer.- with him—- what direction it was. At noon It was
with her niece, Mrs. Asa Haley, at were awarded thus: Mrs. A. J. Lar gjve ;i good account of itself the balance a: in Thursdiy night's game, when sheer loveliness of tone alone places it t:ot the best looking ones, nf course. 23 above, west, light and clear, and nt
Mariners' Lake. Interlachen. Fla.
rabee, Mrs. J. L. Beaton. Mrs. A. M. of the season, and it is very doubtful lb liiimi overcome a three-goal lead, on this plane. Of course it is to be ap Tlie humor of the situation is supplied 6 ii. in. It was 28 above, northwest,
Moody, Dwight Virgin. I. J. Shuman. whether it would be good policy to l.ut Westerly was dangerous until the preciated that iie is not :» young, tem by the tael that some of Ihe most Im light mid clear. A year ago this morn
last minute of play, and the , rowd saw peramental artist. He is matured, both portant events that are happening the ing it was 8 above and elear weather.
Mr. and Mrs. Edw. L. Brown arrived Mrs. A. L. Harmon, Mrs. Susan Foss Swap horses crossing tlie stream.
both teams at their best, with Purcell in intellect and art—a musician of the world over get live lines, while a hotel
• • « •
• * * •
Thursday night from St. Petersburg. aud Harold Thomas.
ami lllount doing some wonderful rival highest type. It has been said, and row between a temperamental dancer
Ma., where they have been spending
Right Here—Berth For Birth
Thursday Night's Game
hearing him confirms it. that he has (.lid her wild-eyed, long-haired poet hus
■Stanley Gregory, who lias been in
stunts in the two cages.
tlie most strenuous portion of the win
Saturday in 1922. cal cd up Bert
“When the National Polo League dis
The Rockland team unquestionably everything that all the other great vio band gets half a column!"
ter. Mr. Brown was easily inveigled Silsby Hospital for treatment, returned bands you will see tlie professionals
J. s.ieson to extend congrat jlattons, and
linists
have
iu
part
—
technique,
tone,
*
•
•
•
played
the
finest
game
of
its
career,
to
his
home
yesterday.
into the Florida Art Colony, so that
Unit cool actor asked if I ltad seen THE
down here with a rush." said Manager l oth in tlie way of individual work and style, understanding, expression, and
St. Petersburg, Fla., Feb. 17.—\ ca BOY down around the wharves, lie
tlfne hung by ho means idly on his
Packard not long ago. and his predic team work. The fang were especially' all. There seems to be nothing lacking.
hands. Both Mrs. Brown and lie were| Capt. Nils Nelson has arrived home tion was verified Thursday with the ar
pacity audience gave Ernestine Schu said lie had run away and tin y couldn't
pleased with the showing made by the To a listener whose musical training
charmed with St. Petersburg, which! from New York, where lie left his
rival of the Westerly team, which had old reliable halfback, “Bity" Wright, has been rather confined, however, his mann-Heink a most enthusiastic re find him.
ception when she sang here. Mme.
they found to be a city of about 15.000 schooner, the Dorothy Brinkman. load Blount, late of the' Providence Na
population under ordinary conditions, ed with hard pirn; from Charleston, S. C. tionals and S, Pierce, late of tlie Wor who time and again checked tho furi tone stands out supreme. It is the Schumann-Hcink brought more than
Monday. Feb. 26.
most
beautiful
thing
imaginable,
pure,
ous
advances
of
Turbitt.
Pierce
and
her rich voice to her numbers. She rubut with live times as many inhabi
Eight above in th1' morning. 30 at
cester
Nationals
In
Its
lineup.
To
pre

golden,
exquisite,
with
the
most
perfect
Kehje.
With
a
less
efficient
man
la
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover returned
diated the individuality and eharm that
tants when the winter rcsorters ar
pare for the expected onslaught Man that position Rockland might not have smoothness and the most subtle shad have endeared her to all lovers of song. noon; the same at C p, m. and 32 at 10
rive. The city is growing by leaps and Thursday from a vacation trip to Bos
in the evening. The wind was south,
ager
Packard
strengthened
his
fences
ings.
It
can't
he
described,
it
simply
maintained
the
lead
which
it
took
early,
Frequently she turned to those seated and rather light all day. There was
ItOunds. The nearby resort, known as ton. New York. Philadelphia and Wash
by
putting
Bouchard
on
the
rush
line
has
to
be
heard!
in the third period.
on the stage and sang directly to them. some snow falling at ubout supper
Pasadena on the Gulf, and exploited ington. With a temperature, which
with Bt. Aubin.
It seemed a great tribute that prac
» « • *
With both teams striving their hardby Jack Taylor, with the able assist registered only 13 degrees above zero
time. A year ago it was 10 above in
tically
all
his
audience
stayed
long
af

The
result
was
the
finest
exhibition
'c«» last night, polo lovers -hud an cxcc'A week or so ago we read of the diffi the morning und a clear duy.
ance of John L. Donohue and William on ono of the days they were in Wash
of roller ix,lo that the local fans had lent opportunity to make comparisons, ter the last program number had been culties the Dcnishawn dancers experi
• • • •
W. Case, appears to be in for a thriv ington, they found the National Capital
eycr seen, or had ever expected to see. and the sporting editor (believes he is played (the entire program was given enced in their recent appearance at the
ing boom. Nice, concrete roads have shivering, but when the Glovers heard
Steamer
Cambridge
by
Mr.
Krcisler
alone,
and
it
was
a
Rockland made a couple of easy goals right in saying that Rockland did not
)
city Hall in Portland. It seems that
been laid out. and a number of the that it was from 20 to 40 below zero
soon alter the first period opened, but suffer in any position by tho compar very exacting program too) and finally Ihe hoodoo is still on their track, for To tlie Diarist: —
back
home
they
felt
much
better
about
finer type of cottages have beep built.
When
was
the
steamer
"Cambridge"
kept
moving
toward
the
front
of
the
tha score was 2-all when the gong ison. Next Tu«-day nigh; there will
we read the following: "Despite obsta
Good judges of real estate regard it as it. Both have “done" Washington be
Land Lubber.
sounded. It was only the preliminary he a chance to compare St. Aubin's hall, keeping up all the time their sin cles that would have overwhelmed tho loti?
a very promising ventarc. The highest fore. but there is always something
Good Mr. L. L.. shoot tho questions
cere
and
hearty
ap|)!ause
for
more
ami
quintet
with
the
Portland
;caim,
cu
skirmish.
and*Phe
two
teams
were
siz

ordinary
concert
company,
Ted
Shawn,
temperature in St. Petersburg while new to Interest, and they fully enjoyed
which will he “Red" Williams. Pence more. Even with the favorite Caprice Ruth St. Denis and their company of any time. The steamer “Cambridge"
ing each other up.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown was there was their live days’ stay there. In the
and
possiby another member of the Vicnnois and the beloved Old Refrain, Deniahawn Dancers, kept faith with the went on "Old Man” at about 3 a. m.
Rockland
aguin
took
the
lead
33
sec

90, and it was never cool enough to be course of it they were entertained by
Portland
Blues, which represented that they were loth to let him go: but after local management in Meridian. Mass, Feb. 10, 1886.
onds
after
the
second
period
opened,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Wight and Mr.
uncomfortable.
/
one more encore and when the lights and fulfilled their engagement there on
team in the National league
* • •: » .
but
Pierce
was
only
4
4
seconds
in
and Mrs. Wilson B. Keene. They looked'
Tuesday, Feb. 27.
were lowered the audience finally dis Jan. 29. The company appeared in Or
Last night's score:
zk.
bringlug
the
teams
hack
lo
an
even
in
upon
the
Senate,
whicli
was
then
in
Tinmercury
hung around 30 about
Miss Kathleen Singhi and Mrs. Up
persed.
First Period
footing.
The
visitors
then
got
into
the
lando,
Fla.,
on
the
evening
of
Jan.
27.
Let us not forget to speak of Carl and was scheduled to reach Meridian all day. Iu tlie morning the wind was
ward Hall left Thursday for Portland, the delightful process or a filibuster so fray in deadly; earnest and their four 1 Westerly—Kehoe
ti.P)
where they will attend the automobile as to kill the shipping bill. Mr. Glover straight goals looked bigger than as 2 Rockland—Therrieii
3.40 Lamson, Mr. Kreisler's accompanist, at 11 o'clock ou the morning of Jan. 29. east-northeast, fresh, and there was a
beard much to convince him that the
who played the accompaniments with However, the train was four 'liours late trace of snow in tlie air. AI noon and
show, and tlie Governor’s ball.
Second Period
country Is in for a big building boom, many barns to timid fans along the
i Roltland— Therrieii
Lie great skill uud sympathy. One of the in teaching Jucksouvitlc, tints causing at night it was northrust, fresh and
although handicapped by the present side lines. When the second period 4
Rockland—Thcrrien
1.34 Portland papers said the next morning: the company to miss its train for Me- cloudy. We laid snow n year ago this
Miss Kathleen Snow lias returned freight embargo, due to the fact that closed Westerly held tile lead 8 to 6.
Rockland—Bouchard
1 01 "Mr. Krcisler is accompanied by tlie ridiaq. Rather than cancel the en day with thermometer reading 33 in
from Brooklin, Mass., where she lias coal and provisions are being handled and it is doubted if there was a person
Rockland—St. Aubin
1.411 pianist who lias been with him for many gagement, which would have disap the morning.
been making a week's visit with Rear to the exclusion of other freight.
in the audience bold enough to believe
Westerly—Pierro
.42 years, Carl Lamson, and the work of pointed a capacity audience, and
Admiral aud Mrs. A. S. Snow.
that the locals could overcome the
Rockland—Bouchard T
.271 this musician is in itself quite a nut - brought a loss to the Matinee Music-ale
Sport Model 7000
handicap.
A QUIZ FOR SENIORS
Tills day received a bulletin from
Westerly—Turbitt
1 21 v el. Those who have home records of Club, Mr. Shawn chartered a special
St. Aubin revived their courage when
Mrs. John Olson of Spruce Head is
Krcisler may hear also Lamson’s piano t'.ain and reached the city in time fur the Union Pacific, describing the most
Third Period
visiting her husband at Hampton Soma of the Things the University of he caged a neat one in 1.34, hut our
powerful high speed passenger loco
Rockland—Bouchard
3.02 work in such numbers as the Caprice the iierfornianee."
spirits
drooped
again
when
Turbitt
off

Beach. Mr. Olson is a member of the
Maine Students Are Required To
motive in the world. On its trial trip
Rockland—Thcrrien
4.08 Viennois aud others of the violinist's
« * » •
set
it
alter
22
seconds
of
play.
From
Coast Guard at the beach.
Know,
Westerly—Pierce
'
6.10 most popular numbers."
the man at the throttle called It
In
a
write-up
of
a
concert
given
by
that time on, both teams played as if
Here are extracts taken from the
Westerly—By accident
.36
"Sport Model" because of the extras iu
the
Music
Lovers
’
Club
(Boston)
iu
inspired.
Bt.
Aubin
caged
one.
another
The American Legion Auxiliary will
To determine the extent of the aver
Westerly—Piertce
.20 Portland papers the morning following Jordan Hall, the following is noted: its equipment. It is the first built of
have its regular meeting Monday night age student's, knowledge on topics of goal was made by accident, and the
Score, Rockland 8. Westerly 6. Rush the recital: “The lack of mannerisms
55 Union Pacific mountain type loco
at 7.30.
current interest,! Dean James S. Stev balconies almost collapsed when the es St. Aubin 9. Turbitt 8. Stops, Pur and simplicity of manner that has dis "Wilhemina Wright Calvert, soprano, motives and Is capable of making 100
sang
a
group
of
songs
with
organ
ac

excited
spectators
saw
Bouchard
make
ens recently examined seniors in the
cell 60. Blount 63. Referee, Winslow. tinguished this great violinist was evi companiment by Harris Shaw." Also miles an hour. Its standard run is 600
Short separate coats, richly embroid College of Arts and Sciences on evolu the beautiful backhand shot that tied Timer. Davies. Scorer, White.
dent last night. There was no tiresome
miles, instead of the usual 200 or less.
ered in colors or fashioned of novelty tion, the Ku Klux Kian. Fundamental the score. And it was the same Bou
waiting until all was still in the hall. from the same article: "The varied and The overall length Is 90 feet. 6?j inches
materials, share in importance with the ists. eugenics, and the Einstein theory. chard who broke the tie in Rockland's
Portland has often heard men mid interesting progrum closed with an Au- and total weight of the engine and
camel's hair taillcur. The latter has
Tlie examination brought out the fact favor after nearly three minutes ot
women who are culled great’ violinists, tliern of Peace, composed by E. It. lender. In working order, is 682,800
Noyes, for'quartet and organ, in which
obtained a place of prominence for- it that most of the seniors read daily hectic playing iu which both cages
but Krcisler is unique and his position
pounds. ,^omc lltlile Bullginc, I’ll say.
self and seems destined to supersede newspapers carefully and that they had were assaulted lime and time again.
it: tlie hearts of those nlio have heard Mine. Calvert, soprano: Mabel Trask,
• * • «
the colorful tweed suit so much worn a good understanding of Hie topics There still remained more than two
him once is uucoutested. in all Iris alto; F. L. Whitcher, tenor; Joseph
Wednesday, Feb. 28.
All
the
latest
song
hits
Ecker,
bass,
and
Harris
Shaw,
orgauiut,
last year; for while It la sports in feel which are agitating the minds of the minutes of playing time—two centuries
playing. Krcisler evoked .from Die won
Meriilng, 26 above, northeast, fresh,
look jiarL".
ing, it is also suitable for wear in town. public. Ail advocated the teaching of it seemed to Rockland backers—but try
derful Instrument (ones of a clear and
* ,« ♦ *
mowing. Noon. 36 above, northeast,
Suits of this camel's hair cloth usually evolution in the public schools aud all their best the Westerly five could not
sustained beauty witli a surety in Hie
Harold Laud, baritone, whom Festi light, overcast. Night. 30 above, northare made with the short box coat that' denounced tlie Ku Klux Kian as a prevent a victory, and they returned to
higher notes that was surprisingly
val attendants remember, accompanied cast. light, snow ing. A year ago It was
fastens at the throat, a strictly tailor reprehensible organization.
rich."
Specials
On the their dug-out, with Pierce asking in
by Henriette Bagger, contralto, sang 24 above in Hie morning, but 1 did not
made model or the jacket that tics at subject of fundamentalism, most of the amazed tones, “How iu thunder did it
His program in full:
for tlie radio in Tarrytown, N. Y., re make atty record of weather conditions.
the side with a bow or sash; a style that students were silent, but. the class was happen ?”
Sonata—C-minor
Grieg cently. Tlie services at St. Thomas’
• « « •
Allegro
motto
aiiiiasslonaUi
will probably be widespread in Its equally divided on the question of
And it probably would not have hap
church. New York, where Mr. Land is
Allegretto espresstva alia romanza
Thursday, March 1.
popularity. Elcgaut simplicity is the whether or not the recent occupation pened but for the astonishing skill anil
Allegro animato
Morning. 36 above, snowing; noon,
soloist, are broadcast each Sunday.
keynote when this fabric is employed of German territory by tho French was energy shown by the modest Bouchard.
tvhcerto—No. 1
minor
hrti'.li
36 above, cast, light, partly cloudy;
Prelude Allegro mvderalq
and the model depends upon an excel Justified.
He worked to perfection with Bt. Aubin.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT ..
Those who admired Frederick Gun night, 28 above, northeast, light, cloud).
Adagio—Allegro energleo
lent cut and fit for Its smartness. When
who was also in top form. Therrieii.
The examination follows:
Lotus
Land
Cyril
Sro
’
.
l
ster, tenor, when he appeared at the Eight above n year ago ting morning
1283-tf
Polieliioellr (Serenade)
an* .rimming is used; usually it takes
krctsliy Maine Music Festival several years ago. Sky clear.
1. The Legislature of Kentucky very quicker'n the proverbial cat. contrib
Farewell to Cu huILn -Londonderry Air
the form of binding of plain or fancy nearly passed a resolution forbidding uted three nice ones to the grand total
• » « «
may lie intciested lo learn that he his
(Transcribed tiy Kreislerl
braid or some novelty material. This the teaching of evolution In the
Against such a team as Westerly
Two sketches from Scheherazade
I,ecu engaged to sing in a perfoimau1 c
"Harvest
Ice
Oropqn
Meme.”—I'd alHtiuaky -Korsakoff of Haydn’s Seasons at the Central New
tendency to bindings is one of the schools. The same question is being there needs must be a phenomenal de
itwst, forgotten liowtiiieo. it, i* to have
1 Ctiausou Aratie
marked trimming notes of the season; discussed in Minnesota and elsewhere. fence, and Rockland had it. “Bity"
York Music FasUval in Syracuse, on some of it in July aud August.
2. Pause Orientate
but it is impossible to discuss decora
a. Why was tho- teaching of evolu Wright hit and kicked the ball in all
I Transcribed by Kretslcr)
May 1st.
• • • •
tion in connection with sports things tion opposed?
• • • •
directions until lie looked like one of
• • • •
Since Christopher, W«'va Speeded Up
without mentioning the monogram
b. What is your point of view in the animated characters shown by the
In Hie audience that thronged the
A Bit
Speaking of Krcisler having every
motif. This and the bandanna idea the matter?
speedo camera. And Jimmy Purcell!
thing (hat the other "great violinists" Krcisler Portland convert were noticed Thin interesting tabulation was picked
have been two of the most individual
There
may
he
better
goal
tends
in
this
c. State your reasons.
have in part, brings to mind the won Mr. and Mrs. Kelly B. Crie. Miss Elsa irom a recent issue of the Watchmaninnovations that sports modes have
A BIG STOCK
2. Do you think the recent occupa universe, but gosh denied if we believe
derful technique of Heifetz, the beau Hayden, Miss Margaret Simmons and Examiner, headed "Crossing the Atlan
contributed to general fashions, and tion of German territory by the French it.
tiful tone or Miseha Elman, the extraor Miss Gladys Jones of Rockland: Mr. tic:"
which have done much to further the Justified? State your reasons.
The Westerly team brought only two
AND ALL SIZES IN
dinary agility of Erike Morini, and so and M i s. George Gardner of Thoma ston: 1492 < "luiiJsu ................................... ;e (jzj ,
development of sports wear styles.
11,26 The HUgclpi.-i .............................. 66 (Izj.i
3. What was the origin of the Ku of its original members—Cusick and
on, and it makes us wonder if any one and Miss Mabel Spear, formerly of 1860
A Hailing Vrsiel ........................ Ft (laja
Klux lilan? Certain high minded men Kehoe, botli of whom arc crack men
of these artists will ever attain tho Rockland.
l'(.t.i A llreadi- - ugh. ............................ 12 days
The Sunshine Society will meet with belong to the organization: How do In nih>-floor, and have made scores of
<869—4'lty of nruxicli ......... 7 days. 22 Ihiuci
heigjtits Krcisler has attained or will
Mrs. Charles Halt, 24 Ocean street, they justify it? What is the chief ar adrrtfrers here by their clean scientific
19I6--Maunnuiiia .................. 1 (lays It) liours
MRS. EDWARD M. ROBBINS
he stand unique in his art as Caruso
1911' An Airplane.................. tl days, 16 1iour.i
Monday afternoon from 2 to 5 o'clock.
playing.
gument against its existence?
and Schumann-Heink stand? In any
»
* v « «
Mrs. EHgubcth M. Robbins, wife of
4. Who arc the Fundamentalists and
The crowd watched B. Pierce with a
event it will be interesting to watch
Following Item la Out of Seaton
Miss Kathleen Singhi has been for what do they stand?
great deal of interest, having seen his
lheir careers, and see if growtli in other Edward M. Robbins, died at her home
Ot all the “famous last words" the
spending a few days In Portland.
in Bath Wednesday night. Feb. 21, after
5. Make a brief statement about the two brothers. Earl and Neil, and hav
lines develops!
a long and painful illness. She was well known "Guess I'll beat that train
following: Bonar I-aw, Sarah Bern ing followed his splendid work this
e e e •
Gen. Knox Chapter, D. A. R., of hardt. Judge Landis. Charles E. Hughes, season on the Worcester Nationals.
born in Edgccomb, a daughter of Allan across the track" scemx.tu be the most
And, too. speaking of Kreisler's ac
Thomaston, will be entertained next George Bernard Shaw.
and Amanda Giles Burnhufli and leaves popular.—Argonaut.
He is a wonderfully speedy man on
• • • *
companist, Carl Lamson. makes us
BUT
Monday by Mrs. John O. Stevens of
behind to mourn her loss a husband
6. What do you understand by: a, rollers, and has a wicked goal stroke.
realize how little thought we really and live children—Mrs. J. Herbert
Number, Please?
Tatbot avenue. Supper will be served. eugenics; h, the Einstein theory; c. a Blount led the National Lcugue this
.Saturday, March 1, 1913, nt 10.39 p.
It looks to us as though we were give an accompanist—any more Ulan Mosley. Jr.. Evelyn, Tlielnm, Susie und
luxury tax?
season as a goal tend, and the local
perhaps wo appreciate unconsciously
in. the Knox Telephone & Telegraph
After a 16 weeks' layoff, occasioned
going
to
be
up
against
the
same
John
Robbins
of
Bath;
four
sisters,
fans were glad to have seen him in ac
the beauty and sympathy in their play
Co. changed its ItockJaud board from
by a complicated appendicitis operation.
Mrs. Frank L. Dilley of Bath. Mrs. VY
Vote YES on the referendum ballot tion. After watching his work here
proposition that we were on
ing. Practically all the accompanists
Kelley B. Crie was back In the harness fur daylight saving and enjoy the Twi- nobody wondered how he was able to
liam Munsey of Wiscasset Mrs. Albert a magneto to a common battery system,
overshoes.
to tlie big artists before the public to
at The Brook yesterday getting the .ight League ball games.
Harrington and Mrs. Frank Kelsey of and we were done with turning the
make nearly 3800 stops in the big show.
day arc trained and accomplished mu
glad hand on every side. He was as South Bristol: and one brother, Aligns crank. Even when wc used the cranks,
The fifth man in the Westerly ring
sicians
of
the
highest
order,
and
repre

IF
glad to be back as his friends were to
tus P. Burnham or New York. She I don't remember of a single instance
was Turbitt. said to be the fastest
sent a great outlay of both time and
see him.
was a true and faithful wife and a where any of the operators or officials
amateur in New England. He did so
money.
Of
course,
THE
artist
deserves
Everybody gets an idea that they
wonderful mother, and will be greatly were ever "cranky" to the writer, who
well that many at first mistook him for
and gets the first honors, but let us all.
has jiut in quite a little time on the
Good Cheer Sewing Circle will meet
want a pair of Rubber Boots, even if we have no way of expressing missed.
Pierce. The score:
end of a rather busy line. Since then
at Temple hall Tuesday afternoon.
there won’t ba enough to go
Rockland—St. Aubin lr, Bouchard 2i
Tha Raliattla and Satisfactory
it in words or deed.,at least give an ap
the service has been all that one could
Members, will take their own work.
Thcrrien c, Wright hb. Purcell g.
preciative thought to the accompanist,
around. Already the wholesale
Psychic and Spiritual
Like to Take it for wish, and at times really better than
Westerly—Turbitt lr, 8. Pierce 2r,
on
whom
really
to
a
great
extent
an
could be expected.
Hope the girls
market is cleaned out.
Mrs. Charles McKinney was hostess
Coughs, Colds, Croup,
Kehoe c, Cusick hb. Blount gartist's success deiicpds.
Thursday evening of the members of
Colie, Cholera Morbus, have an enjoyable time at' tfi’etr hop,
e
•
e
»
First Period
the 15th.
' '
f,
the Crlbbage Club at her home on
Pains io Stomach or
SO
I {£
Two of .'flic, most notable baritones
1 Rockland—Thcrrien,
.46
Cedar street. A surprise was given
Bowels, Sore Throat.
before the public today gave recitals rrep»re4 by .tbs Notwzr M ssicmi Co., Hor»»y. Me.
2 ltcck land—Bouchard,
1.50
one of the members, the occasion being
If you are thinking ol getting a
recently in New York on the same af
3 Westerly—Kehoe,
1.31
the birthday of Mrs. Maud Colburn.
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED,
pair,, don’t put it off too long,
29 PARK STREET
ternoon'—Reinald Werrenrath in Car If It fails to benefit joq when uEedatrlcttr Redirected nn
4 Westerly—Fierce.
7.18
Refreshments were served, including a WV0INTMENT8 BY PHONE, TOW
the iunde wrapper* Try a bottle. Sold by ait deaieia
negie
Hail
and
Louis
Graveure
in
.-Eli

vetjy^beautiful birthday cake. It wa:
Second Period
an Hall. W. J. Henderson of the New
STRONG
one iff the most pleasant evenings the
5 Rockland—St. Aubin,
.33
FULL LINE OF
York Herald says: "The world has
club has sjAnt.
6 Westerly—Pierce,
.14
WATCHMAKER, and JEWELER
learned that the mule voice which pos
OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT
COLUMBIA RECORDS
7 Westerly—Kehoe,
1.54
WALL'RAPER
sesses the widest powers of expression
The latest issue of the Portland Sun
8 Westerly—Pierce.
5.09
is not the ringing tenor nor the pro
STONINGTON
ELECTRIC
LAMPS AND
day Telegram had the following Item
9 Westerly—Pierce.
2.11
found bass, but bhe medium and com
SUPPLIES
of local Interest: “Gardiner L. RobinFURNITURE CO.
10 Westerly—Turbitt.
1.03
monest voice among men, the baritone.
son celebrated tils 85th birthday with
11 Rockland—Thcrrien.
2.20
That i« one reason why Mr. Werren
’78 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
THOMASTON, MAIN®
L. MARCUS. 313-315 Main Strut
a family party .at the home of his son.
12 Westerly—Kehoe,
.15
rath and Mr. Graveure are in theforefuAS-tf
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Arthur Hi- Robinson, Lawn avenue.
13 Rockland—Therrien,
.24
trpnt of recital artists. Each has a

Mrs. M. A. Johnson has returned from New York with a full
pattern
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WESTERLY

SHEET MUSIC
20 Cents

15 Cents
V. F. Studley
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RUBBER
BOOTS
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THE RURAL SCHOOL
What the Government Is Do
ing For Their Betterment—
Comparison With the City
Schools.
Washington, D. C„ - February 28.—
The U. 8. of Bureau of Education
sends out messages twice a week
from NAA the naval aircraft station at
Iladio, near Arlington, Vu„ on a wave
length of 710 meters The messages
ure sent on Monday and Thursday
evenings from 6.15 to 7 o’clock, Eastern
time, as they will come on regular
schedule the public may become fully
informed on matters of general edu
cational interest by following tile lec
tures each week. The following sub
jects with dates are announced for
messages for the next month:
Agriculture in Rural Schools, Feb
26; Book Work and Hand Work in the
Schools ot Northern Europe, March 1:
Frontiers of Science, March 5: AllYear Schools, March 8; How to Edu
cate Yourself at Home. Maroh 12:
Thrift Activities in Certain Foreign
Schools March 15; The Peoples'Schools
in Denmark, March 1'.'; Why the
I'nited States Bureau of Education
Started a Radio Service, March 22:
Give Your Teachers a Chance for
Training, March 26; Work of the Li
brary Division of the I'nited States
Bureau of Education. March 29.
Supervision for Rural Schools
City school systems in L'nited States
have long furnished for their children
the advantages which come from ex
pert professional school supervision.
Large cities employ approximately one
supervisor for every twenty teachers
whose business it is to help the teach
ers to give more i/nd better instruction
to the country children in the schools.
Now country children need this same
kind of expert service even more than
city children because as a rule, the
teaeheis are not so mature or so well
trained as city teachers; they do not
remain as long in their positions and so
become as familiar with their work
and they have not in most cases the
advantage of counsel and advice from
principals and other teachers in the
same or nearby school buildings.
Often, too, the school term is shorter
in the country and one teacher has
many grades and subjects to teach
while the city teacher has few. There
fore the country' teacher with many re
sponsibilities and difficulties needs the
help of a good supervisor far more than
any other.
Country people arc beginning to ap
preciate the need of professionally
trained supervisors. This is evidenced
by the fact that an increasing number
are being employed each year for work
among rural schools. In Ohio alone
there are over 200 such supervisors; in
New Jersey there are from one to three
in each coun,ty averaging about one
supervisor to every 50 rural teachers
throughout the State; Wisconsin em
ploys 97 special assistants to county
superintendents and two State rural
supervisors who exercise general di
rection over the work.
Other States are making progress in
this direction to such an extent that
over 1,000 professional rural su|>ervisorg in the United States were re
ported lo the Bureau of Education in
1921, This is a great advance in the
effort to give the country l>oys and
girls as good opportunity for education
as city children have long had.
Rural School Conditions
The United
States
Bureau
of
Education.
Washington,
II.
C„
through its Rural School Division
collects and distributes information
concerning rural school conditions in
the States. The Division serves coun
try people, parents and patrons as well
sis school officers, through free publi
cations; through correspondence; radio
messages; the rural press and articles
dealing directly with rural schools in
the Bureau's monthly magazine, School
Life. The Division has prepared for
Circulation among school officers or
other responsible persons lantern slides
on rural school conditions and ac
tivities and two moving picture films—
one on school consolidation in the
United States and one on rural school
supervision. These may be borrowed
without charge except for necessary
transportation expenses. Five sets of
lantern slides may be borrowed. Two
sets illustrate consolidation, one school
activities one school buildings and
grounds, one transportation.
The Division has for free distribution
more than 20 bulletins, leaflets and cir
culars pertaining to rural schools cov
ering such subjects as Consolidation of
Schools; Certification of Teachers;
School Supervision; Teachers' Homes'.

Simmons & Hammond

THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Week days—9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Sundays—2 p. m. to 5 p. m.

on any product just naturally identifies that product as
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Quality Ice Cream
Maine Maid Sweets
Commodore Chocolates
Braemore Chocolates
Cherries

furnish you with Conclusive Evidence of this truth.
Made in Portland for EVERYBODY’S Sweet Tooth
(2723)

Simmons and Hammond Mfg. Co.
Portland—W aterville—Bangor

Look for the
“8

Cylinder perfec
tion
with un
equaled
me
chanical
simpli city”

S&H Dealer
NEBRASKA FIFTY YEARS AGO

When Knox County Beys Went West
In the Role of Pioneers

Win re can one find a better place for
children than at the library; books es
pecially chosen for their use, a well
heated, well lighted and well ventil
ated room, chairs and tallies designed
for children, games both historical and
educational, and a librarian to help in
the selection of books.
• . . •
About 75 children listened to the tell
ing of ' Oliver Twist," Friday evening.
• • * *
Read Sibatlni's three historical novels
"Scaramouch.” "Captain Blood," and
"The Snare."
. . . .
Wilhelm Hemlrik Van Loon has been
in New York recently discussing terms
with a well-known motion picture pro
ducer who wants to put “The Story of
Mankind" on the screen.
• • • •
Yacht 1 Lindsay's new book of poems.
"Going to the Sun." which Appleton
brought out early in February, is il
lustrated with fantastic pen-and-ink
drawings by the author. It is not generilly known that Mr. Lindsay was an
artist before he became a poet. He
studied under Robert Henri and Wil
liam Chase. Nearly all of Mr. Lind
say's poems have been written to fit
drawings which he had already made.
His ideas came to him first as pictures
anil are developed into poems while his
pen and pencil are busy with the draw
ings.
....
"The Education of Henry Adams.”
will l>e soon available for the blind.
Tlie Houghton-Mifflin Company lias
given the Red Cross permissnon to
transcribe the book into braille.
• • • •
Tiie Unlvcrsalist Leader in its Feb
ruary 10 Issue has a fine article
"M iud Boyden in Boston,”
it al
so contains Miss Boyden's address at
St Paul's Cathedra!, Boston.
....
The struggle for first place on the
list of fiction in demand at the pubhc
libraraies resolved itself in Decem
ber into a contest between Sinclair
Lewis and A. S. M. Hutchinson. First
"Main Street" led and held supremacy
for a year or more; then “If Winter
Comes" cNmbed to the top to be succi eiled by the same author's "This
Freedom.” Now Mr Lewis is again
head, with "Babbitt," which took
onger than "Main Street" did to reach
rst pace in the monthly score but eun
atdly lie expected to hold it so long.
• • . •
McCall's Magazine for March con
tains Ethel M. Dell's newest novelette,
Tommy-Rot."
• • • •
Many towns are considering the
t.irting of Parent Library Associations
for the purpose of interesting parents
the subject of books for themselves
anil for their children. One educator
claims that no mother can direct the
reading of her children when she her
self is indulging in books “not fit to be
printed." This association also helps
the selection of books for gifts,
brings to its meetings cuttings from
the best reviews discuss children's
books, looking up special editions, and
tries in every way to bring before the
lublic the best current publications.

!T IS a really remarkable commentary
on the New England appreciation of
Quality, that the highest grade Food
Products—HATCHET BRAND—should have
the most thorough distribution. All over New
England people are demanding

HATCHET
BRAND

FOODS

—nothing but the very finest will do—none
but genuine HATCHET will please them.

i Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
In the spring seasons of 1867 and 186^
j quite a colony of people went from
I Rockland and vicinity to Nebraska to
• take up free farms and make new
homes. Of the number was Anson
A. C. JONES
1 Hewett of Rbckland, brother of the
5 Talbot Ave.
late William O. Hewett.
Frank S.
■ Philbrick. who served three years ir
Rockland, Maine
the 4th Maine Regiment, represented
------------ Appleton and Hope. Lewis M. Keene
Transportation of Pupils;
Modern <
Appleton, who located at Freemont
Equipment for One-Teacher Schools; j jn the Platte valley, became a large
we suggest that you arrange with a
Distribution of State Funds; Agricul j landholder and successful farmer, also
tural
Instruction
in
Elementary I established ba-d.s, and whose financial
Dealer for the replenishing of
ll find
Schools; State Aid for Weak Schools; • holdings are reputed now to be reckit
to
your
advantage
to
buy
in
dozen
lots.
A Rufal Teacher’s Library; Salaries of l cned in seven figures. He visits RockRural Teachers; Salaries of Superin- j ’.ind annually. Eli and Chester Sprague
tendents and
Supervisors;
Home I were Appleton born.
Chester was
Economics in Rural Schools; Rural j awhile in Ro-.-kland working with one
Life and Culture Bibliography.
of the older newspapers of the city, the
Democrat and Free Press, of which Al
Country and C’ty Schools Compared
State reports show an enrollment of den Sprague and Edwin Sprague, his
more than 21.000.000 children in the two other Appleton brothers, were ed
public schools. More than 11.000,000 itors. Eli and Chester took up and also
are enrolled in the cities and incorpo I l ought Nebraska wild land. Litter, E’i
M523
rated towns and about 10.000.000 in the (returned wist. Chester went to Blair
schools of the open country. While and in 1870 started the Tribune,
the city and village schools have about which still exists. There were several
(others not so well known. Myself and
9.000,000 in average daily attendance
est commodity in the world today, and Type F, Patterson Lenz. Primolite.
the country schools have about 7.000,- ', brother located 80 acres each. I soon
the man who gets the real article is Type B. Satellite. Shaler Jtoadlight.
006. The length of school term in the ltft
claim and renting a place sowed
Smith. Superford. Two Way Light Dist.
never a dissatisthd customer.
cities is over nine months, or 182 days. bl) acres of wheat, "at halves," and
The sin of indifference is crippling (Lens). I’niversal, Violet Ray, Willis
while tlie country schools Yun less than while waiting for it to mature broke
t q cause of Christ on earth today far I St. Claire,
seven months or 137 days in the year. 50 acres of raw prairie sod with a team
worse than the sin of diiffielief.
This does not necessarily include all
In the cities the average number of ot eight wild, unbroken oxen, working
"The time is at hand men. when we ' di vi es whi h may be legal but ail that
a
lone.
days attended by each pupil enrolled
must quit ehasmg the almighty dollar have been approved to daie. Other
The performance of yoking those wild
is 143 while in the rural districts the
and give some ol' our time to chasing devices will be added when approved.
steers
the
first
time
and
turning
'he
average pupil attends only 96 days in
Headlights must be level and plumb;
Joe Sparks, chairman of the Ameri
Almighty God.
first
furrows
w
mid
make
a
first-class
the year. Is this giving the country
"Getting right with God is merely a lens must be in proper position and can Legion’s national rehabilitation
movie picture. For the first yoking 1
boy and girl an eoual chance with
matter of reason, but you will never headlights must lie bent down so no committee, has urged all disabled vet
had the help of six husky cattlemen,
those in the city?
get there if you try to match your poor rays of light 25 feet distant, on a level erans of the World War claiming comwho
then
departed
and
left
me
alone
in
Compare
the one-room country
pigmy mind against his omnipotence." surface will rise above the •enter of j pensation to have their claims certified
school house, poorly equipped and com mv glory.
There are some line tilings ill this ed the headlight. The bulbs must be in and their affidavits sworn to before
This
job
was
also
on
shares,
at
$4
fortless. with the handsome school
itor's address for us all to think about focus.
officials of the United States Veterans’
per
acre.
I
to
have
one-half,
or
$2
pci
building of the city with the best
during these lenten days. There is tre
Bureau without charge. Members of
acre. My wheat threshed 1100 bushels.
equipment. Compare the poorly laid
mendous need for a vital, living, force
the Sixth District Rehabilitation Com
My half sold for 60 cents a bushel, net
country teacher trying to instruct
ful religion both in the church and out
mittee of the Legion at their recent
ting me, after all bills were paid—0.
children in six or eight grades in one
side of it. We all need just that kind
conference in New Orleans stated that
Just then a newcomer appeared, a Ger
The library is in great need of
room, with the well trained and fairly
hundreds of ex-service men are now
man, and offered me $100 for my 80 copY of "Uncle Tom's Cabin." also of religious lije. Perhaps we may gain
paid teacher of the city instructing a
it during this lenten season.
paying notary fees when they are in no
acre holding. 1 sold. I had no title to it Wilkie Collin's "The Moonstone."
class of one grade in one room.
. . * •
(RiV.) T. M. Griffiths.
financial position to do so. because they
Why are- the country schools so in
Camden. March 1.
A word about the social side of the
are not aware that the iwipers relating
HOW A MISSISSIPPI EDITOR
ferior to tlie city schools? It is be
life. My brother-in-law was a flue
to their claim will be certified by the
cause the average country district is
"ORPHANS OF THE STORM"
iolinist and I played the 'cello, and
Bureau free of cost.
Thrilled a Florida Audience With His
not rich enough to pay for a good
we were calieJ often to play for kitchen
Acknowledgment of Jesus Christ
school. Most of the wealth is in the
The Big Griffith Classic, at the Park
dances. There were no hails in that
Hundreds of poor families, suffering
cities and a low school tax secures
Theatre Monday.
part of the country. nor roads either.
from cold and hunger in Denver were
At a meeting of Presbyterian lay
good schools. In some States where
One evening we went 15 miles down
cheered by the distribution of a car
the cities can maintain excellent
Hercwith are given just a few of the
the valley to play for a dance in a log men in the Duval theatre, Jacksonville,
load uf potatoes donated by the Hughes
schools with a tax of 50 cents on the
cabin. More than 30 couples were pres riorida. last week, Capt. Frederick outstanding facts about D. W. Griffith's
Blttinger post of the American Legion
$100 worth of property there are coun ent, some coming 25 miles by mule or
at Powell. Wyo. The potatoes wera
try districts, unable to have good horse team. Three log cabins, end to Sullens, editor of the Jackson tMiss.) newest motion picture sensation, "Or
distributed to the poor by the Salva
schools by paying three or four times nd. made the hall, dining rcom and Daily News, sounded a clarion call to phans of the Ftorin.” which is coming
tion Army.
this rate. The hope of our rural dressing room, each about 15x30 feet more consecrated Christian service to the Bark Theatre Monday and Tues
• . • •
schools is in increased State aid which The roofs were made from poles, cov among laymen.
day. A perusal of these facts and fig
Members of tlie American Ixigion
means a larger tax upon wealth for the ered with brush or small saplings, tSier
"Several hundred laymen.” says the ures will give a fairly accurate idea
support of schools of tin- people. All hay, with a foot and a half of tough
Bos' at Collinsville. Okla.. ure acting
of tlie magnitude of tiie picture, hut tlie
,i - truant officers of the public schools.
the children in tiie cities It ive th'- same prairie sod. While playing 1 could look Jacksonville Times-Union, "many of
'hem with tears streaming down tliei" real rnagnifl cnee and tremendously big
When a survey showed that many pu
school privileges whether their parents up into the roof and see mice, gophei
heeks, sprang to their feet and took aspects of this Griffith dramatic epie
are rich or poor, those wao have squirrels and snakes running around
pils were not attending school because
pledge that hereafter they will give must lie seen properly to be appreci
wealth ptiying for tlie schooling of the overhead. The snakes were harmless
parents were in destitute circumstances
Jesus full riglit-of-way in their lives." ated. These facts will help a little to
children of those who pay no taxes. and were not molested, for they
Legion members persuaded the citizens
For nearly an hour Capt. Sullens prepare tlie public for what they are
Should not this equality of opportunity leaned out the mice.
to organize a charities association to
held the conference gripped with one going to sec: “Orphans of the Storin''
be extended to all the children of the
aid the needy families.
Two young Indian braves appeared.
the most unique and remarkable ad is an adaptation of that famous old
• • • «
State?
all dressed for company, with rings or- dresses ever delivered before a gather stage classic. "The Two Orphans." It
Hr. Kate Waller Barrett, national
ramenting cars and noses, fingers and ing of church members. He told of his was given the title "Orphans of tlie
resident of tlie American Legion, went
wrists, their faces and bodies painted, conversion nine months ago under tho Storm" in order to avoid confusion
to Charleston, and Savannah, to assist
round their shoulders bright colored preaching of Gypsy Smith, Jr. This with three oilier pictures called "The
the wives of the troops returning from
blankets, which thrown aside disclosed story "was intensely dramatic, couched Two Orphans.” and widely advertised.
duty on tlie Rhineland, and to make
bodies naked to the waist.
in typical newspaper English, and the It is more than a milliun dollar pic
an investigation of their conditions in
During a lull in tne dancing my wife
ture: but Mr. Griffith does not con
the name of the Auxiliary. Dr. Barrett
took me into th- dressing room. Then as the editor told cf how he had been
sider that of importance; results ob
plans to act as a "big sister" to the 83
1 saw asleep on two high-posted bed jolted out of his indifference to God,
tained are the important matters in his
newcomers to America. She will at
14 bailies from live weeks old to twennd made to realize how far he fell mind. Nearly twelve months were oc
tempt to make their entry to this coun
months. Just then the mother of the short of being the kind of a man he
cupied in working up to, making and
try. and acclimation to the conditions
tnonth-old babe tame in and sat down ought to be." His dramatic address
finishing the picture, from the first
of life here as easy as is possible.
n the opposite bed in front of me, tool
• titered about his profound confession. steps to the finishing touches.
that youngest angel of the lot anil pro
Willi tlie returning troops are almost
■Jesus of Nazareth. Son of the Living
Tlie
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and
Dorothy
Gisli
eeded to give it its natural supper, Cod you can count on me." The
me hundred Americau dhildren born
appear
together
for
the
first
time
since
living me at the same time a beautifu Times-Union reports these “Hot shots
itt Germany. Dr. Barrett believes the
Hearts
of
the
World."
also
a
Griffith
smile. .She was young and very charm lired by ('apt. Sullens.” which are
Auxiliary will lie able to relieve these
feature.
ing. with black hair and eyes, rosy worth reading in New England too.
new citizens of much-of the embarrass
Joseph
Schildkraut,
known
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the
checks and perfect mouth and teeth—a
"I know nothing whatever about thement imifleut to taking up life in a
"handsomest
man.
”
makes
his
first
film
Dane by birth. II-r husband was ftjlly i ’ogy. but I can put all the theology in
strange land, by its work as adviser
We go where they grow the best—
appearance:
The
reproduction
of
Baris
as neat and handsome looking as shi tlie world into one simple sentence—
and sponsor.
* . • •
1 think she did not miss a dance.
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Jesus Christ can save men from sin. 1 covered 14 acres, the largest studio set
And select the best they grow.
upper?
Well, yes—some! Cold knew he can do it because he has saved ever built. Three of the houses are
A call for the first annual conven
reproductions from three now standing,
meats, venison, turkey, chicken, salt me. and I have seen him save others.
tion of the Alaska American Legion
raising bread (western style), cake
"I don't care a continental what Dr past which the death-carts rumbled
Auxiliary lias been issued by the De
About every woman brought a cake Percy Grant or other perpetrators of over 100 years ago. The fountain of
partment Adjutant of the American
every one perfect, and no two alike la’le-faenl sermonettes think about wine is an actual reality, done with
Legion. The meeting will be held April
Thirty kinds of cake at one supper, ye Jesus Christ, but I am concerned in the permission of the prohibition en
6. 7. and 8. depending on the steamer
forcement agent.—adv.
we all lived to get home. Nor were what Jesus Christ thinks about me.
schedule. There are six units in Alaska,
these tiie only strange and interesting
"I: is high time for'the newspapers
located at Anchorage. Juneau, Ketchi
things seen by those early pioneers.
of tile i'nited States to play up Jesus
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kan. Fairbanks and Sitka. In the April
F. S. Philbrick
Christ and play the politicians down.convention of these units the Alaska
Rockland, March 1.
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